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Monumental
EXPERIENCE

Mount Rushmore National Memorial

KEVIN COSTNER’S TATANKA
STORY OF THE BISON

Groups enjoy being emerged in the
story of the Bison as told by a Lakota
presenter. The centerpiece of Tatanka is
the 17 individual bronze sculptures that
depict a “Buffalo Jump”. Browse the
Native American gift shop. Snackbar.
Call for Original Deadwood Tours.
605.584.5678 // StoryOfTheBison.com

Custer State Park

RAPID CITY

A vibrant city experience infused with
small town charm and known for its
convenient proximity to Black Hills
and Badlands destinations. Dine at an
original fi rehouse, explore a replica of
a Norwegian Stavkirke, greet bronze
statues of past presidents lining
downtown and experience Native
American culture.
1.800.487.3223 // TourRapidCity.com

605.355.3600 // SeeTheBlackHills.com

WALL DRUG STORE

America’s #I roadside attraction.
Made famous by offering free ice water
to weary travelers. There is something
for everyone in this wonderland of
free attractions, shopping and dining.
Located in Wall off I-90 and 8 miles
north of Badlands National Park.
605.279.2175 // WallDrug.com

With over 5 million acres of forest, prairie and
mountain lands, your group will discover abundant
natural beauty, Wild West towns, free-ranging
wildlife, rich Native American culture, year-round
festivities, modern-day attractions and meaningful
adventure. Plan your tour today.
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editor’s
letter

The outdoors is still
the ‘in’ thing

Group Tour Media is
a proud member of:
American Bus Association
Circle Michigan
Louisiana Travel
Promotions Association
National Tour Association
Ohio Travel Association
Ontario Motor Coach Association
Student & Youth Travel Association
Tour Kansas
Virginia Motorcoach Association

Editor’s Note:
During this period of social
distancing, Group Tour magazine
will continue to provide group
travel inspiration. Please contact
destinations and attractions
directly for updated reopening
and safety information.
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I’ve spent a lot of time outdoors over the past 18-plus months. As soon as
I introduced my daughter to shoes when she learned to walk earlier this year,
they have become synonymous with the outdoors. No matter the weather or
time of day, she repeatedly demands to put on her shoes and go “outshide,”
which has become her happy place. As a new parent during the pandemic,
I’ve been thankful for the outdoors and how the open, fresh air has allowed
us to gather with others in a safe way. Whether pushing strollers with other
moms along a waterfront path, introducing my daughter to the beach at our
local state park or watching her run around at a nearby splash pad, my time
spent “outshide” has just felt right, especially during a time when so many
things are still uncertain.
For many, the coronavirus pandemic has reinvigorated a love of nature
and the great outdoors. State and national parks throughout the country
have reported record attendance numbers, too. In this issue, our cover story
highlights state park systems throughout the U.S. and the outdoor activities
and natural beauty they offer for your groups. See page 18.
This issue is packed with tour planning ideas for the new year and
beyond. You’ll find special sections highlighting group travel favorites in
North Carolina and Texas, as well as shopping and gaming hot spots for your
itineraries.
Other features include Wichita, Kansas; winter experiences in Vermont,
both inside and out; music attractions in Virginia; and Amish destinations in
the Midwest. You’ll also learn about the new Lackawanna County Pizza Trail
in Pennsylvania and the regional pizza style found there.
As always, we appreciate your readership and support of Group Tour
magazine. For more travel-planning inspiration, check out grouptourmagazine.com and follow us on Facebook and Instagram (@grouptourmagazine).
Until next time,

Courtney Birchmeier
courtney@grouptour.com

scan to renew

renew for 2022!
Guarantee seamless delivery of the latest group
travel news, itineraries and destinations! Renew your
100%-free subscription to Group Tour magazine.
Never miss a 2022 issue.

grouptourmagazine.com/renew

on trend

CHISAGO LAKES
VISITORS BUREAU
SHINES LIGHT ON
SWEDISH SETTLERS
A relatively new tourism
organization in eastern Minnesota hopes a new movie about
19th-century Swedish emigrants
helps spark tourism to the
region.
Katie Malchow, executive director
of Chisago Lakes Visitors Bureau, said
the bureau was formed about a year
and a half ago and includes Chisago
City, Lindstrom, Center City and
Taylors Falls — all located along U.S.
Highway 8.
Swedish writer Vilhelm Moberg
wrote four novels between 1949–1959
that chronicle the mid-19th-century
emigration of Karl Oskar and Kristina
Nilsson from Smaland, Sweden, to the
United States and their settlement in
the Chisago Lakes area of Minnesota.
On Dec. 25, The Emigrants,
directed by Erik Poppe and based
on Moberg’s books, is scheduled to
premiere in Sweden.
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“We welcome this opportunity to share with a new generation
this fictious story that so accurately
portrays the history and the experiences of emigrants to our country, our
state and our own beautiful corner of
Minnesota,” Malchow said.
The Moberg series is to Swedish
people what the Laura Ingalls Wilder
series is to Americans, she added.
“What Moberg did when he wrote
the Emigrants books was offer a
glimpse into the experience, not only
for the Swedish, but for many other
European settlers as well,” Malchow
said. “The grit, determination and fortitude that was necessary to undertake
such a journey is not understood by
many today. Surviving the journey
was another thing all together.”
The Chisago Lakes Visitors Bureau
plans to launch an itinerary that visitors can follow to experience the sites
and locations that inspired Moberg

to write about Karl and Kristina’s
journey.
“We want this itinerary to provide
an educational, comprehensive
and enlightening outing for those
interested in learning more about the
Swedish immigration experience,”
Malchow said. “This is a passion
project in our community. We have
people who can present the story and
do it in a way that is not a cliché.”
Key attractions related to Swedish
settlers are Gammelgarden Museum
in Scandia; Karl Oskar House, Karl
Oskar and Kristina Statue, and the
Chisago County Historical Society in
Lindstrom; and the Moberg Statue in
Chisago City. Many attractions will
work with operators to offer special
tours and activities.
In addition to the Swedish settlement story and the Swedish Barn
Quilt Trail, the Chisago Lakes area is a
hotbed for artists and artisans. Pottery

tours are especially popular, Malchow
said. Franconia Sculpture Park is a
50-acre outdoor contemporary art
exhibition.
Area parks, including Interstate
State Park, provide miles of trails for
hiking.
“The Chisago Lakes area hopes
to become a destination for tour
groups for many reasons,” Malchow
said. “We have lots to offer by way of
historical significance and education.
But we also have quaint Main Street
communities, wonderful food and
beverage choices, unique shopping
destinations, and a great proximity to
the Twin Cities Metro area.” n
Chisago Lakes Visitors Bureau
651-257-1177
chisagolakes.org

KARL OSKAR AND KRISTINA STATUE

PHOTO: CHISAGO LAKES VISITORS BUREAU/ALYSSA AUTEN
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spotlight

A RETURN TO
HANDS-ON
TOUR PLANNING
David Matthews, long-time group tour
planner, shares insights, experience
By Cindy Fish
DAVID MATTHEWS

After running Prime Tours in Ohio for 23 years,
David Matthews was ready for a change. Feeling
like more of an overseer, he missed hands-on tour work.
In October 2019, Matthews sold the company to start a
small firm, Enrichment Travel Services, based in Dublin,
Ohio. The new business allowed him to be more hands-on
with guests and vendor partners, while still affording him
time to practice his public relations and journalism skills
through consulting and travel writing.
“I learned a lot about group tours in 23 years,” Matthews said. “Now, I’m putting that knowledge to work to
do anything from operating small to large group tours, to
consulting, to producing travel marketing videos.”
10
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Q. Upon starting Enrichment Travel 		
Services, were you looking to fulfill 		
a niche that was not being met?
A. In addition to broad-based group tours, we’ve found success
in custom tours for musical bands and their fans where they
tour Ireland or Scotland and see the country and do several
shows for their fans and the locals.

Q. What sets your company apart 			
from other tour planners?
A. We only serve private groups, which lets us truly customize
each tour to suit their needs and desires. We’re also with our
groups all the way and never take a group to a place we don’t
already know.

Q. How have group travelers changed 		
since you began your career?
A. Guests are more sophisticated and want more flextime, more
adventure, more hands-on experiences, more learning. They
want more enrichment, which is how I decided on the name of
my new firm, Enrichment Travel Services.

Q. What is the best advice you would 		
give to someone starting out in the 		
tour planning field?
A. Working with private groups, we initially only need to sell

a tour to one person, the group leader. You’d better be able to
answer their questions about any aspect of the tour or the destination. Prepare by going to the destinations and seeing up-close
everything the group will experience. Also, have your office
systems, record-keeping and marketing ready to go before you
market any tours.
PHOTOS: COURTESY OF ENRICHMENT TRAVEL SERVICES

Q. What marketing practices do you 		
recommend new organizations
focus on?
A. Customization and expertise. Competition is strong. So

many entities are offering group tours, whether they have experience or not. Planners need to make it clear you have what it
takes to make it a great tour and can add very special features.

Q. What is your favorite part
of your job?
A. Aside from travel and adventure, I love meeting new people

in the travel industry during tours or at workshops in the U.S.
and Europe. So many people in this industry are so smart and
caring and fun and cool, and we’re all working together to make
guests happy. My other favorite part is being around our guests,
who are so diverse, fun, inquisitive and adventurous. I always
wish I could just hang out with them and enjoy the tour, but I
have to run the show.

Q. What travel destination or activity
is on your bucket list?
A. More river cruises. I have cruised the Seine and want to do

more. River cruising continues to grow as a perfect group tour.
I’m looking forward to getting back to Ireland, Italy and France
to reconnect with friends in the industry and letting them know
more American groups are on the way.

Q. What is your favorite travel app?
A. Before we contact airline or hotel group desks, I check

kayak.com. That and others like it are good barometers of
which airlines and hotels might work best. Rome2rio.com is my
favorite when I’m on my own exploring and doing site visits,
mainly in Europe. I usually have a rental car in Europe, and it
still comes in handy. n

David Matthews
President, Enrichment Travel Services
614-581-2126
enrichmenttravel.com
grouptourmagazine.com
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There’s a trail for that.

By Courtney Birchmeier

In Lackawanna County, Pennsylvania, pizzerias reign supreme. The county in Northwest Pennsylvania is home to more than 160
locally owned pizza shops, with many among
them serving a style of pizza unique to the
region. The Lackawanna County Pizza Trail
spotlights 63 of the best pizzerias, many that
easily welcome tour groups.
A trail is born
The Lackawanna County Visitors Bureau created
its pizza trail last year, with a lot of help from the
local community.
“The locals are very, very passionate about their
pizza,” said Alexa Peregrim, sales manager at Lackawanna County Visitors Bureau. “We knew we needed
to do a voting contest for the pizza places, to see who
would be on the map, and we knew we needed to get
the locals involved.”
The bureau divided the pizza places by region and
used a social media voting contest to narrow down
the list. The result was 63 mom and pop pizza places
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that fall within nine regions of the county.
“We knew it was the perfect time to have that
contest take place and really develop the tour itself
because of COVID-19,” Peregrim said. “We were trying to get people to eat locally, and to support local
businesses and the pizza places. Everyone was doing
take-out a lot at that time. It was great free advertising for the businesses on social media, to get the
word out and then also promote themselves through
the pizza tour and the pizza trail.”

REVELLO’S PIZZA

PHOTO: COURTESY OF LACKAWANNA COUNTY VISITORS BUREAU
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Peregrim said the bureau is in the process of
creating a passport with the 63 pizzerias on it and
is using other prominent trails, like the Kentucky
Bourbon Trail, as a model.
“What we’re hoping to do is meet with all the
pizzerias in one location at some point, especially
now that restrictions have lifted, and discuss with
them what they want to see with the future of the
pizza trail, in terms of marketing and advertising
between the prizes and promotions and everything
else,” Peregrim said. “It’s really going to be a big team
effort. This is as much their pizza trail as it is ours,
so we want to make sure everyone is happy and
involved and excited about it.”
Pizza Capital of the World
The town of Old Forge, sometimes referred to
as the Pizza Capital of the World, is located a few
minutes outside of Scranton and has a pizza history
that dates to the coal mining days when Italian immigrants settled in the borough. The workers needed
something that would fill them up after a long shift,
so the women made pizza based on the ingredients
and resources they had at the time.
Old Forge-style pizza is baked on a rectangular
metal pan and comes with its own language. “Slices”
are instead called “cuts” and you order pizza by the
“tray” not the “pie.” Restaurants serving Old Forgestyle pizza usually offer both “red” and “white”
pizzas. Red pizza is a traditional regular crust, topped
with tomato sauce and cheese, where white pizza is
usually double crusted, sauceless, has a good amount
of cheese oozing out, and is topped with rosemary.
“Old Forge-style pizza is really unique and
different compared to New York, Detroit or Chicago
styles, not to say that we don’t have those styles here,
because we definitely do,” Peregrim said. “The pizza trail really shows visitors a part of our culture. This
is a very historical and cultural aspect of our area,
and we love that people can take part in that.”
On the trail, groups can try Old Forge-style pizza
at a variety of places. At Arcaro & Genell in Old Forge,
patrons can choose from red, double crust white and
single crust white pizzas in the Old Forge-style. Red
pizzas can include toppings like hot sausage, meatballs,
shrimp, clams and pepperoni. Double crust white
pizza variations include spinach and cheese, and
broccoli and cheese. Other menu items include thincrust pizza, pasta and house specialties like chicken
Parmigiano and sea scallops scampi.
Also in Old Forge, Revello’s Pizza has been using
the same recipes for more than 45 years. Groups can
get red and white pizza with a variety of toppings, as
well as Broccoli White Pizza. Other Italian specialties
include gnocchi and ravioli.

ALFREDO’S PIZZA CAFE

PHOTO: TODD HILLER PHOTOGRAPHY

More group favorites
Many stops on the Lackawanna County Pizza
Trail are group friendly. And those that can’t accommodate large groups can always be tried via take-out.
“We will have a list of group friendly locations
that can fit large bus groups as well as a list of takeout locations, so if a group wanted to go to an attraction and try some pizza places nearby, we can give
them some takeout options,” Peregrim said.
Tourgoers who are fans of the TV show The Office
will want to check out Alfredo’s Pizza Cafe, which is
the favored pizzeria of the mockumentary’s Dunder
Mifflin employees. The Scranton pizzeria is just a
short walk from Steamtown National Historic Site.
Groups can order its award-winning pan pizza, in
addition to other menu items like pasta, burgers and
over 80 martinis.
Groups will feel at home when dining at 2brothers Pizzeria & Restaurant in Laurys Station, owned
by two brothers who have lived in the area for more
than 25 years. 2brothers’ Italian dishes are made from
family recipes. Enjoy New York-style pizza, subs and
sandwiches, hoagies, stromboli and calzones.
For all 63 stops on the pizza trail, the community
aspect of the restaurants is as important as the pizza
itself.
“The biggest thing for us is showing that these are
locally owned places, they are family restaurants, and
they are owned by families who put their heart and
soul into it,” Peregrim said. “Coming in for a family meal, coming in for good conversation over good
food, and just realizing and enjoying the time with
family and friends and being a part of the community — that’s the biggest aspect of the trail outside of
the food itself.” n
Lackawanna County
Visitors Bureau
570-496-1701
visitnepa.org/things-to-do/
tours-itineraries/pizza-trail
grouptourmagazine.com
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news+notes
Québec City Tourism
reveals new identity

Québec City Tourism has revamped
its image and unveiled its new identity as
Destination Québec cite. With the world’s
tourism industry currently facing its greatest
crisis in history because of COVID-19, the
organization responsible for promoting
tourism in the Québec City region, inspired by
the greatest tourism destinations worldwide,
has decided to modernize its image to better
face the competition and stay ahead of the
current market trends. This new name will
better reflect the vibrant and animated region
that is the greater Québec area, a destination
in action. quebec-cite.com

PHOTO: THE BROWN PALACE

Iconic Denver hotel debuts
newly renovated suites, venues

In July, The Brown Palace Hotel & Spa in downtown Denver
announced the completion of the renovation of the historic hotel’s Top
of The Brown Suites, including the eighth and ninth floors, as well as
the three Presidential Suites, Palace Arms, Club Lounge and various
meeting spaces. An iconic property in Denver since 1892, the hotel’s
latest renovations keep its heritage intact with new, updated features.
The Top of The Brown Suites embrace their art deco-style roots though
modernized for 21st-century guests. A reimagined menu along with new
furniture, lighting and more. brownpalace.com

New observation deck
opens in New York City

Opened Oct. 21, SUMMIT is NYC’s newest observation deck and
immersive experience at the crown of the iconic new One Vanderbilt
skyscraper. SUMMIT takes visitors to the highest vantage point in Midtown
with views of the Chrysler Building, Empire State Building and north to
Central Park, and glass floor ledges that overhang over 1,000 feet above
Madison Avenue. SUMMIT’s Ascent is the highest rack-and-pinion elevator
system in the world, and at 90 square feet each, the largest glass floor
elevators in the world. The observation deck also offers food and beverage
options. summitnyc.com

Historic Schoenbrunn Village
plans 2022 celebration

PHOTO: ONE VANDERBILT
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Historic Schoenbrunn Village in New Philadelphia, Ohio, turns 250
years old in 2022. David Zeisberger established the settlement in 1772 as
a Moravian mission among the Delaware Nation Native Americans. The
anniversary celebration begins May 3, 2022. Daily tours and special events
throughout the year offer group tours a unique glimpse into Colonial life
during the time of the American Revolution. Home to Ohio’s first school
and first church, guests can explore 17 reconstructed log buildings on the
original sites along with a museum and the original cemetery. ohiohistory.
org/schoenbrunn, traveltusc.com

Riverboat Louis
Armstrong
launches in
New Orleans

The Riverboat Louis Armstrong is
New Orleans’ newest large-scale venue
and one of the largest riverboats in the
region. The 3,000 passenger-vessel, which
debuted in the summer, stands four
decks high and honors the memory and
musical legacy of one of New Orleans’
most iconic and beloved musicians —
Louis Armstrong. The vessel, formerly
known as the City of Evansville, has been
in operation since 1995. New Orleans
Hospitality Enterprises began renovation
in 2017 and has upgraded the vessel into a
music and entertainment venue offering
VIP experiences, private event rentals
and gospel jazz brunch on Sundays.
riverboatlouisarmstrong.com

Niagara Parks Power Station
opens new multimedia experience

Currents: Niagara’s Power Transformed, presented by Thinkwell, is an
epic sight and sound nighttime show situated in the heart of Niagara Parks
Power Station, a century-old hydroelectric power plant. The show follows the
spectacular transformation of water to electricity through imagery, color, lights,
sound and a breathtaking musical score. Experience the change from water
to electricity as you
follow the exhilarating
journey of one tiny
water droplet from the
Horseshoe Falls through
the turbines of the first
major power plant on
the Canadian side of the
Niagara River. Currents:
Niagara’s Power
Transformed opened
Sept. 3 and will run
four shows per night
throughout the next
PHOTO: NIAGARA PARKS POWER STATION
year. niagaraparks.com

scan to visit
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Want more group travel industry news, destination ideas
and business articles? Visit grouptourmagazine.com
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news+notes
‘Empires at War: Austria
and Russia’ on view at
National WWI Museum
and Memorial

PHOTO: MOAR

Museum of the American
Revolution launches
Spanish-language
audio tour

Visitors to the Museum of the American Revolution
in Philadelphia can now experience the museum’s
award-winning, immersive core galleries with a newly
launched Spanish-language audio tour. The tour is now
permanently available — free of charge — for museum
visitors on-site and online. The 45-minute audio tour
provides visitors with insights into the museum’s
rich collection of Revolutionary-era artifacts, behindthe-scenes details of the museum’s creation and
opportunities to dig deeper into the stories behind the
objects on display. amrevmuseum.org/audio-tour

Juneteenth museum
coming to Galveston, Texas

The June 19 Museum, Inc. has agreed to acquire The
Custom House from DSW Homes to establish a boutique
museum dedicated to Juneteenth. The company is
transforming The 1861 Customs House historic site
into The Customs House – Juneteenth Museum. This
new center will feature a boutique hotel, restaurant
and educational activities that support the national
celebration of Juneteenth. It will also be an experiential
museum that will use virtual and augmented reality
to celebrate global diversity and inclusion through the
stories and historical significance of Juneteenth. The
Customs House – Juneteenth Museum is scheduled
to open in time for the 2022 Juneteenth celebration.
june19museum.com
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By the close of World War I, four empires had
collapsed, including both the Russian and the AustroHungarian Empires. “Empires at War: Austria and
Russia” at the National WWI Museum and Memorial
in Kansas City, Missouri, examines the conflict on the
Eastern Front, an aspect of the war often less surveyed
but with cataclysmic results for the millions affected.
Drawing from original objects recently added to the
museum and memorial’s collection, the exhibition
features an extraordinary collection of never-beforeseen Austrian and Russian material culture — uniforms,
equipment, flags, hats, helmets and more. The exhibit
will be on view through January 2023. thewordlwar.org

Phoenix metropolitan area
to again welcome Dale
Chihuly in new exhibition

A new Dale Chihuly exhibition — “Chihuly in the
Desert” — will be featured at two iconic Arizona
attractions, Desert Botanical Garden in Phoenix and
Taliesin West in Scottsdale. Opening at both locations
on Dec. 3, the exhibition will run through June 18, 2022.
At the garden, Chihuly’s large-scale glass installations
will sit among a collection of desert plants and will be
complemented by an indoor gallery in Dorrance Hall
— featuring never-before-seen pieces. Installations at
Taliesin West will be inside, on the lawn, floating on
the water and emerging from the desert surrounding
the home designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. dbg.org,
franklloydwright.org

PHOTO: JILL RICHARDS

Greater Palm
Springs Convention
& Visitors Bureau
changes name

The Greater Palm Springs Convention
& Visitors Bureau — the official
destination marketing organization
for the Coachella Valley in California
— recently announced that the
organization will begin operating
under a new name and will be known
as Visit Greater Palm Springs. Along
with this change, a newly designed
logo will be used. The new name better
reflects the organization’s longerterm vision of not only showcasing
its nine cities as a premier leisure and
meetings destination but also growing
the tourism economy in the region.
visitgreaterpalmsprings.com

PHOTO: COURTESY OF PURSUIT

New FlyOver attraction
debuts on Vegas Strip

FlyOver in Las Vegas, the new immersive flight ride from hospitality
company Pursuit, opened Sept. 1. The attraction takes guests on a
multi-sensory journey as they soar over 22 of the American West’s most
spectacular destinations, from the plunging river valleys of the Grand
Canyon to the volcanic peaks of Oregon’s Cascade Volcanic Arc. The flight
ride’s film The Real Wild West is shown in stunning 8K high definition
on a 52.5-foot spherical screen. The attraction uses a state-of-the-art
moving platform with six degrees of motion that enables guests to feel
every sweeping movement of the journey while also experiencing special
effects like wind, mist and location-specific scents. flyoverlasvegas.com
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Ready, set,
let’s adventure
Encompassing millions of acres of land,
U.S. state parks parade endless recreation
By Kate O’Neil
With such a varied natural landscape
— from bayous and deserts to mountains and boreal forests — it’s no
wonder the U.S. is home to thousands
upon thousands of state parks.
Recreation and outdoor adventure are
at any travelers’ fingertips, and groups can
find several ways to adventure through the
nation’s beautiful and protected lands.
State parks have been especially enticing
lately due to COVID-19; fresh air and outdoor spaces offer safety, and many groups
are taking advantage of this. Alabama,
California and Michigan state parks are a
great place to start and draw millions of visitors every year — including nature lovers,
history enthusiasts and outdoor adventure
seekers alike.

CATHEDRAL CAVERNS STATE PARK,
WOODVILLE, ALA.
PHOTO: CHRIS GRANGER
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Alabama
During the pandemic, the Alabama
State Park system saw a record number of
visitors to its state parks — increasing from
5 million guests per year to 6.2 million.
Alabama’s 21 state parks offer groups
48,000 acres of land and water to play in,
from the sunny Gulf Coast beaches to the
towering Appalachian Mountains. It’s no
wonder these lands provided a respite for
so many travelers looking to get away while
staying safe over the last year and a half.
“From the lower Appalachian Mountains to the Gulf Coast, Alabama is home
to the fifth largest number of plant and
animal species in the United States,” said
Jerry Weisenfeld, advertising and marketing manager at the Alabama State Parks
Division. “The geologic variety, widespread
water resources and suitable climate of the
state all play a part in this biodiversity, and
we encourage you to experience it firsthand
in Alabama state parks.”
Off the beaten path lies Cathedral
Caverns State Park in Woodville. With an
entrance measuring 126 feet wide and 25 feet
high, groups will enjoy a guided tour of the
cave to see its marvelous interior formations.
“One of our most popular state parks is
Gulf State Park located on the beach in Gulf
Shores,” Weisenfeld said. “With two miles of
beaches, a spacious campground and a new
lodge and conference center, there is always
something new to explore.”

LAKE GUNTERSVILLE STATE PARK,
GUNTERSVILLE, ALA.
PHOTO: ALABAMA STATE PARKS DIVISION

Another popular park is Lake Guntersville State Park — located on the top of a
mountain on the banks of the Tennessee
River. The on-site zip line course offers
adventurous opportunities for groups.
Traveling from Birmingham? A short
drive from the city, Oak Mountain State
Park is Alabama’s largest park with outdoor
activities to boot. The on-site interpretive
center features interactive exhibits, too.
Lakepoint State Park in Eufaula, “The
Bass Capital of the World,” borders a
45,000-acre lake and boasts a full-service
restaurant and lounge. After a long hike,
groups can sit down and relax with a hearty
meal.
“Many parks have naturalists on staff
to share information about the state’s rich
natural history,” Weisenfeld said. “The
Alabama state park system is 80 years old,
and we strive to be recognized as one of
the leading state park systems in the nation
in providing quality outdoor recreation
services and resources to the public.”
From lodging located right in the
park to accessible outdoor amenities like
rental kayaks and canoes, Alabama’s state
parks are a convenient way to plan outdoor-themed itineraries.
OAK MOUNTAIN STATE PARK,
PELHAM, ALA.
PHOTO: CHRIS GRANGER

Alabama State Parks Division
800-252-7275
alapark.com
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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PROVIDENCE MOUNTAINS STATE RECREATION AREA,
SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY, CALIF.
PHOTO: © CALIFORNIA STATE PARKS, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

California
California is ranked No. 3 for states with the highest
percentage of state and national park coverage. At 280 state
parks alone, it’s no wonder groups travel to California regularly for its natural scenery.
“California’s state park system has something for every
outdoor enthusiast,” said Jorge Moreno, information officer
at the California Department of Parks and Recreation.
“Whether visitors want to hike or camp with friends or
family; ride horses along designated trails or beaches; swim
in rivers, lakes or beaches; view wildlife; ride off-highway
vehicles in the state vehicular recreation area parks; or tour
a historic building, our state parks are iconic and unforgettable destinations to create memories.”
Moreno said that some of the more popular parks are
located along the coast, although park locations are spread
throughout the state — each with something different to
offer.
Watch a beautiful sunset in Orange County at Bolsa Chica State Park or opt for a more secluded coastline adventure
at Mendocino Headlands State Park — with miles of trails
winding along coastal cliffs in Northern California.

BOLSA CHICA STATE BEACH,
ORANGE COUNTY, CALIF.

PHOTO: © CALIFORNIA STATE PARKS, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Guided tours of Mitchell Caverns at Providence Mountain State Recreation Area offer a look into ancient limestone cave formations in the middle of the Mojave National
Preserve.
Looking for a little more history? Schedule a tour at Old
Town San Diego State Historic Park and discover early life
in the Mexican and early American period between 1821 to
1872. The park boasts restored original historical buildings
that groups can tour.
Many of California’s state parks are rich in Native American heritage. Make a reservation for a guided tour at Indian
Grinding State Historic Park’s museum, complete with
a Miwok village and ceremonial roundhouse. Chumash
Painted Caves State Historic Park outside of Santa Barbara
features some of the finest remaining rock art created by the
Chumash people.
Groups can’t leave California without seeing some of
nature’s biggest giants, coastal redwood trees. Redwood
National Park is cooperatively managed with the state, as
it shares land with Jedediah Smith, Del Norte Coast and
Prairie Creek Redwoods state parks. Take a guided hike or
discover the several outfitters that operate more exhilarating
adventures within these northwestern parks.
“California’s diverse ecosystem has something for everyone to enjoy,” Moreno said. “From the ancient redwoods
along the north coast state parks, the elephant seal tours in
the Santa Cruz area, the majestic sequoia forest along our
central parks, the state beaches along the southern coast and
the desert wildlife in our largest state park — Anza-Borrego State Park — these various locations are beautiful and
pristine for group tours.”
California Department of Parks and Recreation
800-777-0369
parks.ca.gov

Michigan
Michigan can credit several of its state parks to its namesake — coming from the Ojibwe word mishigami, meaning “large water” or “large lake.” Unsurprisingly, many of
Michigan’s 100-plus state parks feature water, being a huge
recreational draw to the state.
“State parks are at the heart of a true Michigan experience,” said Stephanie Yancer, social media coordinator at the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources. “[Groups] have
a chance to experience the Great Lakes State and all the other
great freshwater resources. The state parks are able to accommodate larger groups. Folks can get their heart pumping on a
trail, explore historic sites or just relax at the beach.”
Home to one of Michigan’s most alluring attractions,
Palms Book State Park’s Kitch-iti-kipi (located in the Upper
Peninsula) is Michigan’s largest freshwater spring. The
waters of the spring are crystal clear and offer a gorgeous
view of the features below. Take a self-guided observation
raft and see ancient tree trunks, lime-encrusted branches
and fat trout.
Tahquamenon Falls State Park — also located in the Upper Peninsula — features one of the largest falls east of the
Mississippi River. Several accessible overlooks offer views of
both the upper and lower falls and trails run throughout the
surrounding forest.
Dunes, forests, marshlands and an iconic lighthouse
— Ludington State Park in lower West Michigan is a great
destination for a beach day and some history, too. Tour
on-site Big Sable Point Lighthouse and climb to the top for a
unique view of Lake Michigan.
On the other side of the state just outside of Detroit is
Belle Isle Park, located on the Detroit River between the
U.S. and Canada. In addition to watercraft activities, the

PORCUPINE MOUNTAINS
WILDERNESS STATE PARK,
ONTONAGON AND
GOGEBIC COUNTIES, MICH.

PHOTO: SAMANTHA HAGERMAN GAINA

TAHQUAMENON FALLS STATE PARK,
PARADISE, MICH.
PHOTO: AUBRY HEALY

park features an aquarium, conservatory and much more.
For groups seeking a wider variety of thrilling adventures, Porcupine Mountains Wilderness State Park in the
northwestern Upper Peninsula is the place to be. As Michigan’s largest state park, groups will love climbing Summit
Peak to get views of the Lake of the Clouds, Lake Superior
and the 35,000-acre old-growth forest. The visitor center
offers interpretive programs, an exhibit hall and more. Fort
Wilkins Historic State Park is another great option for outdoor enthusiasts and history lovers.
Yancer suggest groups make the most of Michigan’s
hidden gems like Rockport Recreation Area on Lake Huron
or Sterling State Park on Lake Erie.
“Each park has its own individuality,” Yancer said. “You
won’t find the same thing in every park, there’s something
unique about every one.” n
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
800-447-2757
michigan.gov/dnr

Discover
Amish life

MAKE CONNECTIONS IN INDIANA AND OHIO
By David Hoekman
In Amish communities of Indiana
and Ohio — where horse-drawn
buggies outnumber cars — group
tours encounter artisans, handcrafted treasures and delicious
food. Visitors also learn from the Amish
about their faith and lifestyle, which calls
for plain clothing and rejects the use of
electricity and cars.

Indiana

Northern Indiana Amish communities in Elkhart and LaGrange counties
continue to be popular destinations for
group tours.
Sonya Nash, director of group and
experiential sales and promotions at
Elkhart County Convention and Visitors
Bureau, said the most popular experiences for groups are authentic interactions
with Amish people. “It’s where groups
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shop in Amish shops, dine in Amish
homes and get a chance to meet with
and talk with Amish people,” she said. “It
demystifies the Amish.”
In the Meet the Amish Makers tour, an
Amish woman serves as a step-on guide.
She talks about her faith and culture as the
group travels the countryside to an Amish
clockmaker, dairy farm and creamery,
woodcarver and buggy maker. A meal
in an Amish home is included. Group
members learn, sample, shop and connect
directly with real-life Amish people.
Shoppers will want to spend time
exploring the massive Shipshewana Flea
Market, open each Tuesday and Wednesday from May through September.
Das Dutchman Essenhaus in Middlebury is Indiana’s largest restaurant and
famous for fried chicken, homemade
noodles fresh from their factory and 31

kinds of pie. With its restaurant, bakery,
multiple shops, accommodations, horsedrawn carriage rides and family-friendly
original theatrical productions, the property functions as a one-stop location.
Nash said for the senior market, tours
in Amish communities are nostalgic.
They remember grandparents and relatives who lived without electricity and
close to the land.
Others come to observe a different
lifestyle, or for the Amish food or crafts.
“The Amish make great stuff, whether it’s
furniture or quilts or noodles,” Nash said.
Group experiences and hands-on
activities mean spending extended time
with Amish people and those interactions
can result in deeper-level connections.
Due to the pandemic, group experiences are more customized than ever
before, Nash said. Suppliers are adjusting,

ELKHART COUNTY, IND.

PHOTO: ELKHART COUNTY, IN CVB

AMISH MEET THE MAKER TOUR,
ELKHART COUNTY, IND.

WORLD’S LARGEST
CUCKOO CLOCK,
SUGARCREEK,
OHIO

PHOTO: ELKHART COUNTY, IN CVB

PHOTO:
TUSCARAWAS
COUNTY CVB

“

Groups are truly
appreciative of the
opportunity to learn
about the Amish and
their humble, simple
lifestyle.

”

ELKHART COUNTY, IND.

PHOTO: ELKHART COUNTY, IN CVB

Ohio Amish communities are located
in Holmes, Tuscarawas and Stark counties.
Dutchman Hospitality Group operates five Amish kitchen restaurants and
three lodging properties in east central
Ohio. The group’s Ohio Star Theater in
Sugarcreek (next to the Carlisle Inn and
Dutch Valley Restaurant) delivers funfilled, family entertainment in the form
of shows, concerts and musicals.
Sugarcreek is considered the gateway
to Ohio’s Amish, said Julie Levengood,

group tour manager of the Tuscarawas
County Convention and Visitors Bureau.
“Groups are truly appreciative of the
opportunity to learn about the Amish
and their humble, simple lifestyle,”
Levengood said. “Visitors look at Amish
craftsmanship and are appreciative. And
they are able to interact with people they
don’t see in their everyday lives.”
The World’s Largest Cuckoo Clock
is in Sugarcreek, and it plays every half
hour. Levengood said operators often
bring groups to the village for the clock,
a free tour of Alpine Hills Museum and
shopping. The museum, she noted, does
an excellent job of explaining the area’s
Swiss, German and Amish heritage.
Amish-inspired cooking means
groups never leave hungry. Bureau-arranged meals with an Amish family have
been put on hold due to the pandemic,
but Levengood hopes they will resume.
Those meals, she said, are an excellent

way for groups to find out about Amish
culture and religious beliefs directly from
Amish people.
Non-Amish attractions such as
Age of Steam Roundhouse, Dennison
Railroad Depot Museum, The Ernest
Warther Museum & Gardens and
Historic Schoenbrunn Village combined
with the convenience of Interstate 77
and affordable hotels make Tuscarawas
County a great option for groups.
The Amish & Mennonite Heritage
Center in Berlin features a 10-foot by
265-foot circular mural, called Behalt.
Artist Heinz Gaugel painted scenes from
Amish and Mennonite history. Behalt
means “to keep, hold, remember.” A
30-minute guided tour of Behalt is offered to tell the story of a culture and to
interpret the spiritual heritage of Amish
and Mennonite people.
At Lehman’s Hardware flagship store
in Kidron, shop where the Amish shop.
What started as a small hardware store
serving the local Amish has grown
into the country’s largest supplier of
historical technology. Find everything
from old-fashioned treats and sodas to
practical, non-electric goods. The store’s
tagline is “for a simpler life.” n

_ Indiana _

_ Ohio _

_ Ohio _

Elkhart County
Convention & Visitors Bureau
574-262-8161
visitelkhartcounty.com

Holmes County Chamber
of Commerce & Tourism Bureau
330-674-3975
visitamishcountry.com

Tuscarawas County
Convention and Visitors Bureau
800-527-3387
traveltusc.com

based on where the client is coming
from. One operator, for example, wanted
a plated meal in an Amish home instead
of the usual family style. And since everyone in the group would be wearing a
face mask (except while actually eating),
they asked the family to also wear masks.
The family had no problem with those
requests, Nash said.
Non-Amish attractions include tours
of recreational vehicle factories (where
there are many Amish employees), Wellfield Botanic Garden, Midwest Museum
of American Art, behind-the-scenes
tours of the renovated Lerner Theatre
and a tour of Ruthmere mansion.

Ohio

– Julie Levengood,
group tour manager of the
Tuscarawas County Convention
and Visitors Bureau
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grand rapids
MICHIGAN

tour
Several major museums are located in downtown Grand Rapids.
Grand Rapids Art Museum has a full roster of exhibitions coming in
2022, including “The Jim Henson Exhibition: Imagination Unlimited”
running Oct. 1, 2022–Jan. 15, 2023. The Urban Institute for
Contemporary Arts has moved into a grand 1909 beaux-arts-style
building. Also downtown: Gerald R. Ford Presidential Museum,
Grand Rapids African American Museum & Archives and Grand
Rapids Public Museum.

sip
Named America’s Craft Beverage Capital by USA Today in
2020, Grand Rapids is home to 60-plus breweries, cideries, distilleries,
meaderies and coffee roasters. Arrange a wine or cider tasting at
Robinette’s Apple Haus & Winery, which also offers shopping in the
gift barn, a coffee break or a box lunch.

taste
PHOTO: EXPERIENCE GRAND RAPIDS

Downtown Market Grand Rapids holds more than 20 artisan food
vendors. Book a private, hands-on cooking experience for a small group in
the teaching kitchen, greenhouse or demonstration kitchen.

shop
Grand Rapids’ downtown and neighborhoods are full of diverse and
distinctive retailers. Tanger Outlets Grand Rapids holds more than 65
designer and name-brand outlet stores. Tanger offers special services,
including a meet and greet and free coupon books, for groups of 15 or
more traveling together with 24-hour advanced reservations.

view
Head to Frederik Meijer Gardens & Sculpture Park. See the
dazzling new welcome center. On a narrated tram tour, encounter the large
variety of art and plants in the gardens. In addition to a Japanese garden
and a farm garden, there’s a tropical conservatory, cafe and gift shop.
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“

The Experience Grand Rapids team is ready to
assist tour planners with attraction, restaurant
and hotel recommendations. Contact us about a
special Grand Box gift for your group when staying
overnight in the Grand Rapids area. Reach us at
sales@experiencegrandrapids.com.

”

—Mary Manier, vice president of sales and services,
Experience Grand Rapids

ask
Experience Grand Rapids
877-847-4847, ext. 3554
experiencegr.com

midwest

Your sandbox is waiting.

Plan your group tour at circlemichigan.com
1.800.513.6424

BE EDVENTUROUS!

ONE-OF-A-KIND AFFORDABLE

CUSTOMIZED ITINERARIES
BE EDVENTUROUS!

always BE exploring and learning.
PETER MCDANIEL

One-of-a-kind affordable customized itineraries with 24/7 tour support provide you peace of mind
as you relax and enjoy your edventure! Let us be your Memory Makers!

TOURS 877-975-3171

GROUPS No matter what your group type, size or age, we can do it all! Let us make
GROUP RATES | TRAM
| BALK
CAFÉ
yourTOURS
unique group
getaway
ideas become a reality. From themed adventures, girlfriend
getaway to mystery
vacations, let us make it an edventure!
GIFT SHOP | FREE MOTORCOACH
PARKING
Contact us today for a free quote
1000 East Beltline Avenue NE, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49525

877.430.8906

STUDENT
TRAVEL Travel is• imperative
for a complete education! Our teambrilliantedventures.com
specializes in
MeijerGardens.org
#MeijerGardens

creating unique travel experiences to enhance any curriculum.

@brilliantedventures

@bedvenurous

FESTIVALS & PARADES Experience the excitement, energy, and festivities that go
along with attending a festival or parade with your group. Ourgrouptourmagazine.com
Memory Makers are ready
to plan an edventure around any big event or festival to enhance your group’s travel
experience.
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SPORTS Calling all Sports Fans! From custom-designed itineraries to pre-determined road
trips, our partners will help us bring the game to life. Whether it is collegiate or the major
leagues, we got you covered!

FIND YOUR EVERYTHING
Discover your place to getaway. To indulge and enjoy it all your way. This is your day of
adventure. Your day to win. So come and go all-in. There’s delicious dining, king-size luxury,
big-time winning and so much more at Michigan’s most exciting destination. It’s a New Day

soaringeaglecasino.com

Mt. Pleasant, MI | 1.888.7.EAGLE.7

midwest

Experience the lake effect.

Plan your group tour at circlemichigan.com
1.800.513.6424

1888861-021989-PS

grouptourmagazine.com
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from coast

to toast

Your tour begins the moment you arrive in Traverse City. It’s where blue bays and golden beaches
beckon at every turn. Where vineyards offer sunset views and strolls through the vines. Where art,
culture, and the great outdoors all come together to create the perfect itinerary. No matter how
you choose to explore, you know you’re in a pretty great place.

For assistance in planning, please contact Director of Meeting Services,
Sarah Barnard by calling 231.995.3910

TraverseCity.com

om

midwest

PHOTO: JOHN F. MARTIN/COURTESY OF FORD HOUSE

Ford House looks forward
Ford House, the historic family home of Edsel
Ford and his wife Eleanor, is open again after its first
major expansion in over 90 years.
Their sprawling estate with beautiful grounds and
gardens is located on the shore of Lake St. Clair in
Grosse Pointe Shores, Michigan.
Groups come to wander, wonder and explore the
beauty of the 87-acre, 1928 National Historic Landmark and uncover a unique piece of the American
automotive story.
Edsel Ford was the son of Henry Ford, founder of
metro Detroit carmaker Ford Motor Company.
The estate was home for Edsel and Eleanor, and
where the couple raised their children — Henry II,
Benson, Josephine and William Clay. When Eleanor
passed, she left the estate to the benefit of the community. Today, Ford House offers tours, grounds and
garden walks, educational programs, event spaces,
dining and exhibits.
A new 40,000 square-foot Visitor Center has a
new restaurant, The Continental at Ford House, four
event spaces, gift shop, exhibition spaces and breathtaking views of Ford Cove. It reflects the Cotswold
style of architecture of the estate’s historic buildings.
“The Visitor Center weaves together the Ford
family legacy with 21st-century technology,” said
Clare Pfeiffer, director of communications and
engagement.
One permanent exhibit, “The Ford Family Story”
offers a look into an unguarded side of the couple
and their children through a media collage of home
video clips, a digital Ford family scrapbook and a
seemingly magical dimensional model.
A changing exhibit space currently houses “Driven by Design.” This exhibition features stories behind

the design and creation of three extremely rare Ford
vehicles: the world’s only 1939 Lincoln Continental
prototype, the 1932 Ford Model 18 Speedster and a
1934 Ford Model 40 Special Speedster.
“There are so many paths for you to choose,”
Pfeiffer said. “If you love history, art, nature, design,
cars, architecture — we have something for you here.
With our new Visitor Center, we complete the package with world-class dining and unique shopping.”
Experiences can be tailored to meet a group’s
needs. Lakeside dining or more casual picnic options
are available. Ford House has guided tours and
self-guided experiences.
“We can focus on the grounds and gardens, or
Ford family history — whatever piques your interest,”
Pfeiffer said.
While the house tour has always been a favorite,
the addition of the new exhibits and gallery spaces
offers another layer for guests. Pfeiffer said the interactive exhibits in particular are very engaging and a
lot of fun to use.
“We hope groups learn about the Ford family’s
legacy and appreciate all of the design and care that
went into building their family home,” Pfeiffer said.
“We also hope they leave inspired to pursue their
passions like the Fords did.”
Even if tour operators have visited Ford House
before, Pfeiffer encourages a return visit because the
attraction has a new experience to offer. n
Ford House
313-884-4222
grouptours@fordhouse.org
fordhouse.org
grouptourmagazine.com
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Lafayette-West Lafayette,
Indiana, is the home of
Purdue University. Whether
your group is coming for
a spring break getaway
or holiday retreat, a visit
will surely create a lifetime
of memories for all, with
group attractions, including
factory, culinary, historical,
art and architecture, and
more. You are sure to find the
perfect combination for your
group tour. Check us out at
homeofpurdue.com.

Check out the hundreds of trees
and plants at Purdue Horticulture
Gardens. Walk along the trails at
Celery Bog Nature Area and learn
more at Lily Nature Center. Stroll
through Prophetstown State Park
and The Farm at Prophetstown to
learn what life was like on a working farm
in the 1920s. Enjoy the prairie, wetlands
and the Native American Village.

howl
Howl with the wolves at Wolf Park
during a Howl Night Program. A meal
can be catered to Wolf Park before the
experience.

ride

”

—Janet Martinez, sales manager,
Visit Lafayette-West Lafayette
PHOTO: VISIT LAFAYETTE-WEST LAFAYETTE

Visit the Wabash & Erie Canal
Interpretive Center to take a ride in a
replica canal boat, enjoy a catered meal
and explore a museum and a pioneer
village.

see
The Purdue University guided
riding tour is a group favorite.
Haan Museum displays the world’s
best collection of historic paintings by
T.C. Steele and other Indiana artists. A sculpture garden and nature trail are free.
Exploration Acres, northwest Indiana’s largest corn maze, added a sunflower maze
this year. There’s a pumpkin patch, general store and group events.

tour
Visit SAMARA, a Frank Lloyd Wright-designed masterpiece. Also known as the John
and Catherine Christian House, it was designated as a National Historic Landmark in 2015.
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ask
Visit Lafayette-West Lafayette
800-872-6648
homeofpurdue.com

west lafayette

discover

INDIANA

midwest

FANTASTIC GROUP
TOURS BEGIN IN EAGAN
Home of the Minnesota Vikings
& Twin Cities Premium Outlets
Top rated attractions • 20 incredible hotels
3% lodging tax • Near Mall of America
®

®

Twin Cities
Premium
Outlets®

Central Park
Commons

Mall of
America®

TAX-FREE
SHOPPING
on clothes
and shoes!

Group experiences

Found Only in SoIN

group
ad for custom
Contact Todd Re
or
82
12) 280-80
itineraries at (8
m
.co
IN
So
Todd@Go

Visit eaganmn.com or contact
Denise Olsen for more information
denise@eaganmn.com

@GoSoIN

JEFFERSONVILLE

·

CLARKSVILLE

·

NEW ALBANY

·

STARLIGHT

ENJOY EAGAN
866-324-2620

grouptourmagazine.com
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INSTALLATION VIEW
OF THE LUME
INDIANAPOLIS.

PHOTO: COURTESY OF NEWFIELDS

Indianapolis adds top experiences
With its new cutting-edge exhibitions, food halls
and unique hotels, it’s no surprise Indianapolis keeps
turning up on the lists of best places to go.
Nate Swick, communications manager at Visit
Indy, said THE LUME Indianapolis is open at the
Indianapolis Museum of Art at Newfields. This multisensory experience fills the museum’s entire fourth
floor with nearly 30,000 square feet of immersive,
digital art.
The inaugural experience in THE LUME presents
moving images of Vincent Van Gogh.
Swick noted immersive-style Van Gogh exhibits
are popping up at venues all over the country. “This
exhibit uses the immersive, cutting-edge technology,”
he said. “What is different about THE LUME is that
it’s the only permanent exhibit inside a museum.”
Swick noted visitors can see Newfields’ own
iconic Van Gogh painting, Landscape at Saint-Rémy,
in the IMA Galleries before or after they watch the
artist’s paintings come to life in THE LUME. Close to
3,000 moving images of Van Gogh’s paintings are set
to a musical score.
THE LUME Indianapolis is scheduled to be in
place for at least five years and may be extended.
After about a year, a different artist will be featured.
Newfields also offers Lilly House, the Madeline F.
Elder Greenhouse, The Garden and the Virginia B.
Fairbanks Art & Nature Park.
The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis has expanded its “Power of Children” exhibit to feature the
legacy of Malala Yousafzai. This is the world’s only
permanent exhibit dedicated to Yousafzai, the Pakistani activist shot by the Taliban because she stood
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up for female education. She became the youngest
person to be awarded a Nobel laureate when she
shared the Nobel Peace Prize in 2014.
Swick said what was once the largest Coca-Cola
bottling facility in the world has undergone a $300
million transformation and is now the Bottleworks
District. The white terra cotta building holds the 139key Bottleworks Hotel and The Garage food hall.
“The Bottleworks District is a unique spot on the
north end of Massachusetts Avenue,” Swick said. “It
has brought new life to the area.”
The AMP is another new Indianapolis food hall.
Located in the 16 Tech Innovation District, the AMP,
or artisan marketplace, is a European-style marketplace with local produce, a coffee shop and restaurant stalls built out of re-used, colorful shipping
containers. A portion of the marketplace is devoted
to aspiring Black chefs as a restaurant accelerator.
“Two new food halls have recently opened and
the response from the public has been strong,” Swick
said. “And there’s City Market, a downtown staple.”
Tours are available of the City Market catacombs, a
ruin under City Market’s Whistler Plaza.
Hotel Indy, a 90-room Marriott Tribute Portfolio property, opened in October in a historic 1969
downtown office building. Indiana’s first Tribute
Portfolio hotel has artwork curated by Indianapolis
Motor Speedway (IMS), Swick said, and tons of nods
to IMS. n
Visit Indy
317-262-8213
visitindy.com

midwest

Warren G. Harding Presidential Center
Open Now

LAKEOFTHEWOODSMN.COM

visitmarionohio.com
800-371-6688
VOTED

BEST

DESTINATION
IN AMISH COUNTRY

IF YOU HAVEN’ T BEEN TO

LATELY,

you simply haven’t been!
Invite your guests to our rambling retail store.
Shop thousands of new products and tour the
aspirational Tiny House on a Tiny Homestead
only at Lehman’s - FOR A SIMPLER LIFE.
Visit Lehmans.com/bus-tours for all the group tour offerings
and information. Please allow at least two hours for your visit.

SHOP ANYTIME AT LEHMANS.COM | 800.438.5346
On the Square in Kidron, OH | Open every day except Sunday
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Re a dy t o We
The Butler Institute
of American Art

Lanterman’s Mill
Mill Creek MetroParks

Arms Family Museum
Memories of Christmas Past

Ideal Northeast Ohio location midway
between New York & Chicago,
Cleveland & Pittsburgh

800.447.8201

youngstownlive.com
grouptourmagazine.com
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Celebrate Cleveland’s many sides
Groups visiting Cleveland, Ohio, enjoy one-of-akind experiences like a day at the world’s only Rock &
Roll Hall of Fame, conveniently exploring the renowned arts and culture institutions of the University
Circle neighborhood or a sightseeing boat tour of the
city and Lake Erie.
View rock ’n’ roll memorabilia and learn about rock’s
roots at the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame. An expanded
“Legends of Rock” exhibit debuted in February. It now
spans four floors of the museum and highlights the
greatest moments in the history of rock ’n’ roll and
the most iconic artists and instruments from those
moments. At Playhouse Square, the largest performing arts center outside of New York City, groups can
experience a variety of performances, including the
KeyBank Broadway Series, which includes a pre-show
“Broadway Buzz” session to learn about the production. Backstage tours are also offered throughout the
year. And sure to dazzle visitors as they step off the
motorcoach is North America’s largest outdoor chandelier.
Tours of arts and cultural institutions are on tap at
University Circle. Interact with masterpieces at the Cleveland Museum of Art or be immersed in fine music at a
performance by the world-renowned Cleveland Orchestra. History buffs can journey through the region’s past at
the Cleveland History Center or go back in time to when
dinosaurs roamed the earth at the Cleveland Museum of
Natural History.
To get a unique view of the city, book a cruise along
the Cuyahoga River or on Lake Erie. The Nautica

“LEGENDS OF ROCK,”
ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME

EAGLE ZIP ADVENTURE

Queen offers luxury dining aboard a ship with two enclosed decks, open-air observation decks and musical
entertainment. The Goodtime III is a quadruple-deck,
1,000-passenger luxury ship that offers sightseeing
tours, dinner events and live entertainment.
“We work closely with trip organizers to plan a
memorable visit to Cleveland that highlights world-class
arts, culture and rock and roll,” said Gordon Taylor
III, vice president of convention sales and services at
Destination Cleveland. “Once in town, groups enjoy a
well-connected city with most major attractions just a
short drive (or walk!) between each other. While Cleveland offers old favorites like the iconic A Christmas Story
House or the more than 100-year-old West Side Market,
there’s always something new to enjoy.
A new tandem zip line experience was introduced
at the Cleveland Metroparks Zoo in July. The Eagle Zip
Adventure spans more than 700 feet and riders reach
speeds of 35 miles per hour as they cross the zoo’s
Waterfowl Lake.
Downtown Cleveland and two lakefront parks are
now connected with the completion of the Wendy
Park Bridge and Whiskey Island Trail. More than 4
miles of bike and pedestrian trails provide a direct path
between beaches, parks and a marina.
Destination Cleveland provides an assortment of
helpful resources to plan a stress-free visit. A team of
tourism experts can provide personalized assistance
to create a memorable tour. Planners can review a collection of example itineraries for groups that highlight
arts and culture, rock ’n’ roll and other uniquely-Cleveland experiences. The bureau also shares directories of
group-friendly attractions and dining and an assortment of helpful maps, including motorcoach parking. n
Destination Cleveland
216-875-6615
thisiscleveland.com
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SOAR INTO

Miami
County

Miami County is a foundation for transportation enthusiasts. Visit WACO Air
Museum to view their biplanes, tour Johnston Farm & Indian Agency to learn
about early settlers while riding on a canal boat, or visit the Bradford Railroad
Museum and browse artifacts from life on the railroad.

Plan your group tour at
homegrowngreat.com.
| 800-348-8993
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Explore Ottawa, Illinois, a hidden gem
Ottawa, Illinois, fits the bill for tour operators
seeking a destination with flexibility, ease of
planning and safe experiences.
“Ottawa has a big-town feel with a smalltown charm,” said Curt Bedei, executive director
of the Ottawa Visitors Center. “Nestled along
the Illinois and Fox rivers, the area creates a
peaceful and beautiful backdrop for residents
and visitors. It has become a popular destination
for anyone looking to relax and enjoy some ‘me
time’ without losing the comforts of life. The
downtown is full of activities, businesses, lush
plantings and many friendly faces. Architecture,
large murals, and art and performance shows
bring culture to life.”
Tom Aussem of Awesome Ottawa Tours
guides groups on tours that cover a range of topics, such as the Indiana and Michigan Canal and
the Radium Dial girls, who brought attention to
workforce dangers. The tours present the good,

the bad and the ugly, Bedei said.
Visit the only remaining toll house from the
I & M Canal. The canal was a major transport
route for goods from Lake Michigan to the
Illinois River and back. Because of this canal
Ottawa boomed and so did Chicago.
A lively guide hops on the motorcoach for
the Ottawa murals tour. The guide talks about
the renowned artists who have come to Ottawa
and left their marks. While learning about the
murals and the city’s history, visitors get a firsthand look at the vibrant downtown.
Experience a restored 1858 Italianate mansion and garden tour at Reddick Mansion. Built
just before the Lincoln-Douglas debate, the
mansion takes groups back to the Victorian era.
A docent dressed in character gives a detailed
tour of each room.
The Scouting Heritage Museum displays artifacts from the history of scouting. On the other

DOWNTOWN OTTAWA
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REDDICK MANSION
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side of the museum, discover more about
Ottawa’s history.
Tours at Tangled Roots Brewing Co.
cover brewing operations, a history of
brewing in Ottawa and the brewery’s
historic building. A beer flight can be
part of the tour.
Ottawa is known as the gateway to
Starved Rock State Park, one of the most
historic natural parks in Illinois. Three
other state parks are within 10 miles.
Popular events include Kites in Flight
in May, Ottawa Uncorked in June and the
Chris Kringle Market in November and
December.
Bedei said visitors often remark on
Ottawa’s neighborly hometown feel. “We
offer a diverse culinary scene, large murals and public art displays, mom-andpop shops, historic American figures and
adventure activities. There’s a lot packed
into this hidden gem of the Midwest.”
The Ottawa Visitors Center works
with tour planners to help customize
a group tour. The staff will coordinate
with hotels, tour guides, locations and
restaurants if needed. “We will help you
with the smallest of details to make your
experience enjoyable,” Bedei said. “If you
need special parking, accommodations
or amenities, let us know and we will do
what we can to make it happen.” n
Ottawa Visitors Center
815-434-2737
experienceottawa.com

Eat,
Drink, &
Be Merry
Tuscarawas County, Ohio

800.527.3387 | TravelTUSC.com

Dover | Dennison | New Philadelphia | Newcomerstown | Sugarcreek | Zoar

TOUR CHARMING.

WA

CENTER

From a lakefront that stretches for miles to
the allure of a historic downtown, lighthouses,
and authentic streetcars, Kenosha has something
for everyone. Museums, local eateries, and
boutique shops add to the charm of this harbor
town. Schedule a group tour and
prepare for unexpected fun.

picture your

KENOSHA

VISITKENOSHA.COM
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door county

WISCONSIN

discover
The Door County Maritime Museum, located
on the Sturgeon Bay waterfront, relates the county’s
nautical history. New at the museum is the 10-story Jim
Kress Maritime Lighthouse Tower. From May through
October, visit the iconic Cana Island Lighthouse,
operated by the museum, and climb to the top for fine
views of Lake Michigan.

eat
Arrange a traditional Door County fish boil for the
group. This Scandinavian tradition dates to the county’s
lumbering and fishing heydays and mixes locally caught
whitefish steaks, onions and potatoes in a large kettle.
The meal is cooked outdoors over an open wood fire and
is highlighted by a fiery “boil over,” which sends flames
soaring into the air and signals that dinner is ready.

“

Door County is
known for its natural
scenic beauty, rich
history, cultural
cuisine and friendly
communities. All of this
in combination with
the area’s wholesome
Midwestern charm
keeps groups coming
back year after year.

cruise
Take a two-hour cruise along the scenic Door
County shoreline of Lake Michigan. Pick one of several
narrated tours offered by Fish Creek Scenic Boat
Tours or Sister Bay Scenic Boat Tours. Be ready for
breathtaking photo opportunities.
Door County Trolley offers 15 themed trolley
tours, and trolleys can be chartered.

”

—Laura Bradley,
senior marketing & sales manager,
Destination Door County

sip
Experience Door County’s wine culture at
Lautenbach’s Orchard Country Winery & Market,
Door 44 Winery and Door Peninsula Winery.

hike
Hit the hiking trails at Peninsula State Park
or climb the new lookout tower. At The Ridges
Sanctuary, Wisconsin’s first land trust, arrange a
naturalist-guided hike.
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ask
Destination Door County
920-818-1137
doorcounty.com

midwest

Stunning views, architecture
define Monona Terrace in Madison
Get the inside scoop on renowned architect
Frank Lloyd Wright’s “dream civic center” project
on a group tour of Monona Terrace in Madison,
Wisconsin.
During the guided 90-minute tour, visitors experience Wright’s trademarks of dramatic open spaces,
strong geometric forms and breathtaking views of
Lake Monona.
The story of Monona Terrace began in 1938 when
Wright first proposed his plans for a civic center in
downtown Madison. His visionary project became
mired in political battles that polarized Madison
for almost 60 years. Wright’s “long awaited dream
of a wedding between the city and beautiful Lake

Monona” was finally realized when Monona Terrace
Community and Convention Center opened its
doors in 1997.
Wright’s plan, executed after his death by Taliesin
Architects, was inspired by two key elements of
the unique site — the nearby State Capitol and the
waterfront.
“We are an iconic building and must-see stop in
Madison with stunning views of downtown Madison and Lake Monona,” said Heather Sabin, tourism
coordinator.
In addition to the building tours, Monona Terrace can combine the tour with a wine and cheese
or champagne and cupcake reception. For groups
under 20, Monona Terrace offers a making mosaic
activity that is inspired by Wright’s stained glass.
Sabin said the Rooftop Garden is a favorite spot,
combining extraordinary views of the lake and
downtown. “The strong circular geometry of the design is executed in every detail, including the lighting
and fountain,” she said. “Beds of native plantings add
beauty to the space. There is sculpture by local artists,
and a cafe on our roof as well.”
Sabin said she hopes adult groups will enjoy the
unique architecture and notice the details and underlying design ideas. n
Monona Terrace
608-261-4000
mononaterrace.com

PHOTOS: MONONA TERRACE
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Winter

VERMONT
EXPERIENCES
Cool adventures
await, both
indoors and out
By David Hoekman
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From group ski trips to snowshoe
tours in the wilderness and from exploring a boutique to sampling tasty
products, Vermont is full of outdoor
and indoor winter activities.
Vermont Tourism Network (VTN)
serves as a one-stop resource for group
tour planning in the state. Representing
group destinations statewide, VTN offers
tools to create itineraries that showcase a
new Vermont experience with every tour.
The Group Tour Manual and vermonttourismnetwork.com provide resources
for statewide tour planning, including
lodging properties, attractions, shopping,
dining and historic sites.
“The Green Mountain State is dotted
with hidden gems, unique attractions and
quaint downtowns,” said Emily Rivers of

VTN. “Explore backroads, trails, iconic
covered bridges and village greens. Shop
local products at boutique shops and general stores. Take in the iconic views from
the mountains and historic downtowns.
Vermont has outdoor adventure experiences for every level so that all can enjoy
Vermont winter.”

Into the great outdoors

When the temperature turns cold and
snow arrives, head outdoors for alpine and
cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, sledding and snowmobiling. Another option:
arrange for a horse-drawn sleigh ride.
“Vermont offers excellent opportunities
and a wide diversity of terrain for skiers
and riders of all abilities, there’s always
something to explore,” said Bryan Rivard,

f
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director of communications at Ski Vermont, an association serving 20 alpine and
30 cross-country member resorts. “Ski
areas offer rental equipment, private and
group lessons and learn-to-ski packages,
but are also expanding activities like backcountry tours, snow tubing, snowshoeing,
gondola rides and outdoor events. There’s
been a lot of focus on offering a wide range
of winter experiences for visitors, and
they’re regularly exploring new ideas.”
Vermont’s diversity of terrain and
snowmaking capabilities at its ski areas —
covering 80% of total ski terrain — make it
the top ski state in the East, Rivard said.
Ski Vermont’s website helps visitors
plan trips to ski areas around the state. The
Mountain Finder filters by type of skiing,
region, lodging and similar amenities. “If a
tour operator wants to provide a northern
Vermont alpine skiing experience with lessons, on-mountain lodging and childcare
options, the Mountain Finder on SkiVermont.com would show that Bolton Valley,
Jay Peak and Smuggler’s Notch Resort are
great choices,” Rivard said. “We offer a lot
of resources on the site to make trip planning easy, and anyone with questions can
also call our office.”
Skiing in Vermont is an immersive
experience, Rivard added, and the local
communities are one of the bonuses of
touring. “There’s a distinct way of life you
feel stopping in a Vermont town,” he said.
“From coffee shops and general stores to

restaurants and breweries, Vermonters
truly support local businesses and what
they do. There’s plenty of local culture and
history to explore when you’re not skiing,
and many visitors find that really adds to
their experience. Vermonters celebrate the
winter season, and that’s why people have
been coming here to ski since the 1930s.
Skiing is in Vermont’s DNA.”

Find fun indoors

After a day outside, head indoors to
encounter more of what makes Vermont
an exciting destination.
While maple syrup is made in the
spring, sugarhouses are happy to explain
the process in the winter. If your group is
trying sugar on snow, a Vermont winter
tradition, don’t forget the dill pickles and
doughnuts. Sugar on snow is maple syrup
heated to 235 degrees and then drizzled
over snow. The syrup becomes a chewy,
taffy-like candy that is peeled off and is
delicious. Doughnuts and dill pickles balance the sweetness of sugar on snow.
Morse Farm Maple Sugarworks, just
2.7 miles from Montpelier, offers presentations of the family’s eight generations
of maple experience in the Woodshed
Theatre and Sugarhouse. Check out Burr
Morse’s soft sculpture and tree elves. Set
up a tour and tasting at Goodrich’s Maple
Farm, a seventh-generation maple farm
in Cabot. Sugarbush Farm in Woodstock
is famous for its waxed cheeses and pure

maple syrup, and there are free samples.
Stop for a group photo at the world’s
largest jug of Vermont maple syrup at the
New England Maple Museum in Pittsford.
Exhibits explain how Native Americans
discovered maple sugaring and detail the
history of the state’s maple sugaring industry. The gift shop is filled with maple syrup
made at the museum’s farm in Lincoln,
maple products and Vermont artisan crafts.
Open by appointment throughout
the year is Birds of Vermont Museum
in Huntington. See loons and 500 more
lifelike woodcarvings of Vermont birds in
typical habitats. Special experiences can
include a carving demonstration, a birdor nature-related lecture or a beginning
birding drawing program.
Tours are scheduled to resume in November at Ben & Jerry’s ice cream factory
in Waterbury. The tours had been on hold
during construction.
See how teddy bears are made on a
tour of Vermont Teddy Bear Company in
Shelburne.
At The Vermont Country Store locations in Weston and Rockingham visitors
shop for practical and hard-to-find goods
and wares. n
Ski Vermont
skivermont.com
Vermont Tourism Network
vermonttourismnetwork.com
grouptourmagazine.com
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pittsburgh

PENNSYLVANIA

ride
Board one or both of Pittsburgh’s two
historical inclines, the Duquesne Incline
and the Monongahela Incline. The result?
Breathtaking views of the city’s skyline and
the Allegheny, Monongahela and Ohio
rivers.
Molly’s Trolleys provides fully guided
tours using vintage-style trolleys.

enjoy
The National Aviary is America’s
only independent indoor nonprofit zoo
dedicated to birds. Although open, the
aviary is currently unable to offer group
discounts or group programming.

taste

tour
The Andy Warhol Museum holds
the largest collection of Warhol’s artworks
and archival materials. The pop artist was
born in Pittsburgh. The Warhol is one of
the four Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh,
which also include the Carnegie Museum
of Art, Carnegie Museum of Natural
History and Carnegie Science Center.
The Mattress Factory is a contemporary art
museum.
August Wilson African American
Cultural Center presents a wide range of
exhibitions, while the Clemente Museum
tells the story of Roberto Clemente, the
great Pittsburgh Pirates baseball player and
humanitarian.

cruise
See Pittsburgh from its three rivers.
Gateway Clipper Fleet offers more
than 25 group cruise options, including
sightseeing, dining and entertainment
cruises.
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Take a food tasting
tour of Pittsburgh’s historic
neighborhoods with ’Burgh
Bits & Bites Food Tour.

do
Set up a custom group
bicycle experience with
Golden Triangle Bike and
explore Pittsburgh.
PHOTOS: JIN WU

“

Pittsburghers and visitors alike have long
known that Pittsburgh is an excellent destination
for group travel, and we’re thrilled to see more and
more groups choose to explore our region together.
There are so many ‘Only in Pittsburgh’ experiences
and attractions waiting for visitors to discover.
And, thanks to Pittsburgh’s convenient location,
groups will find it easy to pair Pittsburgh with other
destinations as part of a longer itinerary.

”

—Jerad Bachar, president and CEO, VisitPITTSBURGH

ask
VisitPITTSBURGH
412-281-7711
visitpittsburgh.com
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MAINE

cruise
Book a cruise to see Portland from
the water. Casco Bay Lines, located
on Portland’s working waterfront,
offers a schedule of ferry cruises and
day trips to Portland’s local islands.
Portland Discovery Land & Sea
Tours offers a variety of sightseeing
options using trolleys and boats.

do

PHOTO: KIRSTEN ALANA

Explore some of the most
interesting and beautiful kayaking
destinations in Casco Bay, like Fort
Gorges, with Portland Paddle. Its
guided trips are for everyone from
beginners to expert kayakers.

discover
Check out Portland’s maritime
history at the Maine Historical
Society. Rotating exhibits capture the
past’s magic.
The Portland Museum of Art
customizes group tours. Learn more
about the museum’s collection of more
than 18,000 artworks, ranging from
Andy Warhol and Winslow Homer to
Louse Nevelson and Claude Monet.
Tour Victoria Mansion, one of
the finest examples of the Italian Villa
architectural style in the United States.

PHOTO: GLP FILMS

“

Greater Portland is the perfect spot any time of the year.
Of course, summer and fall are amazing, but the holiday
season and winter months offer a whole other experience
not to be missed. Let us help you plan your itinerary.
—Lynn Tillotson, president and CEO, Visit Portland

”

see
Portland has six lighthouses within
20 minutes of the city. The most
famous of them is Portland Head
Light, which sits at the entrance of the
shipping channel into Casco Bay and
was the first lighthouse built by the
United States government.

ask
PHOTO: KIRSTEN ALANA
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Visit Portland
207-772-4994
visitportland.com

northeast

Head to Lexington,
the birthplace of American liberty
Lexington, Massachusetts, an easy 12-mile ride
northwest of Boston, is easily accessible via Interstate
95 or Route 2. Active groups seeking a more scenic
route can hop on the Minuteman Bikeway in Cambridge and cycle to Lexington.
“Lexington is a quintessential New England
town, with a quaint town center surrounded by
picture-perfect neighborhoods filled with historic
houses — a feast for the eyes,” said Katie Johnson,
visitors center manager.
A brand-new $5 million visitors center opened in
2020 and is operated by the Town of Lexington. Located in the heart of historic Lexington Center across
from the iconic Lexington Minuteman statue and
Lexington Battle Green, it includes a revolutionary
history room, the famed diorama of the Revolutionary War battle, a tribute to each of the USS Lexington
naval ships and an expansive gift shop.
“The Lexington Visitors Center offers customized
tours and experiences for all different audiences and
groups,” Johnson said. “Tour operators throughout
the country and the world take advantage of our
customized 2.5-hour bus tours of Lexington and
Concord. We offer these tours year-round and tailor
them to each specific group. We have an entire staff
of professional step-on guides who can accommodate any size tour. We hope you’ll spend an entire
day here, but if you only have an hour, book one of
our guides for a one-hour walking tour of Lexington
Battle Green, where the first battle of the American
Revolution took place on April 19, 1775.”
Johnson said the customized 2.5-hour tours of
Lexington and Concord are a favorite with group
tours. “Our professional guides are a big reason that

LEXINGTON
MINUTEMAN STATUE

PHOTO: MASSACHUSETTS
OFFICE OF TRAVEL & TOURISM

tour operators return again and again,” she added.
“Not only are our guides experts in the field of Revolutionary War-era history, but they are also engaging
and affable, and effortlessly transport our guests back
in time to Lexington Town Common on the morning of April 19, 1775.”
During Lexington’s high season (April–October)
the visitors center offers an award-winning Liberty
Ride Trolley Tour, a 90-minute escape to 1775-era
Lexington and Concord. Groups can rent the trolley
for a private tour with up to 30 people.
Next door to the visitors center, stop at Buckman
Tavern, one of three historic houses in Lexington run
by the Lexington Historical Society. About a mile
down the road from the Lexington Visitors Center is
the Minuteman National Historical Park, a must-see
for travelers.
The visitors center works with tour operators to
completely customize tours. Guidance is offered in
selecting lodging or dining options, and the center
can make suggestions on attractions or experiences
that would fit nicely into an itinerary, and how the
group can maximize its time in the area. n
Lexington Visitors Center
781-698-4568
tourlexington.us

grouptourmagazine.com
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shop
Discover artwork from talented local artists at The Gallery
Shop in Oakland. Also in Oakland, Mountain Fresh
Farmers Market sells locally produced fruits, vegetables and
homemade items, available from late spring to late fall.
FireFly Farms Creamery & Market in Accident sells
award-winning goat chesses.
At High Country Creamery in Grantsville watch
cheesemakers from an observation deck and shop.
Farmers Market/Home of Candyland offers over 900
varieties of candy at stores in Oakland and Grantsville.

MARYLAND

“

Garrett County offers a unique experience for group
travelers. We’re not a run-of-the-mill destination but have
experience-based excursions, where you can see artists
working at their crafts in their environment. Learn about
our rich history and experience a world of outdoor beauty
along the way. We can cater tours to many interests and even
ages. We look forward to welcoming all types of groups and
showing everyone how great Garrett County is.

”

–Kim Folk, Heritage Area and Groups director, Garrett County Chamber of Commerce

discover
See railroad exhibits at the Oakland B&O Museum.
Also in Oakland are the Garrett County Historical Society
Museum and the Garrett County Transportation
Museum.

do
All Earth Eco Tours provides hiking and kayaking tours,
guided nature tours and walks, snowshoeing and winter hikes,
nature photography workshops and custom tours.
See 15 varieties of English lavender at Deep Creek
Lavender Farm in Accident and visit the farm store.
Watch glassblowing at the Simon Pearce factory store in
Oakland.

enjoy
Head to Spruce Forest Artisan Village in Grantsville to
see and buy the works of area artisans. Then visit Casselman
River Bridge State Park and walk over the 80-foot stone
bridge that was part of the National Road when constructed
in 1813.
The Performing Arts Center at Garrett College is
scheduled to open in late spring 2022.
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ask
The Deep Creek Experience/
Garrett County
301-387-5238
deepcreekgroups.com
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HISTORIC WAYSIDES NEAR THE WAR
CORRESPONDENTS MEMORIAL ARCH,
GATHLAND STATE PARK, JEFFERSON
PHOTO: COURTESY OF VISIT FREDERICK

Step into Civil War landscapes in Maryland
The Heart of the Civil War Heritage Area
(HCWHA) covers portions of Maryland’s Carroll,
Frederick and Washington counties. The region was
profoundly impacted by the Civil War and was the
main setting for the Maryland Campaign of 1862.
“From battlefields to well-preserved historic
towns and cities, there is no better place to see
firsthand the landscapes where the Civil War was
fought,” said Emily Huebner, assistant director of
Heart of the Civil War Heritage Area. “We are one of
13 Heritage Areas across Maryland.”
This region is just south of the Mason-Dixon Line
and had one foot in the North and one foot in the
South during the Civil War.
“The war’s impact on soldiers and civilians, the
pain of enslavement and struggle for lasting freedom,
the immediate reality of the war and its ongoing legacy are all stories that can be told here, in the Heart
of the Civil War Heritage Area,” Huebner said.
The HCWHA’s role is to promote the stewardship
of its historic, cultural and natural Civil War resources;
encourage superior visitor experiences; and stimulate
tourism, economic prosperity and educational development, thereby improving the quality of life in the community for the benefit of both residents and visitors.
The central location of the HCWHA and easy
access to other mid-Atlantic attractions make it
attractive to tour operators.
“The region is ideally positioned to serve as your
‘base camp’ for driving the popular Civil War Trails
and visiting the battlefields and sites of Antietam, Get-

tysburg, Monocacy, South Mountain, Harpers Ferry,
Baltimore and Washington, D.C.,” Huebner said.
Heritage tourism-based attractions within the
heritage area offer tours and programming to appeal
to all varieties of group tours, including custom
offerings. Three county destination marketing
organizations — the Carroll County Department of
Economic Development, Visit Frederick and Visit
Hagerstown-Washington County Convention &
Visitors Bureau — stand ready to assist and connect
group tour operators with local accommodations,
meals and attractions.
Many groups find meaning visiting the Heart of
the Civil War Heritage Area battlefields, Huebner
said. She noted the blood shed at Antietam National Battlefield led to the release of the preliminary
Emancipation Proclamation.
“The preserved historic landscapes that surround
local Civil War sites and the historic towns that dot
the countryside create an immersive experience,”
Huebner said. “Visually, much is preserved from the
1860s. Other groups enjoy shopping and dining in
our bustling historic downtowns or exploring the
miles of trails in our national and state parks. Whatever kind of experience your group is looking for,
it’s possible to design a local itinerary that hits those
preferences.” n
Heart of the Civil War Heritage Area
240-608-5177
heartofthecivilwar.org
grouptourmagazine.com
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Group-friendly options abound in Baltimore
The recent addition of more motorcoach parking spaces in downtown Baltimore is making group
travel even easier in Maryland’s largest city.
“Baltimore is a dynamic city buoyed by its creative
spirit and culture-shifting tastemakers,” said Al
Hutchinson, president and CEO of Visit Baltimore.
“We are excited to welcome groups from all over to
Charm City to experience our world-class attractions,
one-of-a-kind culinary offerings and the undeniable
energy from our passionate local communities that
will inspire them to become visitors for years to come.”
An attraction that remains at the top of any visitor’s
list to Baltimore is the National Aquarium. Groups of
15 or more are treated to a number of perks including special rates, free group leader admission, dining
packages and special experiences. The aquarium is located in the city’s Inner Harbor and is home to 20,000
fish, birds, reptiles and marine mammals.
Explore Baltimore by water, with several cruises
conducting trips from the Inner Harbor. Groups can
choose dinner excursions through a plethora of companies, which include a narrated history of Baltimore.
Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic
Shrine valiantly defended Baltimore in 1814 during
the Battle of Baltimore. The event later inspired Francis Scott Key to write a poem that would become the
U.S. National Anthem. Begin a visit to the fort with
an orientation film at the Visitor Center. The site
features several areas to explore — the fort, barracks
and related structures. Due to COVID-19, all tours
are currently self-guided.
New exhibits are on display at the American
Visionary Art Museum — a place where art, science,
philosophy, humor and social justice intertwine
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through fascinating pieces.
“The Science and Mystery of Sleep” — a current
exhibit — will run through fall 2022. Recently opened
in early October, “Healing and the Art of Compassion
(and the Lack Thereof!)” runs through Sept. 4, 2022.
Guided tours can include visiting special exhibits and
an overview of the museum’s collection.
Thirsty for beer and craft spirits? Sagamore Spirit
Distillery is a waterfront property and offers whiskey tastings and behind-the-scenes distillery tours.
Cocktail creation classes and booze cruise options are
also a great add-on to a visit. Just beyond Baltimore
in Halethorpe lies Guinness Open Gate Brewery, with
guided experiences provided. Also on-location are a
restaurant, brand store, food truck and beer garden.
Baltimore’s diverse food markets are certainly
worth the trip. From local oysters to chicken and
waffles, Baltimore has been on the cafeteria-style
food market before it became a nationwide trend.
Stop by Cross Street Market, Broadway Market, R.
House, Mount Vernon Marketplace, Hollins Market,
Northeast Market and Lexington Market — the oldest continually running market in the nation.
Groups might just catch a game at Camden Yards
or Ravens Stadium while in Baltimore. Both facilities
offer tours, as well.
Visit Baltimore has several planning tools for
groups and is ready to help create itineraries and
find the most convenient motorcoach parking and
staging areas for groups. n
Visit Baltimore
410-659-7090
baltimore.org

northeast

Washington, D.C. plans openings, celebrations
nian American Art Museum, the National
Museum of African American History and
Culture, National Portrait Gallery and the
International Spy Museum already have
Tubman artifacts on display.
In late June 2022, the Smithsonian
Folklife Festival plans to return to the
National Mall with a focus on the United
Arab Emirates and earth optimism.
The Smithsonian’s National Air and
Space Museum is transforming all its exhibitions and revitalizing the building on the
National Mall. Since the project began in
December 2018, more than 2,000 artifacts
have been de-installed and most were
moved to storage. The majority of the artifacts have been conserved, preserved or
restored. Museum staff members started
installing artifacts in the new galleries earlier this year. The west end galleries, scheduled to open to visitors in fall 2022, will
include “America by Air,” “Early Flight,”
“The Wright Brothers and the Invention of
the Aerial Age,” and “Destination Moon,”
a redesigned exhibition of the Apollo
missions. The seven-year renovation will
be complete in 2024.
To celebrate the Smithsonian’s 175th
anniversary, the Arts & Industries Building
is set to reopen in November 2021 with the
exhibit “FUTURES.” The experience fuses
awe-inspiring art, technology, design and
history, inviting visitors to dream big and
imagine many possible futures.
Programming to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of The John F. Kennedy Center

for the Performing Arts is planned
through September 2022. Hamilton
returns to the Kennedy Center from July
12 to Oct. 2, 2022. n
Destination DC
washington.org

2022 SEASON
Featuring Damn Yankees,
Gaslight, The Importance of Being
Earnest and White Christmas.

Kelly Wong and Jacqueline Thair in Brigadoon (2019).

A full slate of events and exhibitions
are coming to Washington, D.C.
“As we look ahead to 2022, there’s no
lack of celebrating and exploring what’s
happening in Washington, D.C.,” said
Elliott L. Ferguson II, president and
CEO of Destination DC. “Visitors and
locals can look forward to milestone
anniversaries, like the 160th anniversary
of Emancipation Day and the Harriet
Tubman Bicentennial Celebration, and
the long-anticipated centennial of the
Lincoln Memorial. We look forward to
Washington, D.C.’s tried and true events
like Passport DC, Filmfest DC and the
Smithsonian Folklife Festival returning
to in-person, as well as the opening of
four new hotels across the city. The year
2022 also brings the continued celebration of the 50th anniversary season at the
Kennedy Center and the Smithsonian’s
175th anniversary capped with the opening of the Arts & Industries Building for
the first time since 2004 with an exhibit
called ‘FUTURES.’”
Coming on view in late January 2022 at
the Smithsonian National Museum of the
American Indian is “Preston Singletary: Raven and the Box of Daylight.” The immersive, multisensory experience is scheduled
to run through January 2023. Singletary is a
Native American glass artist.
The Harriet Tubman Bicentennial is set
for March 2022. Celebrations around the
anniversary marking at least 200 years since
Tubman’s birth are planned. The Smithso-
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MARYLAND
and the

Many Ways
to Enjoy It
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INDULGE IN WORLD-FAMOUS SEAFOOD

Whether your group craves crabs, oysters, fish or all of the above, seafood is the star
of Maryland’s culinary scene. For deliciously authentic experiences, include stops along
the Maryland Crab and Oyster Trail. You’ll find unique restaurants, seafood markets
and events like Tilghman Island’s Oyster Jam and Brew Fest in November.

FIND THE PERFECT OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE

Maryland’s state parks and waterways are fundamental parts of its allure. Immerse
your group in natural beauty by exploring mile after mile of serene mountain trails. Or
provide front-row seats to the largest estuary in the United States by embarking on
the Chesapeake Bay Loop. Eager to see it all from the water? Choose one of the many
guided boat excursions throughout the state, leaving from picturesque spots like
Point Lookout and St. Clemens Island.

FEEL THE POWER OF HISTORY AND CULTURE

History buffs will feel at home in the nation’s seventh-oldest state. Let your group
witness the bravery of Harriet Tubman as you follow in her footsteps through the
Underground Railroad. Provide a dose of military history at destinations like Antietam,
Monocacy battlefield, and Fort McHenry, the birthplace of our national anthem. Enjoy
winter-themed celebrations like Winterfest in Ocean City. Or simply soak up the
culture of historical cities like Baltimore, Annapolis and Frederick.

If you’re open for providing your group with the trip of a lifetime,
Maryland is open for you. Learn more at visitmaryland.org/groups
or contact Rich Gilbert at rgilbert@visitmaryland.org.
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SPONSORED CONTENT

MONTGOMERY
COUNTY

EXPERIENCE
PRINCE GEORGE’S

Stories of the Underground Railroad are rich and rooted
deep into Montgomery County’s cultural fabric. A multitude
of historic sites and outdoor activities including C&O Canal
National Historical Park, Josiah Henson Museum & Park,
Woodlawn Manor Cultural Park and Button Farm Living
History Center make Montgomery County a choice group
destination – next door to Washington, D.C. – for heritage
experiences.

Explore the beauty, vibrancy and allure of Prince George’s
County, Maryland – the Capital Region’s ultimate experience!
Located across the Potomac River from Washington, D.C.,
visitors are enamored by the county’s many amenities and
adventures from the National Harbor, the iconic Capital
Wheel, MGM Casino and Tanger Outlets, to the hip districts
and scenic vineyards. This delightful destination is great
for prestige shopping, premier golfing, exquisite dining,
historical culture and arts.

Maryland. Open.
240-641-6750
visitmontgomery.com
sales@visitmontgomery.com

We’re ready to welcome you!
301-925-8300
experienceprincegeorges.com
info@experiencepgc.com

OCEAN CITY

WICOMICO COUNTY

Ocean City, Maryland’s beach resort welcomes your
groups to enjoy our wide-open Atlantic beach. Stirring
sunrises and sunsets are our trademark as well as a fun
boardwalk, amusements and year-round events. Cultural
and environmental tours highlight your time in our relaxing
seaside resort.

Wicomico County, on Maryland’s beautiful Lower Eastern
Shore, offers more than 1,500 acres of parks and trails to
explore, plus more than 1,000 miles of waterways. Visit the
Salisbury Zoo, which has free admission, then head to the
unique Ward Museum of Wildfowl Art. Learn about history
at numerous sites, see local art, go shopping in Downtown
Salisbury, and enjoy local beer and wine.

Book a trip now or call us to learn more!
Norma Dobrowolski, OC CVB
ndobrowolski@ococean.com ococean.com

Visit Wicomico County, Maryland. Open.
1-800-332-TOUR
wicomicotourism.org
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new haven

CONNECTICUT

ride
Head to The Shore Line Trolley
Museum. Learn about trolley technology
and take a ride on the oldest continuously
running suburban trolley line in the United
States.

tour
New Haven history is alive and well
at New Haven Museum. Guided or
self-guided group tours are available at
the museum, which is in a Colonial Revival
building constructed in 1930.

see
New Haven is an artistic city, with lots
of public art that is always on display.
Among the public art sites in downtown
New Haven are two Town Green District
public art programs, the Straight Up Art
mural program and the Windowed Worlds
storefront installation program. Both are
ongoing and continuously adding to the
downtown art scene.

PHOTO: VISIT NEW HAVEN

“

New Haven celebrates
its Colonial past and
bold future in a compact
downtown. Visitors
expect delicious food and
fascinating attractions
on any trip, but traveling
through time over the
course of a few blocks?
That’s New Haven.

taste
Taste of New Haven runs walking
food tours, pizza tours, pizza classes and
events throughout New Haven. The foodie
adventures show off the city’s rich culture
and history. Private group tours can be
arranged.
New Haven has a growing craft beer
scene, too. Arrange a tasting tour.

”

—Ginny Kozlowski,
executive director, Visit New Haven

ask
Visit New Haven
203-777-8550
visitnewhaven.com
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PHOTO: TASTE OF NEW HAVEN
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PHOTO: MASHANTUCKET PEQUOT MUSEUM & RESEARCH CENTER

Mashantucket Pequot Museum shares the story
of Eastern Woodland Native Americans
Discover the unique story of the Pequot people
at the Mashantucket Pequot Museum & Research
Center.
Exhibits present 20,000 years of history and
reveal the Pequot people’s connection to their environments, their hardships, their ability to adapt and
their resurgence.
Located in Mashantucket, Connecticut, the
museum opened in 1998. At just over 300,000 square
feet and with 84,000 square feet of permanent exhibit
space, it is the largest Native American museum in
the world, said Robert J. Hayward, director of marketing and a member of the Mashantucket Pequot
Tribal Nation.
“The museum tells the story of the Pequot people
and our heritage and the story of Eastern Woodland
Native Americans in general,” Hayward said. “Often,
people are more familiar with Western Native Americans from movies and TV. We didn’t live in teepees.
We had longhouses and wigwams.”
“The World of Ice” exhibit shows the large
animals that once roamed New England, like the
mastodon, giant beaver and dire wolves.
A favorite with museum visitors is the Pequot
Village. In the re-created 16th-century village, guests
hear the sounds of daily life and smell the aromas of
the woodlands and campfires. The village’s diorama
figures were life-cast from Native American people.

Traditional clothing, ornamentations and wigwams
were made by Native crafters. Adjacent galleries explore social and political organization, language and
objects from the museum’s collection.
The “Clash of Cultures” exhibit presents the 1637
Pequot War, the first major conflict between Europeans and Native Americans.
Additional exhibits in the three-level museum
— full of interactive features — cover life on and off
the reservation, federal recognition in 1983 and the
development of Foxwoods Resort Casino. Photos of
present-day members of the Mashantucket Pequot
Tribal Nation are presented in the portrait gallery.
“It’s a history that’s not really been taught,” Hayward said. “We invite people to come in and hear the
actual story. It’s a unique story, and we’re a unique
people. We bounce back. It’s in our nature.”
Self-guided or guided tours are available. An
exhibit highlights tour lasts from 60 minutes to 90
minutes. Group visits can be customized to meet the
interests of the group, Hayward said. Add-on enrichment programs could include making corn husk
dolls or wampum jewelry. n
Mashantucket Pequot Museum
& Research Center
860-396-6839
pequotmuseum.org
grouptourmagazine.com
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The Crooked Road:

Virginia’s Heritage
Music Trail
Local Americana tunes lead to tucked-away
and historic destinations
By Kate O’Neil
Encompassing 330 miles, 19
counties, nine major music venues
and over 60 affiliated venues and
festivals — The Crooked Road is
Virginia’s designated Heritage Music Trail honoring traditional heritage music rooted in Appalachian
history and Americana culture.
Based in Southwest Virginia, The
Crooked Road is a musical journey for
groups that also includes encounters with
history, outdoor recreation and art.
“The Crooked Road offers visitors a
wide variety of heritage music experiences that are rooted in the culture of the
mountains,” said Dylan Locke, president
of The Crooked Road’s board of directors
and owner of The Floyd Country Store
and County Sales. “Visitors to Southwest
Virginia can find bluegrass and old-time
music to storytelling and ballad singing
featured on stages across the region.
From The Crooked Road’s major venues
to community jams, there is always a
fiddle tune or banjo lick playing in the
region.”
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ADAM MCPEAK & MOUNTAIN THUNDER,
BLUEGRASS AND GOSPEL BAND
PHOTO: COURTESY OF THE CROOKED ROAD

A place to gather

The Floyd Country Store has served
the Floyd community since the early 20th
century. In the ’80s, the storefront became
a place for musicians, dancers and music
lovers everywhere on Friday nights — now
known as the Friday Night Jamboree — to
gather and enjoy traditional heritage music.
“As the owner of Floyd Country Store, I

have a vested interest in the heritage music
of The Crooked Road region,” Locke said.
“We have a long legacy of traditional music
and entertainment on the weekends here
that is essential to our community.”
In addition to the Friday Night Jamboree, The Floyd Country Store offers
Americana Afternoons; on Saturdays,
groups can enjoy blues, folk, jazz, rock

BRISTOL RHYTHM & ROOTS REUNION

PHOTO: COURTESY OF THE BIRTHPLACE OF COUNTRY MUSIC MUSEUM

& roll, bluegrass, country and any genre
with American roots.
In addition, The Floyd Country Store
provides ice cream, soup, sandwiches
and baked goods on performance nights.
Reservations are available for Friday
Night Jamborees.

Music among the mountains

Venture to Hiltons and discover the
Carter Family Fold — located directly
on the spot where the famous traditional
American folk music group lived. Saturday
night concerts feature folk and old-time
country music in a historic spot surrounded by rugged mountains landscapes.
The Carter family was paramount in
the 1927 Bristol Sessions — considered
the “Big Bang” of country music. Groups
can explore more about this monumental
historic event at the Birthplace of Country
Music Museum in Bristol. Known as the
“Birthplace of Country Music,” Bristol’s
top attraction that doubles as a music
venue boasts permanent and temporary
exhibits featuring memorabilia, artifacts
and interactive displays.

Looking to visit Bristol during a
festival? The Bristol Rhythm & Roots
Reunion is held every September in
downtown Bristol.
Galax, too, hosts a music festival.
Taking place in August, the Galax Old
Fiddler’s Convention is the world’s largest
and oldest fiddler’s convention — having
recently celebrated its 85th year.
Galax is also a prime location for
concerts, large or small. The Blue Ridge
Music Center hosts concerts throughout
the week from Memorial Day through
Labor Day. In addition, the center’s museum invites groups to explore the grass
roots of American music through one
main exhibit. The Rex Theater — opened
in 1940 —welcomes other music genres
on top of bluegrass and old time.

Americana melodies
meet the visual arts

If music and arts and crafts is what
the group is looking for, go no further
than Abingdon’s Southwest Virginia
Cultural Center & Marketplace — also
the headquarters of The Crooked Road.

Discover thousands of pieces for sale
ranging from metal and wood to glass
and fiber. The center also features rotating displays on Virginia music heritage
and hosts live music events throughout
the week.
The Crooked Road’s website houses
several resources for groups planning a
trip on or through the heritage trail; use
the interactive map to find venues and
learn about the many artists the group
might just see while on their journey.
“Heritage music is a unifying thread
in the region and is one of the reasons
Southwest Virginia has been home to
amazing musicians with their own voices
and styles,” Locke said.
History, art, nature, rural hospitality and historic Americana melodies go
hand-in-hand on The Crooked Road,
making it the ultimate euphonious adventure for any group. n
The Crooked Road:
Virginia’s Heritage Music Trail
276-492-2400, ext. 2409
thecrookedroadva.com
grouptourmagazine.com
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st. augustine
FLORIDA

discover
Journey back to the time of St. Augustine’s
settlement in 1565 and beyond at Colonial
Quarter. Several tours offer a glimpse into 500
years of history; watch a blacksmith create tools at
the forge, learn how to lock and load a 17th-century
replica musket, climb 35 feet to the top of the
watchtower and so much more. Group pricing is
available.
Located directly next to Colonial Quarter,
Castillo de San Marcos is a National Monument
and is the oldest masonry fortification in the
continental United States. Once fully operational,
the fort offers ranger-led programs.
Group tours are offered by appointment at the
Cathedral Basilica of St. Augustine, the nation’s
first Catholic parish.

explore

“

St. Augustine, the nation’s
oldest city, is perfect for group
travel. There are dozens of
unique experiences featuring
pristine beaches, historic
attractions, unique culture,
outdoor adventures, tours,
dining and more.

Groups will have two options for airboat tours
with Sea Serpent Tours. The Sea Serpent airboat
is a faster experience, whereas the Sea Dragon can
hold up to 15 guests at a time. Captain Mike Blount
and his daughter Captain Becca provide narrated
tours on history and ecology of the beautiful inland
waterways.

”

see

—Evelyn Kelley, leisure sales
director, St. Augustine, Ponte Vedra & The
Beaches Visitors and Convention Bureau

ask

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF FLORIDASHISTORICCOAST.COM

St. Augustine, Ponte Vedra & The Beaches
Visitors and Convention Bureau
904-209-4431
floridashistoriccoast.com
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The Lightner Museum occupies the former
Hotel Alcazar at the heart of St. Augustine. Home
to an extensive collection of 19th- and early-20thcentury fine and decorative art, the museum’s
collection is arranged over five floors. With special
pricing available, groups will see how beauty and
luxury defined the Gilded Age through paintings,
furnishings and more.
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We Cover All the Bases
Watch wood chips ﬂy as we
create bats for baseball’s best,
enjoy engaging exhibits and
take home free mini-bats! We
can customize your tour based
on your group’s interest and are
proud to partner with other local
favorites to offer dining and
attraction packages.

Team Up and Save
Discount group tour rates
Custom group tours
Package tours also available

111 S. Royal Street, Mobile, AL 36602
(251) 208-7569
www.HistoryMuseumOfMobile.com

Book Your Group
groupsales@sluggermuseum.com
502.588.7227

ANY-SIZED GROUP.
ANY-SIZED BUDGET.
WE ACCOMMODATE BOTH.
From small niche interest tours to large groups, we have
activities for everyone and every budget. From ﬁne dining to
family casual, from easy-going hotels to uptown luxury, we’ve
got your budget covered. And with a world of fun for all ages
and interests, Fairfax County is tailor-made for your group.

Let us help you plan the perfect trip.
Go to FXVA.com or call 703-752-9513

grouptourmagazine.com
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southeast
NATIONAL MUSEUM OF THE
UNITED STATES ARMY
PHOTO: NATIONAL MUSEUM
OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY

Fairfax County’s historic landmarks
pair well with new attractions
Groups will enjoy Fairfax County, Virginia’s, blend
of big-city amenities and small-town charm — located
just across the Potomac River from Washington, D.C.
“Not only is Fairfax County the home of our
nation’s first president, one of the most impressive collections of air and spacecraft around, and
the country’s only national park dedicated to the
performing arts, but these attractions also give you
the opportunity to experience history up close,” said
Linda Horowitz, national and international sales
manager, tour & travel at Visit Fairfax County.
Formed in 1742, Fairfax County heritage encompasses Native American, Revolutionary War era, Civil War era and African American history.
Step into the nation’s most visited historic estate
at Mount Vernon — home to America’s first president, George Washington. After roaming the man-

HUNTLEY MEADOWS PARK
PHOTO: VISIT FAIRFAX
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sion and grounds, take a specialty tour.
“A variety of options await, from Hamilton – The
Musical tour, which explores Washington’s role in the
musical, to a behind-the-scenes National Treasure
guided tour or an immersive Through My Eyes tour,
where you step back in time to join a person from
Washington’s world,” Horowitz said. The Enslaved
People of Mount Vernon tour is also a great add-on,
focusing on the stories of the enslaved population
who built and operated Mount Vernon.
Only minutes from Mount Vernon lies Gunston
Hall, once home to George Mason, a Founding Father.
Looking to dive into the art scene? The Workhouse Arts Center in Lorton is a former prison that
has been transformed into a thriving arts center.
“Groups can tour the galleries and studios to
meet over 65 resident artists as they create and display their art,” Horowitz said.
Also on-site is the Lucy Burns Museum, telling
the story of the suffragists that were imprisoned
there in 1917. Groups should tack on a visit to the
new Turning Point Suffragist Memorial, opened
in May and the only place in the nation telling the
entire story of the suffrage movement. The memorial
features a 24-foot section of the actual, hand-forged,
White House fence in front of which suffragists
picketed in 1917.
Fairfax County is an ideal destination to explore
outer space by way of the Smithsonian National Air and
Space Museum Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center, located
just 10 miles from Dulles Airport. In addition, the
center is one of the only places in the U.S. where visitors

southeast
THE

LUCY BURNS MUSEUM

PHOTO: MINI HABIBI & THE WORKHOUSE ARTS CENTER

can stand next to a NASA space shuttle.
“You’re in for a treat with their
docent-led group tours,” Horowitz
said. “Many of these docents are retired
military or civilian pilots and aviation
specialists who love to share knowledge
and first-hand insights.”
The National Museum of the United
States Army — opened last year — is
another great itinerary addition, with
interactive exhibits celebrating over 245
years of army history.
Nature is in abundance in Fairfax
County too; Huntley Meadows Park is a
birding hot spot and is brimming with
wildlife. Additionally, 400-plus parks in
the region offer everything from kayaking trips to botanical garden classes and
bald-eagle spotting.
“Don’t be fooled by the region’s bigcity amenities,” Horowitz said. “Groups

can enjoy an action-packed outdoor
adventure or become one with nature
here any day of the week.”
Newly opened this October in Tysons
is the 1,600-seat Capital One Hall — a new
performing arts center featuring community art programs, Broadway productions,
comedians and internationally renowned
artists. The performance hall will additionally house an amphitheater on the roof
deck for outdoor performances.
“Despite all the challenges presented by COVID-19, Fairfax County has
had some exciting new developments
and more expected in the near future,”
Horowitz said. “Fairfax County is ready
to welcome you back!” n
Visit Fairfax
703-752-9513
fxva.com

DISCOVER THE NEWEST GREAT
WASHINGTON, DC ATTRACTION
LOCATED IN FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA
The National Museum of the United States Army will
immerse you in the experience of American Soldiers since
1775. Curious minds of every age will find endless ways
to learn and explore, including a 300-degree theater, café,
shopping and state-of-the-art exhibits. The Museum is
located at Fort Belvoir—less than 30 minutes from the
National Mall and Arlington National Cemetery, and 10
minutes from Mount Vernon and I-95. Free, timed tickets
are required and inspiring event spaces are available for
rent. Visit us online to learn more and plan your visit.

grouptourmagazine.com
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explore

see

sip

Dive into early American history
at Historic Kenmore and George
Washington’s Ferry Farm — both owned
and operated by the George Washington
Foundation. The Georgian-style brick mansion
of Historic Kenmore was built by Washington’s
sister and her husband. Tours focus on the
family’s legacy. Washington’s Ferry Farm is
where young Washington spent his formative
years. Guided tours are available.
At The James Monroe Museum,
groups will see four exhibits highlighting the
life and work of the nation’s fifth president.
The museum also houses rental space great
for groups, including the garden featuring
abundant flora.
Once serving as the Union Army’s
headquarters, hospital and soup kitchen
during the Civil War, Chatham Manor turned
250 this year. Park volunteers offer guided
tours of the main building, including five
rooms of exhibits.

Groups will enjoy a three-course
meal and a Broadway-style musical or
drama at Riverside Center for the
Performing Arts. Groups benefit from
special rates, optional specialty tours,
actor talkbacks and more.

A. Smith Bowman Distillery
is Virginia’s oldest distillery and is
currently offering tours for small groups
(reservations required). Try out an awardwinning whiskey while learning about
the historic family-owned distillery.

“

From Washington family historic sites to Civil War battlefields
to early American aircraft to outdoor activities, a 40-block historic
district, performing arts theater and Virginia’s oldest distillery, the
Fredericksburg Region has endless possibilities.

”

—Victoria Matthews, tourism sales manager, Fredericksburg Regional Tourism Partnership

ask
Fredericksburg Regional Tourism Partnership
540-372-1216
visitfred.com
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Celebrate the gifts of land and sea with epic Virginia Beach
adventures the entire group can enjoy safely. With 400 square
miles of wide open space, revel in hands-on experiences and
unique access to a group tour that’s as safe as it is memorable.

VISITVIRGINIABEACH.COM/GROUPTOUR
grouptourmagazine.com
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ALABAMA

explore
Groups will enjoy the range of exhibits at Cook
Museum of Natural Science — home to a gallery
featuring live animals. Explore the 440-gallon aquarium,
wander through authentically re-created caves, discover
interesting factoids of the Arctic and so much more.
Encompassing 35,000 acres of natural preserved
woodlands, Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge offers
groups the chance to view wildlife in its natural habitat.
The visitor center includes an orientation film, an exhibit
hall, nature store, wildlife observation building and two
short nature trails.

discover
Historic Decatur Union Depot was built by the
Southern Railway in 1905. On tour, see the original
baggage cart and other artifacts. In addition, the depot
provides s spot for train viewing on the John R. Cook Jr. and
Lynn Cook Wooden Viewing Platform.
Located just outside of Decatur is Mooresville — a
12-block, oak-lined community on the National Register
of Historic Places. Step back in time with a guided group
walking tour.

“

We’ve got something
for everyone! From the
state’s top attractions
and events to delicious
Southern cuisine, worldclass recreation facilities
and exceptional lodging
options.

see
The main level of Carnegie Visual Arts Center
houses different exhibits throughout the year. Built in
1904, the center is the region’s first art museum and today
provides tours, events and educational programming.

”

ask

—Marley Schmid,
director of hotel relations
and group sales,
Decatur Morgan County Tourism
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Decatur Morgan County Tourism
256-350-2028
decaturcvb.org

If taco night is Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday,
it’s time to get away.

Experience a day or weekend of adventure. Take a guided tour. Visit our
world-class art museums. Relax and play. Enjoy fine cuisine. Then, unwind
at one of our official hotels. Make memories knowing we’re abiding by CDC
guidelines for your safety.
Discounts available for groups of 15 or more.
Book your group trip today: call 1-800-228-8878, email groupsales@cwf.org,
visit colonialwilliamsburg.com/grouptours
Welcoming Guests
Since 1937
Williamsburg, Virginia

Book your
getaway today.
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Louisiana’s capital offers lively
and scenic experiences
Along the Mississippi River lies Baton Rouge —
Louisiana’s capital that dates back over 300 years.
“Baton Rouge is the go-to destination for
group-friendly activities,” said Geraldine Bordelon,
CMP, director of destination sales and experience at
Visit Baton Rouge. “Electric Depot, located in our
Mid-City neighborhood, houses some of the most
popular spots in town, including a new Japanese-inspired ice cream shop, Sweet Society, and Red Stick
Social, where you can eat food, enjoy live music and
even bowl all at the same location.”
Downtown Baton Rouge is energetic and historic,
with abundant nightlife activities, multiple hotels
perfect for groups and landmark attractions.
“For groups staying in downtown Baton Rouge,
they’re within walking distance of various restaurants, nightlife and attractions, which really allows
for them to get a taste of our local Southern flair,”
Bordelon said.
Enjoy easy access to the Mississippi River and
explore Louisiana’s Old State Capitol with a guided
tour. Looking for art and culture experiences in the
heart of downtown? The Louisiana Art & Science
Museum and the LSU Museum of Art provide group
options and exhibits highlighting regional, national
and international works.
Shopping in Baton Rouge is always lively and
entertaining, with the popular Perkins Rowe boasting dozens of stores. After shopping, book a group
experience at Main Event or Top Golf.
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“Play the holes at Top Golf during the day or
wait until the evening to have the glow-in-the-dark
experience with a multi-floor view of the venue,”
Bordelon said. “Stop by Tin-Roof brewing to get an
official tour of the historical facility, with beer crafted
locally in Baton Rouge.”
Outdoor adventures like a swamp tour of the
bayou are offered by several outfitters located in the
Baton Rouge region. Kayaking and paddle boarding
are popular on the Louisiana State University Lakes.
“Groups can take a leisurely stroll through botanical gardens in Baton Rouge like the Burden Gardens
and Independence Botanical Gardens that showcase
the flora of our region,” Bordelon said.
Visit Baton Rouge has several resources for
groups planning a trip to Louisiana’s capital; from
sample itineraries to group-friendly restaurant listings, Baton Rouge is accessible for any kind of group.
“Year-round, attendees also have an endless list
of activities to keep them engaged across the city,
including annual festivals, concert series and other
events,” Bordelon said. “That’s where our staff comes
in and offers creative itineraries and incentives that
we can customize based on the participants’ requests
to help meet and exceed their interests and needs
while they’re in Baton Rouge.” n
Visit Baton Rouge
225-382-3587
visitbatonrouge.com

60 MILES OF BRINGING
PEOPLE TOGETHER
Myrtle Beach is where groups can reconnect and let
loose with endless fun. With 60 miles of sandy beaches,
amusement parks, live music and more, your group is going
to have an unforgettable time. Get connected with our
team to start planning your next gathering at The Beach.
VisitMyrtleBeach.com/Groups
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Find wide-open spaces near big-city
amenities in DeKalb County
Home to immigrants from more than 100 countries
speaking more than 100 languages, DeKalb County,
Georgia, boasts a variety of cultural attractions, outdoor
recreation, good eats and so much more.
“No group is too big or too small and we’re here
to help you group have the most memorable time
ever,” said James Tsismanakis, executive director/
CEO of Discover DeKalb Convention & Visitors
Bureau. “We offer group itineraries, travel resources,
competitive bids and other planning assistance you
may need to ensure that your clients have an unforgettable time.”
While the county includes a portion of Atlanta,
much of the region is home to cities with small-town
vibes. Groups will enjoy the nearby metropolitan amenities alongside the laidback destinations in DeKalb.
“DeKalb is home to a variety of attractions that
welcomes groups, including Georgia’s most-visited
attraction, Stone Mountain Park,” Tsismanakis said.
Stone Mountain Park, home to 3,2000 acres of
forest, features multiple attractions and activities.
Visitors can take a Swiss cable car to the top of the
mountain to catch a view of the Atlanta skyline. Other on-site experiences include a scenic railroad ride
or the world’s longest running laser show.
More outdoor adventures await at Arabia Mountain, only a short drive from Stone Mountain Park.
“With its status as a National Heritage Site, Arabia
Mountain, along with the 2,500-acre Davidson-Arabia Mountain Nature Preserve, is an untouched
urban wilderness and may just be DeKalb’s best-kept
secret,” Tsismanakis said.
Groups can experience DeKalb County’s diverse
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food scene while traveling down the Buford Highway
International Corridor. The historic thoroughfare is
home to the south’s Chinatown, Little Mexico, Little
Havana, Bangkok, Korea Town and Saigon. Groups
will have the chance to explore DeKalb’s mid-size
cities and small towns, too.
“DeKalb has walkable downtowns with independent retailers and specialty stores, as well as major
shopping malls,” Tsismanakis said. “Additionally, the
New Black Wall Street Market, located in Stonecrest,
is a destination for group fun, entertainment, retail
and fine dining.”
Make sure to visit one of the oldest continuously occupied African American communities in
Georgia, the Flat Rock Community — home to the
Flat Rock Archive, which helps tell the story of the
community.
When it comes to lodging, groups have several options; from four-diamond resorts to budget-friendly accommodations, multiple properties
feature group-friendly amenities — including free
parking for motorcoaches.
“There is always something new to experience
in DeKalb,” Tsismanakis said. “With unapparelled
natural beauty, famous attractions, a food scene
that has garnered national attention and awards, a
thriving arts and culture scene, and a wide variety
of accommodations, DeKalb will have your groups
raving about their visit!” n
Discover DeKalb Convention & Visitors Bureau
770-492-5012
discoverdekalb.com

southeast

YEAR-ROUND
FUN IN
DEKALB COUNTY

Atlanta’s DeKalb County is conveniently located
near a variety of attractions that welcomes groups:
• Stone Mountain Park — Georgia’s #1 Attraction
• Fernbank Museum of Natural History
• New Black Wall Street Market

We offer Itinerary/Packaging Services, Competitive Bids
and FAM Opportunities

770.492.5012 | discoverdekalb.com

A Movement in
Every Direction:
Legacies of the
Great Migration
April 9 through September 11, 2022
Be the first to see brand new artwork by 12
contemporary artists on the impacts of the largest
migration of African Americans in U.S. history.
The Great Migration is co-organized by MMA and Baltimore Museum of Art with support provided by
the Ford Foundation and the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts. Its presentation in Jackson,
Mississippi is sponsored by the Robert M. Hearin Support Foundation, W.K.
Kellogg Foundation, Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, Henry Luce Foundation,
Trustmark National Bank, Mississippi Humanities Council, and

MISSISSIPPI MUSEUM OF ART

601.960.1515 | msmuseumart.org
grouptourmagazine.com
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Museum highlights
Mississippi veterans,
fallen soldiers

What began in 1984 as a personal collection
of war artifacts from two retired military veterans
is now a 36,000-square-foot museum comprising over 17,000 artifacts and 5,000 volumes of
military history.
The Mississippi Armed Forces Museum
(MAFM) — located at Camp Shelby — features
galleries highlighting 19th-century war, WWI,
WWII, the Korean War, the Vietnam War and the
global war on terrorism. The museum showcases
life-size re-creations, documents, videos and artifacts. All current exhibits were renovated in 2016,
giving groups a fresh yet impactful look into war
and Mississippi’s role in it.
“The museum’s exhibits tell the personal stories of American heroes and serve to educate future generations about the price paid for freedom
and prosperity,” said Melissa Koski, programs
manager at the MAFM.
Special guided tours can be arranged for
groups, if requested ahead of a visit.
After touring the main galleries, groups
should stop by the Hall of Honor — commemorating notable Mississippi veterans and Mississippi’s 28 Medal of Honor recipients. Outdoor
exhibits include memorials and a vehicle park
with aircraft, tanks and field artillery.
In 2016 when renovations were done on
MAFM’s current exhibits, room was made for
what is now the Armed Forces Benefits Association 5-Star Life Grand Gallery. The space provides
a place for rotating and large-scale traveling
exhibits. Contact the museum to get updates on
current and upcoming special exhibits.
“Group tour operators that include MAFM in
their itineraries are offering their guests a chance
to engage with America’s military history through
one-of-a-kind artifacts, life-size dioramas and
photographs that help to tell the rich and diverse
story of Mississippians’ military service,” Koski
said.
Koski said tour buses should enter Camp Shelby through the South Gate. MAFM is located on
Camp Shelby, which has served as a training site
for various military branches since 1917. Therefore, all visitors are required to provide identification at the gate. MAFM also houses a gift shop. n
Mississippi Armed Forces Museum
601-558-2757
armedforcesmuseum.us

PHOTO: MISSISSIPPI ARMED FORCES MUSEUM
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MASSANUTTEN
A F O U R S E A S O N R E S O R T D E S T I N AT I O N

Accommodations • Meeting & Event Venues • Teambuilding Activities • Catering
Indoor WaterPark • Pools & Parks • Snow Sports • Golf • Hiking • Escape Rooms

MASSRESORT.COM/GROUPS
Berea_Fall21_HalfPg_4.75x7.25_HR.pdf
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800.598.5263 | visitberea.com

#experienceBerea
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york county

SOUTH CAROLINA

go
The Culture & Heritage Museums is a family of
museums in York County. Dive into African American
and Scottish-Irish history in upcountry South Carolina
at Historic Brattonsville. The site holds over 30 historic
structures dating from the 1760s to the late 19th
century. Groups can travel the cosmos at Settlemyre
Planetarium in the Museum of York County. Special
group programs are offered for groups of 15 or more
at all Culture & Heritage Museums.

discover
Boasting miles of forested trails and two lakes,
Kings Mountain State Park is a great stop for a
picnic lunch, with five sheltered picnic areas available
to reserve.
Hike the park’s Ridgeline Trail to visit adjacent
Kings Mountain National Military Park. The site
was the location of the Battle of Kings Mountain — an
important American victory during the Revolutionary
War. The 1½ -mile self-guided walking trail features
wayside exhibits highlighting battle events.

MUSEUM OF YORK COUNTY

PHOTO: COURTESY OF MUSEUM OF YORK COUNTY

play
Catch the group’s wild side with a zip lining adventure.
Canaan Zipline Canopy Tour offers guided zip line tours
across the Catawba River.

sip
Groups should make the most of York County’s local
brewery scene with the self-guided YoCo Brew Trail.
Download the Visit York County app to get passports and
find more information on each stop.
PHOTO: VISIT YORK COUNTY

“

Just 20 minutes south of Charlotte, York County is an accessible
and affordable destination that offers a wide variety of things to do!
From outdoor adventures to an emerging restaurant scene, York
County offers groups the ability to have an experience for everyone.
—Brianna Frances, VP of marketing & communications, Visit York County
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”

ask
Visit York County
803-329-5200
visityorkcounty.com

southeast

YOUTH TRAVEL
planner
scan to subscribe

YOUTHTRAVELPLANNER.com/subscribe

• NATURE.
SOCIAL DISTANCING BY
grouptourmagazine.com
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Explore creative side of Music City history
at Hatch Show Print

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF THE COUNTRY MUSIC HALL
OF FAME AND MUSEUM
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As one of the oldest letterpress print shops
in America, Hatch Show Print has been
creating one-of-a-kind prints for more than a
century. Its posters have served as a top advertising medium for Southern entertainment.
“Today, musicians and entertainers from
around the world call Hatch Show Print to
design and print eye-catching iconic posters,
drawing on the shop’s incredible archive of
wood type and imagery,” said Tori Zemer, education and tours manager at Hatch Show Print.
Hatch Show Print, a part of the Country
Music Hall of Fame and Museum in Nashville,
was established by the Hatch Brothers in 1879.
It was Charles Hatch’s son, Will T. Hatch, who
used his own style in hand-carving the wood
blocks that popularized the shop in the 1920s.
Today, groups can take a tour of the shop to
learn about the presses and the tools used, and
often witness posters coming off the presses.
“Visitors also get to use some of our tools
themselves as they print the final pass of
limited edition, 8-inch by 10-inch commemorative poster that is specifically designed for
our guests and changes every year,” Zemer
said. “From print enthusiasts and newcomers
to the craft, to travelers interested in Nashville’s
history as viewed through the lens of one of its
oldest businesses, there is something for everyone to learn on the Hatch Show Print tour.”
Offered for smaller groups, the Block Party
is a two-hour art-making experience in which
groups will use old and new carvings from the
print shop’s collection along with a variety of
colored inks.
“Our educators give instruction on how
to use these carvings to block print on fabric,

then participants can design and print their
own T-shirt, tote bag, tea towels, posters and
stationery to their hearts’ content in that time
period,” Zemer said. “We provide all the materials; guests just need to bring their creativity.”
Groups will enjoy the history that is still
alive inside Hatch Show Print to this day —
namely the 56-foot-long wall made of recycled
wood carvings and advertisements for shows
and events that the shop no longer needed. The
wall was built by Will T. Hatch and his staff.
“I don’t think anyone in the shop then
would have guessed that decades later, the
shop would move not once, but twice, and
some of those recycled wood carvings would
be deemed too cool to leave in the shelves,”
Zemer said.
Visitors will see carvings of Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Herbert Hoover from the 1932
Presidential Election in spotlights, as well as type
that was used on a Dolly Parton poster that’s still
used on posters for women in music today.
“Those pieces help tell the story of those
carvings,” Zemer said. “Details that tell not
only the shop’s story, but tales of Music City,
exist in every corner and crevice here.”
Zemer reminds groups to ask about the signatures on Hatch Show Print’s celebrity press.
Groups booking a tour at Hatch Show Print
can also book a tour at the Country Music
Hall of Fame and Museum at the same time.
Call the museum’s reservation team or visit its
website to book an experience at both. n
Hatch Show Print
615-416-2001
hatchshowprint.com

BRING YOUR GROUP TO THE MAJESTIC FOOTHILLS
OF THE APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS!
From the historic sites of the Hatfield & McCoy Feud, to the homeplace of the
coal miner’s daughter, Mrs. Loretta Lynn, there is something for everyone in
Eastern Kentucky. COME GET A SLICE OF HOSPITALITY!
FOR DETAILS & FREE ITINERARIES CALL: (606) 432-5063
e-mail: Director@TourPikeCounty.com website: www.TourPikeCounty.com

Paid in part by the Kentucky Department of Travel and Tourism
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Follow the paths of pioneers
at National Frontier Trails Museum
Independence, Missouri, was the beginning point for thousands of pioneers
looking for a new life on the Western
frontier. The Oregon, Santa Fe and California trails’ beginnings all start in this
historic city, and groups can learn more
about the trails at the National Frontier
Trails Museum.
“Our museum and the numerous
historic sites in Independence, Missouri, depict a cross section of history like
no other,” said Frank Buhro, historic
sites manager at City of Independence
Missouri, and museum administrator at
National Frontier Trails Museum.
In addition to highlighting the Oregon, California and Santa Fe trails, the
museum features the stories of the Lewis
and Clark Trail and Mormon Pioneer
Trail, as both passed through the area.

“Things visitors will experience at the
National Frontier Trails Museum include
educational programming; activities and
events including authentic covered wagons; original trail diaries; westward film;
relics and artifacts; hands-on activities
and our museum store,” Buhro said.
Groups can begin their visit with the
museum’s 17-minute introductory film,
West. Next, venture through the exhibit
gallery, which re-creates the story of the
pioneers. Groups will see excerpts from
original journals and several artifacts.
A truly unique sight, the field directly
across from the museum features swales
— or wagon ruts — left from the numerous travelers passing through Independence nearly 200 years ago. Interpretive
signs are included along an asphalt
pathway that circles around the swales.

Also on the grounds of the museum is
the restored Chicago and Alton depot, a
two-story train depot built in 1879.
Add a covered wagon tour to the
groups’ museum experience, taking them
on an excursion through historic Independence — provided by Pioneer Trails
Adventures.
Currently, the museum is slowly
reopening to the public and hours may
fluctuate. The museum is currently taking
group tours by reservation only.
“We are happy to welcome tour groups
and share our unique place in history of
the westward expansion,” Buhro said. n
National Frontier Trails Museum
816-325-7575
www.ci.independence.mo.us/nftm

DISCOVER
THE DIFFERENCE
Albrecht-Kemper
Museum of Art

Be Entertained | Be Cultured

Be a Winner in St. Jo, MO!

Missouri Theater

JUST AROUND THE CORNER
Located at the crossroads of Interstate 29 and MO Highway 36 and
only 30 minutes from North Kansas City, puts St. Joseph within
easy driving distance of over 17 metropolitan areas.
St. Jo Frontier

Casino

Theater | Art | Nightlife

For customized itineraries, contact: Gracia Pinzino, Group Sales Manager
stjomo.com/grouptour | 800-785-0360 | gpinzino@stjomo.com
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haywood
county
explore
In partnership with Leap Frog Tours, head
into Great Smoky Mountains National Park
to see the famous gang of wild elk and other
wildlife in the Cataloochee Valley. While there,
tour an old school, a church, several homes
and other structures dating to 1910. There are
numerous hiking trails and streams to explore
before having a picnic lunch.
Drive the Blue Ridge Parkway, stopping at
Waterrock Knob for some amazing views, a short
hike and a talk with a ranger at the visitor’s center.
There are numerous overlooks along this section
of the parkway for group photos.

see

tour

Watch a performance at the Haywood Arts Regional Theatre in
Waynesville, known by the locals as the “HART.” This year-round theater features
productions from classics like Macbeth to Broadway musicals like Mamma Mia!

Head to the Shelton House for a
personalized tour of the Museum of North
Carolina Handicrafts, a unique collection of
traditional crafts and folk art created by some of
North Carolina’s most renowned artisans. The
charming farmhouse, built in 1875, is listed on
the National Register of Historic Places.

stroll
Explore downtown Waynesville’s award-winning Main Street. For
something local, stop by The Patio Bistro, Smoky Mountain Sub Shop or
Trailhead Bakery & Cafe. Afterward, visit local shops and galleries and don’t
forget to stop by Mast General Store.

sip
Pay a visit to Elevated Mountain Distilling Company in Maggie Valley
for a genuine whiskey experience. The 11,000-square-foot facility includes the
distillery, barrel storage, bottling area, product development and gift shop.

ask
Visit NC Smokies/Haywood County TDA
800-334-9036
visitncsmokies.com
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Childress Vineyards
LEXINGTON
During educational winery tours at
Childress Vineyards, visitors learn the history
of the vineyard and get a look into how its
wines are made — all while enjoying a glass
of Childress’ wine of the month. Groups
should then enjoy a tasting either indoors
or at one of Childress’ outdoor spaces.
Childress Vineyards was opened by NASCAR
team owner Richard Childress and today
features over 70 acres of vineyards and 15
varieties of European Vitis vinifera cultivars.
336-236-9463, childressvineyards.com
PHOTO: VISITNC.COM

The Lost Colony
ROANOKE ISLAND
The Lost Colony, known as the grandfather of outdoor
dramas, plans to celebrate its 85th season in 2022 at Waterside
Theatre on Roanoke Island inside Fort Raleigh National Historic
Site. View the pageantry of Queen Elizabeth I and her court
and celebrate the birth of Virginia Dare, the first English child
born in America — and review America’s oldest mystery. In
1587, 117 English men, women and children came ashore on
Roanoke Island to establish a permanent English settlement
in the New World. But when ships returned three years later to
PHOTO: NPS

bring supplies, the island was deserted. The mystery of what
happened to the colonists remains unsolved.
Discounts are available for groups of 15 or more. The Guest
Experience Ambassador escorts group members to their seats,
bypassing the lines. thelostcolony.org

Thousands of Acres of Awesome.
GATHER IN THE SMOKIES

Maggie Valley • Waynesville • Lake Junaluska • Canton • Clyde
grouptourmagazine.com
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Battleship NORTH CAROLINA

The Billy Graham Library

WILMINGTON

CHARLOTTE

One of the most decorated battleships of World War II,

Let The Billy Graham Library staff help plan a

the USS North Carolina is now a museum, historic site and

group visit to the 40,000-square-foot attraction

memorial to World War II veterans and the 11,000 North

built on the same property as the Billy Graham

Carolinians who died during the war. The vessel participated

Evangelistic Association. The library building

in every major naval offensive in the Pacific area of operations

is styled after a dairy barn, and the grounds

and earned 15 battle stars. Visitors are encouraged to explore

additionally include Graham’s restored boyhood

nine levels of the ship, including the mess decks, berthing

home. Groups will retrace the internationally-known

areas, engine room, bridge and Combat Information Center.

pastor’s journey through multimedia presentations

910-399-9100, battleshipnc.com

and interactive kiosks. After a tour, stop by Ruth’s
Attic Bookstore to find unique gifts, home décor and
much more. Groups can also receive meal vouchers
at The Graham Brothers Dairy Bar. 704-401-3200,
billygrahamlibrary.org

Concord Mills
CONCORD
The largest outlet and value retail
shopping destination in North Carolina
is in Concord. Home to more than
200 stores, Concord Mills houses
several restaurants and entertainment
PHOTO: VISITNC.COM

opportunities for groups. After a day of

The North Carolina Arboretum

shopping name-brand outlets, enjoy a

ASHEVILLE

youthful side with an afternoon playing

Located within the Bent Creek Experimental Forest just south of Asheville

casual lunch then bring out the group’s
games at Dave & Busters or exploring

and adjacent to the Blue Ridge Parkway, The North Carolina Arboretum is a

SEA LIFE Aquarium. Located only

434-acre public garden. Guided group programs are suspended until 2022, but

10 miles north of Uptown Charlotte,

self-guided exploration is encouraged at this time. The arboretum is made up

groups will love the proximity to big-city

of 65 acres of cultivated gardens including the Bonsai Exhibition Garden and

amenities like lodging and attractions.

the National Native Azalea Collection. Visitors can also explore 10-plus miles of

Groups of 10 or more booking a day at

hiking and biking trails; rotating art, science and educational exhibits; and the

Concord Mills receive a tour and special

on-site gift shop. 828-665-2492, ncarboretum.org

discounts. 704-258-6013, simon.com/
mall/concord-mills
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He walked the line
with Johnny Cash.
For the last 34 years of his life, Johnny Cash enjoyed a deep
friendship with Billy Graham. They often fished together,
prayed together, and proclaimed the Good News of Jesus
Christ to thousands together. Their Gospel message
transcended culture, age, politics, and race—and touched
music legends, sports heroes, movie stars, presidents, and people
just like you. Come to the Billy Graham Library in Charlotte,
N.C., and see for yourself. It’s part movie, part exhibit, and

totally inspiring.

The Library will be closed Dec. 27 through late April 2022
as we work to create a new visitor experience.
©2021 BGEA

A ministry of Billy Graham Evangelistic Association
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discover
Add one of Alamance County’s many small
museums to an itinerary. Housed in a 6,000-squarefoot historic structure, the Textile Heritage
Museum features hundreds of original artifacts
representing over 50 cotton and textile mills across
the state. The museum also manages historic
Glencoe Mill Village, with guided tours available for
groups.
Explore the history of Alamance County’s African
American community and beyond at the AfricanAmerican Cultural Arts and History Center.
Exhibits include “Influential African Empires,” “Little
Known Black History,” “Riots of 1969” and many
others.

“

In Alamance County, our visitors can experience the
fascinating story of one of the most well-preserved textile mill
villages in the United States, along our treasured Haw River.
—Grace VandeVisser, executive director, Alamance County Visitors Bureau

”

do
Forty miles of the 80-mile Haw River Trail
runs through Alamance County. Visitors have the
opportunity the hike or paddle their way through this
natural area. The Glencoe Section runs right by the
Textile Heritage Museum and Glencoe Mill Village.

go
Visit the site of one of the pivotal events that
sparked the American Revolution. Alamance
Battleground State Historic Site offers guided
group tours of the on-site John Allen House, as well
as reenactor demonstrations upon request.

sip
Under normal business operations, Iron Gate
Vineyards & Winery offers wine tastings and tours
— ideal for groups looking to explore Alamance
County’s wine scene. At the time of publication,
groups can lead their own tastings, provided with
small tasting sample bottles.

80
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ask
Alamance County Visitors Bureau
800-637-3804
visitalamance.com
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Group T

Plan to discover our community with friends and family through the
arts. Whether performing or visual arts, Alamance County is home
to a variety of venues including the historic Paramount Theater and
Alamance Arts, presenting year round entertainment and exhibits.

Elon
burlington
Mebane

Graham
Saxapahaw

Learn more at VISITALAMANCE.COM | 800-637-3804

Shop Seagrove

Handmade Pottery Capital of the United States

For Group Tour opportunities,
contact Amber Scarlett, Executive Director
amber.scarlett@heartofnorthcarolina.com

Group Tour Magazine_8.375x10.75.indd 1
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Cape Fear Riverboats
WILMINGTON
Board a vessel at the end of Water Street in
Wilmington and see the award-winning Riverwalk from
the Cape Fear River. Cape Fear Riverboats offers several
narrated sightseeing and sunset cruises along the
PHOTO: VISITNC.COM

Bare Dark Sky Observatory at
Mayland Earth to Sky Park
BURNSVILLE

downtown riverfront and nature tours that travel up the
cypress-lined Northeast Cape Fear River. Passengers on
the one-hour sightseeing tour will see the river side of
some of Wilmington’s oldest homes, hear about the rice
culture as the boat cruises past Eagles Island and learn
the importance of the Cape Fear River in North Carolina

Groups can take stargazing to a new level at Bare Dark Sky
Observatory, located at the Mayland Earth to Sky Park in Yancey

history as well as Wilmington legends. Vessels can be
chartered. 910-343-1611, cfrboats.com

County. The observatory is home to the Sam Scope, the largest
telescope in the Southeast dedicated for public use. Visitors
are able to experience the wonders of the night sky with a
360-degree view at an elevation of 2,736 feet. Lighting is kept
to a minimum at night to preserve the dark sky for viewing, so
remember to bring a flashlight. The Earth to Sky Park will see
the addition of The Glenn and Carol Arthur Planetarium in 2022.
828-766-1277, mayland.edu/foundation/foundation-events/
observatory

PHOTO: VISITNC.COM/STEVE YOCUM

PHOTO: VISITNC.COM

Nantahala Outdoor Center
BRYSON CITY
Offering a diverse collection of more than 120 different river

Karen Beasley
Sea Turtle Rescue &
Rehabilitation Center
SURF CITY
The center works to rescue, rehabilitate and release sick
and injured sea turtles. Karen Beasley, who saw the need to
preserve and protect the sea turtle nests, nesting females

and land-based itineraries, Nantahala Outdoor Center (NOC)

and hatchings on Topsail Island, organized the Topsail

has 10 locations in four states, with its main Nantahala River

Turtle Project. After Karen’s early death, her mother, Jean

campus in Bryson City. The 500-acre main campus, located at

Beasley, became the first executive director of the nesting

the intersection of the Appalachian Trail and the Nantahala

program and the rehab center.

River, just outside the Great Smoky Mountains, offers guided

See the turtle intensive care unit where every new turtle

whitewater rafting, zip lining, mountain biking and flatwater

patient spends about six weeks in treatment or acclimation,

paddling, as well as two riverside restaurants, shopping and

or both. The center is open for tours with advanced,

lodging. NOC can help with group lodging, meals and itineraries

online ticket purchases required. Each tour time slot can

for all ages, sizes and adventure levels. Group Adventure

accommodate 15 guests to allow for social distancing while

Packages also are available. 828-785-5010, noc.com

touring. 910-329-0222, seaturtlehospital.org
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Carolina Bronze
Sculpture Garden
and Foundry
SEAGROVE
The Carolina Bronze Sculpture
Garden overlooks a 1.25-acre pond
and includes walking trails that loop
through the garden featuring several
bronze sculptures, many of which are
available for purchase. Works range
from abstract to realistic and tabletopsize to monumental. Sculptures made
with other mediums are featured

PHOTO: CAROLINA BRONZE SCULPTURE GARDEN
AND FOUNDRY

PHOTO: VISITNC.COM

Biltmore
ASHEVILLE
As America’s largest home, Biltmore

as well. In addition to a garden tour,

shares an impressive history in North

groups can get a tour and up-close

Carolina’s Blue Ridge Mountains. George

experience in the foundry; watch an

Vanderbilt’s Biltmore House and gardens

artist create a masterpiece and learn

were completed in 1895, boasting 250

about metal casting, welding and

rooms and over 178,000 square feet of

the science behind it. 336-873-8291,

space, all sitting on 8,000 acres. Almost

cbsculpturegarden.com

all of the objects in the home are from
George and Edith Vanderbilt’s original
collection.
Groups can explore the historic home

Earl Scruggs
Center

and gardens on a guided tour, or even
an exclusive behind-the-scenes tour.
“Legends of Art & Innovation at Biltmore”

SHELBY

— a series of multi-sensory experiences

Groups can learn the life story of

created to illuminate the remarkable lives

legendary five-string banjo master

of Van Gogh, Monet, and Da Vinci — will

and Cleveland County native, Earl

be on display beginning in November

Scruggs, as well as the history and

2021 and running through January 2023.

cultural traditions of the region at

Produced by Grande Experiences, each

the center bearing his name. The

individual component of this series offers

Earl Scruggs Center shares the

fascinating ties to George Vanderbilt’s

musician’s innovative career and

collection of treasures in Biltmore House.

the community that gave it shape

828-225-1396, biltmore.com

while celebrating how he crossed

PHOTO: VISITNC.COM

musical boundaries and defined
the voice of the banjo to the world.
Engaging exhibits, special event
space and rich programming
provide a uniquely rich experience
for visitors. Groups can participate
in self-guided tours or add-on other
experiences like guided tours and
programs, for an additional fee. Staff
members can help create custom
itineraries, too. 704-487-6233,
earlscruggscenter.org
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Simply Natural Creamery
AYDEN
Head to Simply Natural Creamery to experience the life of a dairy farmer. The
farm’s Jersey cows live in a natural environment and are not confined on concrete
all day. The cows eat natural food, which is all grown at the farm, and graze on
grasses and hay in the farm’s pastures. Tours are available from March through
December and include a wagon ride, tour of the milking barns, an opportunity to
pet the calves, a tour of the processing building, a simulated milking cow and a
sample of ice cream. 252-746-3334, simplynaturalcreamery.com

north carolina

Crystal Coast
Ecotours
MOREHEAD CITY
Explore the southern Outer Banks
— the Crystal Coast — with Capt. Jess
Hawkins and his team at Crystal Coast
Ecotours. Cruise to secluded barrier
islands, sea grass meadows, backwater
sounds, marshes, near-ocean waters, the
Rachel Carson Reserve and the Cape
Lookout National Seashore. Hawkins
worked for 30 years as a marine biologist
with the North Carolina Division of
Marine Fisheries and shares the wonders

PHOTO: VISITNC.COM

Great Smoky Mountains Railroad
BRYSON CITY
Just minutes from Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Great Smoky

of marine life. The company offers boat
tours, dolphin watching, birding, fishing,

Mountains Railroad takes passengers from its historic depot in Bryson City

wild horse watching, shelling, clamming,

through the beautiful countryside of Western North Carolina to various

surf/shore fishing instruction, crabbing,

destinations. The railroad consists of 53 miles of track that winds through river

searching for sand dollars, and seining

gorges, valleys and mountain tunnels. The railroad offers a variety of scenic,

and cast netting. Tours can be customized.

round-trip excursions that range from 3½ hours to a full day, as well as special

252-241-6909, crystalcoastecotours.com

event trains. Group pricing is available. 800-872-4681, gsmr.com

Airlie Gardens
WILMINGTON
Formal gardens, walking trails, seasonal blooms, live oak trees and
sculptures are artfully combined at Airlie Gardens. Airlie’s 67 acres of
gardens are known for the spring bloom of more than 100,000 azaleas,
as well as formal display areas that bloom with continuous color yearround. Butterflies, all native to North Carolina, can be seen in the
butterfly house, which is open seasonally. Check out the Airlie Oak Tree,
a nearly 500-year-old Southern live oak draped with Spanish moss.
Other highlights are the Pergola Garden, Minnie Evans Bottle Chapel
and Spring Garden. Airlie offers some of the best birding in New Hanover
PHOTO: VISITNC.COM/JARED KAY

County, with over 200 bird species observed in the gardens. Guided tours
are temporarily suspended. 910-798-7564, airliegardens.org

Charlotte Motor Speedway
CHARLOTTE
Get a behind-the-scenes tour of Charlotte Motor
Speedway, The Dirt Track and zMAX Dragway. Groups will
learn about the history of each track while experiencing
America’s Home for Racing — on top of receiving
discounted rates. Charlotte Motor Speedway’s new
touchless Fast Pass Tour allows visitors to roam and take
in the sights within the safety of one’s own vehicle. Using
the vehicle’s radio, tour guides lead groups through
the speedway on an hourlong excursion. 704-455-3203,
charlottemotorspeedway.com

PHOTO: VISITNC.COM
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We love helping groups
explore our rich history all while
enjoying our hip and happening
downtown. Winston-Salem is
an unexpected and delightful
discovery.

—Kay Calzolari, group tour and
convention services manager, Visit Winston-Salem

E

A

explore
Visit Historic Bethabara for an imaginative journey
to the Carolina backcountry. A small group of Moravians
daringly settled this village and trade center in an
18th-century wilderness. Today’s Bethabara continues
to embrace this era. A National Historic Landmark, this
1753 site of the German-speaking, Protestant settlement
is nestled in a picturesque, wooded 175-acre wildlife
preserve, with 126 species of birds. The museum features
a restored and furnished 1788 church, archaeological
ruins, exhibits and tours, a reconstructed village, a French
and Indian War fort, and colonial and medicinal gardens.

visit
Tour-goers can experience hands-on history at Old
Salem Museums & Gardens. Become an apprentice
in this 1766 Moravian settlement — turned living history
attraction — with master potters, bakers, woodworkers
and more. Stroll along the cobblestone sidewalks to
see Salem Square, the Mickey Coffee Pot, and over 100
preserved and historically restored buildings. Dig into
more than 250 years of horticulture history in the Miksch
heirloom gardens and the Single Brothers’ Garden.
A can’t-miss experience is Salem Pathways, a new
immersive tour following the lives of seven individuals
who lived in or visited Salem between 1700 to 1989.

C

t

h

c

w

tour
The Museum of Early Southern Decorative
Arts (MESDA), houses one of the finest collections
of Southern decorative arts in the country. This
internationally renowned museum tells the story of life
in the early South through an unparalleled collection
of early Southern furniture, ceramics, silver, paintings,
textiles and other decorative arts. With “period” rooms
and galleries, MESDA showcases an impressive array of
objects made and used in Georgia, Tennessee, Kentucky,
Maryland, Virginia and the Carolinas through 1820.
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ask
Visit Winston-Salem
336-728-4237
visitwinstonsalem.com

Even Our Cookie Cutters

Are One of a Kind

Centrally located in North Carolina, Winston-Salem is easy to get
to and even easier to navigate. Enjoy touring our vibrant nightlife,
historical museums, heirloom gardens, a Moravian Culinary Trail, art,
culture, shopping, and more—all within a walkable city center. And
with 5,000 hotel rooms—including 1,200 downtown—our city welcomes
groups of all sizes. Come see why we were named as one of the
“South’s Best Cities on the Rise” by Southern Living.
SIP & SAVOR

TOUR

DISCOVER

Yadkin Valley Wineries

Historic Homes & Gardens

Moravian Culinary Trail

For Details and Group Itineraries, Contact:
Kay Calzolari, CTIS

Kay@VisitWinstonSalem.com

336.728.4237

north carolina

Carolina Ziplines
Canopy Tours
WESTFIELD
Located on 26 acres, Carolina
Ziplines Canopy Tours offers group
rates and several thrilling packages.
PHOTO: NORTH CAROLINA BOTANICAL GARDEN

Tours can last anywhere from 1½ to
2½ hours and can include up to 11

North Carolina Botanical Garden

different zip lines if taking the High

CHAPEL HILL

Course tour. Ride above the forest
floor in complete darkness with the

North Carolina Botanical Garden’s display gardens encompass a wide variety of

Twilight Tour — with only a glow

flora and styles including the Piedmont Habitat, Mountain Habitat, Water Garden

stick to guide each adventurer. Team

Native American Garden, Herb Garden and many others cultivated across over 1,100

building activities are available on

acres. Located inside the James & Delight Allen Education Center are an exhibit hall,

the Low Ropes Course and groups

garden shop, library and art gallery. Groups can also view stunning artistry alongside

can record every reaction on a zip line

nature in the Sculpture Garden. Extend a stay with a hike through the Piedmont

tour with the Video Package. Custom

Nature Trails, residing behind the display gardens and Allen Education Center. The

tours are also an option. 336-927-7656,

trail system covers 88 acres and three miles of trails following creeks and winding

carolinaziplines.com

around hills. 919-962-0522, ncbg.unc.edu

PHOTO: KAREN SWAIN/NCMNS

PHOTO: VISITFAYETTEVILLENC.COM

U.S. Army Airborne & Special
Operations Museum

North Carolina Museum
of Natural Sciences

FAYETTEVILLE

RALEIGH

Celebrating over 80 years of Army Airborne and Special

Coming to the North Carolina Museum of natural

Operations history, the U.S. Army Airborne & Special Operations

Sciences in 2022 is the Dueling Dinosaurs exhibit, displaying

Museum’s exhibits highlight the early days of the Parachute

a rare incident: two fossilized dinosaurs — a Tyrannosaurus

Test Platoon in 1940 through today. Through life-size exhibits

Rex and Triceratops — that died alongside each other and

and informational plaques and displays, the museum transports

were rapidly buried in a single grave. The fossils will be on

visitors to war-torn Europe during WWII, as well as the Pacific.

display at the museum for the next five years. Permanent

Other exhibits highlight the Korean War, the homefront,

exhibits take groups through prehistoric North Carolina,

Vietnam War, global war on terrorism and more. The museum

underground North Carolina and beyond. Groups of 10 or

is less than 10 miles from Fort Bragg, one of the largest military

more should schedule a visit in advance. 910-707-9800,

bases in the world. 910-643-2778, asomf.org

naturalsciences.org
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Sylvan Heights
Bird Park
SCOTLAND NECK
The 18 acres of Sylvan Heights Bird
Park present more than 2,000 waterfowl,
parrots, toucans, flamingos and other
exotic birds from around the world.
Gardens and natural areas surround
walk-through aviaries. Now open is the
new Birds of Paradise aviary, the park’s
largest, which features flocks of birds
from Southeast Asia, Indonesia, Australia
and Papua New Guinea. Colorful species

PHOTO: VISITNC.COM

headed parakeets, Nicobar pigeons and

The International Civil Rights
Center & Museum

Victorian crowned pigeons.

GREENSBORO

on exhibit include Raggiana birds-ofparadise, green pygmy geese, plum-

For motorcoach tours, there are
on-board greetings, free admission
for drivers and motorcoach parking.
Reservations are required for optional
guided tours, which entail an additional
fee. After a self-guided or guided tour,
shop for souvenirs at the gift shop.
252-826-3186, shwpark.com

Groups will stand in the place where in 1960, four African American students
sat down at a “Whites Only” lunch counter and began the nation’s sit-in
movement at The International Civil Rights Center & Museum. The museum’s
permanent galleries — called “The Battlegrounds” — include 13 exhibitions
that dive into the sit-in movement and the Civil Rights movement as a whole
through 35,000 square-feet of exhibit space. See the restored original lunch
counter, encounter interactive elements, see original artifacts and read inspiring
narratives. The museum also displays special and rotating exhibits throughout
the year. Guided group tours are available. 336-274-9199, sitinmovement.org

Roanoke Canal
Museum & Trail
ROANOKE RAPIDS
The Roanoke Canal was converted
from navigation to power generation
late in the 19th century and is now a
greenway and historic area. Exhibits in
the museum, housed in the old power
house on the navigation canal, explain
the canal’s development; construction;
and its locks, culverts and a massive
aqueduct. The trail follows the canal’s
original tow path of 7.2 miles between

PHOTO: VISITNC.COM

New Bern Trolley Tours
NEW BERN
Experience the architectural beauty and history of New Bern, the former

Roanoke Lake and Weldon. Trail visitors

royal capital of North Carolina. Professional guides provide interesting details

can observe wildlife, view historic canal

during the 90-minute tour, which includes a visit to the New Bern Academy

structures and take in the natural beauty

Museum, Cedar Grove Cemetery and Christ Episcopal Church. A step-on guide

of the Roanoke River. The Roanoke

can conduct the tour on the group’s motorcoach. Civil War and African American

Canal Trail serves as a site on the North

history tours can be arranged. Day packages for 20 or more people include the

Carolina Coastal Plains Birding Trail.

tour, lunch and admission to Tyron Palace. The company can assist with dining

Guided tours are available. 252-537-2769,

or accommodation reservations. Custom tours can encompass walking tours,

roanokecanal.com

architectural tours and ghost tours. 252-637-7316, newberntours.com
grouptourmagazine.com
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THE VIEW FROM A STEARMAN B-17 COCKPIT
PHOTO: GTM/DAVID HOEKMAN

WICHITA
KANSAS’ LARGEST CITY SOARS
WITH GROUP EXPERIENCES

By David Hoekman

DAVID HOEKMAN POSES BEFORE
HIS BIPLANE FLIGHT IN WICHITA
PHOTO: COURTESY OF GARY KNOWLES
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Flying over Kansas while buckled in
the open cockpit of a vintage airplane, I
experienced firsthand a slice of Wichita’s
aviation heritage.
As I felt the wind in my face and looked
down at the beautiful green countryside, I
thought about pioneer pilots, and I understood
why they were so thrilled about aviation. Flying
in an open-air cockpit is like riding a motorcycle through the sky. It’s fun, it’s fast and nothing
separates you from the sky.
My airplane ride happened after lunch
at Stearman Field Bar & Grill, an eatery at a
private airport in Benton, about 25 miles from
Wichita. A special announcement was made
to my group of Midwest Travel Journalists

Association members: Stearman Sky Tours
would give two journalists flights in restored
vintage 1943 Stearman PT-17 biplanes. And I
was one of the two! The pilot sat right behind
me (the plane was originally used to train
pilots in World War II) and used the intercom
headphones to tell me what was happening.
Operators can schedule biplane flights by
contacting the company.
Wichita is known as the Air Capital of the
World for its innovation and manufacturing
aptitude in the aviation industry. Iconic aviation
brands Beechcraft, Cessna and Stearman were
born in Wichita — thanks to Walter Beech,
Clyde Cessna and Lloyd Stearman. Airbus
Americas, Bombardier, Spirit AeroSystems

and Textron Aviation currently design and
manufacture aircraft and aircraft parts in
the city.
The Kansas Aviation Museum, housed
in the original art deco Wichita Municipal
Airport Terminal Building, is full of aviation-related artifacts and planes. “Human
flight may have been born in Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina, but it grew up and was
raised in Kansas,” said Tim Norton, executive director.
“Design Build Fly,” an award-winning
exhibit at Exploration Place, a science
museum, shows how airplanes are created
in Wichita aircraft plants.

Wichita’s vibrant landscape

Life in Wichita over the centuries
— its role in aviation, the cowboys who
drove cattle there and the Wichita Native
Americans — is covered in exhibits at
the Wichita-Sedgwick County Historical
Museum, located in Wichita’s 1892 city
hall. Find more Western heritage at Old
Cowtown Museum. The sprawling open-air
museum, complete with gunfights, tells the
story of Wichita from 1865–1881. Historic
Delano District, now home to shops and
restaurants, sits at the end of the original
Chisholm Trail.
The Keeper of the Plains sculpture,

KEEPER OF THE PLAINS
PHOTO: VISIT WICHITA

ALLEN HOUSE
PHOTO: VISIT WICHITA

created by Wichita artist Blackbear Bosin,
stands at the confluence of the Big and
Little Arkansas rivers in tribute to the
Native Americans who lived and hunted
there. Fire pots illuminate the sculpture in
the evening.
Wichita’s more than 20 museums
include the Wichita Art Museum, Ulrich
Museum of Art at Wichita State University,
Mid-America All-Indian Museum and The
Kansas African American Museum.
Another piece of the Wichita landscape
is Frank Lloyd Wright’s Allen House — the
last of the architect’s Prairie-style houses.
“This house is 103 years old, and the lady is
looking pretty good,” said Burt Brungardt,
volunteer guide.
If the timing is right, book a Wichita
Wind Surge minor league baseball game at
the new Riverfront Stadium.
Discover hats of all sizes and styles at
Hatman Jacks, owned by Jack Kellogg, milliner, Wichita history buff and philosopher.
A hat should complement a person’s face, in
terms of coloring, shape and physical size,
he said.
I tried ax-throwing for the first time at
Blade & Timber, where nine throwing lanes
can handle groups of all sizes. A two-handed grip and an over-the-head throw worked
best for me. While a lot of my throws
clanked to the floor, on two successive
throws I stuck an ax in the bullseye. n
Visit Wichita
316-265-2800
visitwichita.com

DON’T MISS
THESE KANSAS
ATTRACTIONS

g Eisenhower Presidential

Museum, Abilene
g Brown v. Board of Education
National Historic Site, Topeka
g Strataca, Kansas Underground
Salt Museum, Hutchinson

GET INTO DODGE!

For groups seeking the Wild West
experience, go to Dodge City, Kansas, the
“Queen of the Cowtowns.” Catch a gunfight
at Boot Hill Museum, board the Dodge City
Trolley for a one-hour tour of the city and
see a show at Depot Theater Company.
800-OLD-WEST, visitdodgecity.org

OH, MAN-HATTAN

Manhattan, Kansas, is the gateway
to the Flint Hills and the home of Kansas
State University. Flint Hills Discovery Center
presents the wonders of the tallgrass
prairie. Hike the prairie and check out the
college vibe in Aggieville. Experience the
world of Oz at the Oz Museum in Wamego.
785-776-8829, manhattancvb.org

IT’S KANSAS CITY,
ON THE KANSAS SIDE

Kansas City, Kansas, is located on the
banks where the Kansas and Missouri
rivers meet. Tour Kansas Speedway, see
where Lewis and Clark camped and shop
at The Legends Outlets. Eat some Kansas
City barbecue, soar through the air at Zip
KC and learn the art of mozzarella cheese
making at 1889 Pizza. 913-321-5800,
visitkansascityks.com

west

Heard Museum’s more than 40,000 objects
display the lives of Native peoples

PHOTO: HEARD MUSEUM

PHOTO: CRAIG SMITH, HEARD MUSEUM
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Over 12 galleries and sculpture gardens help present the story of Indigenous
Peoples in a first-person perspective at
the Heard Museum in Phoenix, Arizona.
“The Heard Museums has been
recognized by Lonely Planet as one of
the top museums for American art in the
United States,” said Todd Vigil, director
of marketing and communications. “The
museum offers an authentically Arizona
experience and is dedicated to showcasing historical and contemporary American Indian art.”
The 8-acre campus boasts temporary
exhibits throughout the year, but also
signature permanent exhibitions like
“Home: Native Peoples in the Southwest”
and “Away From Home: American Indian Boarding School Stories.”
Under normal business operations,
the museum offers daily guided tours,
as well as private, scheduled tours for
groups.
“In addition, the museum offers a

west

The Heard Museum Collection” — an
impressive and extensive collection,
including items from Dwight and Maie
Bartlett Heard’s world travels and works
from later donors.
“The museum experience is not
complete without a stop at our Courtyard
Café, which features a Native-inspired
menu and locally sourced ingredients,
and our world-class Heard Museum Shop
featuring thousands of works of guaranteed authentic American Indian art,”
Vigil said. “Buying from the Heard Museum Shop helps support the museum’s
mission and provide income to Indigenous artists.” n
Heard Museum
602-252-8840
heard.org
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free app that hosts several self-guided
tours and supplemental content for select
exhibitions,” Vigil said.
On display Oct. 24, 2021, through Jan.
2, 2023, “Remembering the Future: 100
Years of Inspiring Art” will display painting and sculpture by leading 20th- and
21st-century American Indian artists.
Groups will see select pieces like Oscar
Howe’s Ghost Dance and Bob Haozous’
Ozone Madonna.
“Toward the Morning Sun: Navajo
Pictorial Textiles from the Jean-Paul and
Rebecca Valette Collection” will open
on Nov. 5, 2021. The collection includes
textiles mainly woven during the early
20th century — each being researched indepth to find their histories.
Groups should make time to see the
ongoing exhibit “Around the World:

Explore

Great Bend
Shop - Stay - Play - Grow

Great Bend Brit Spaugh Zoo
SRCA Drag Strip
Santa Fe Trail Sites
Hike & Bike Trails
Kansas Wetlands Education Center
Beautiful Parks
Great Bend Airfest
Cheyenne Bottoms Wetlands
W&W National Scenic Byway
Wetlands Waterpark
Party in the Park
June Jaunt Festival
Art & Wine Walk
Great Bend Sports Complex
Long Pumpkin Patch
Unique shopping & Events
Trail of Lights

Hike & Bike
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Quivirane Bottom
Wetlan s &
ds

Paths
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And So Much More!!

www.exploregreatbend.com
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OREGON

explore
Created by a violent volcanic eruption,
Crater Lake National Park is home to the
nation’s deepest lake. Boat and trolley tours
(unavailable at the time of publication) provide
stunning views of deep blue waters beside
the Cascade Mountain Range along with
educational narration.
Fly through the historic gold mining hills of
Southern Oregon with Rogue Valley Zipline
Adventure. Select a classic zip line tour or opt
for something with a bit more to experience in
the Medford region with the Zip, Dip & Sip Tour.
Momentum River Expeditions offers
rafting trips down the Rogue River.

go
Medford and the Rogue Valley might be
known as a wine region, but it’s also home
to sprawling purple lavender fields. Spend
an afternoon walking through the aromatic
fields at a number of lavender farms, like Dos
Mariposas Vineyards & Lavender Farm or
English Lavender Farm.

see
The Oregon Shakespeare Festival
(OSF), founded in 1935, features three theaters,
with two indoor stages and its flagship outdoor
Allen Elizabethan Theatre. Enjoy works by
Shakespeare, classics, musicals and worldpremiere plays. OSF offers group pricing and is
a member of the American Bus Association.
Venture through several exhibits located
throughout four galleries at Rogue Gallery
& Art Center. The Main Gallery hosts eight
to 10 exhibitions a year, while the Community
Gallery’s smaller space is perfect for special
themed exhibits and one-artist exhibits.

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF TRAVEL MEDFORD

“

Medford is the heart of the Rogue Valley in Southern
Oregon and the meeting point of the west with ample
outdoor recreation, cascade cuisine, a world-class wine
country and a Tony Award-winning theater.
—Travel Medford
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ask
Travel Medford
800-469-6307
travelmedford.org

west

Stay in the heart of Coeur d’Alene at One Lakeside
Recently opened in April, One
Lakeside is Couer d’Alene’s newest hotel
offering the aesthetic and feel of an urban
lake house in northern Idaho.
“We provide the feeling of your home
away from home with the amenities, service and convenience of a hotel,” said Laura
DeMott, general manager at One Lakeside.
Couer d’Alene is a blossoming city situated in beautiful Northwest nature. Lake
Couer d’Alene offers water sports and
Couer d’Alene National Forest features
hiking trails, while the city’s charming
downtown is full of shopping and dining
experiences.
Complete with panoramic floor-toceiling windows, One Lakeside’s suites
show off the region’s stunning environment and are fully equipped with a washer and dryer, living rooms with a pull-out
sofa, spacious balconies and much more.
While the property does not currently

PHOTO: COURTESY OF ONE LAKESIDE

offer any packages specifically for groups,
DeMott said One Lakeside welcomes
groups, large or small, and considers each
one individually to create their stay.
Luxurious suites and unobstructed
views are met with a few other unique
accommodations at One Lakeside.
“On property, we have a great outdoor
fourth-floor deck with games (ping
pong, cornhole, etc.), a dog run and a
place to gather and visit with friends,”

DeMott said. “As our property is situated
right downtown and across the street
from Lake Couer d’Alene there are many
things close by such as hiking, boating,
swimming and shopping.”
At 23 miles long, the North Idaho
Centennial Trail begins 6 miles east
of Couer d’Alene and stretches to the
Idaho-Washington state line. Discover
panoramic views of Couer d’Alene from
above with Timberline Adventures —
offering world-class zip line tours. A
top attraction in the region, Timberline
features seven zip lines, two sky bridges
and two auto-belays.
Silver Mountain Resort and Schweitzer
Mountain Resort provide skiing, snowboarding, mountain biking and more. n
One Lakeside
888-409-7373
onelakeside.com

EXPERIENCE
15,000 YEARS
OF HISTORY
DAILY
OPEN -5PM
9AM
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M
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www.columbiagorge.org
990 SW Rock Creek Dr. Stevenson, WA

575.625.9495

Printing Sponsored By: City of Stevenson &
Skamania County Lodge Taxes

ROSWELLUFOMUSEUM.COM
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del norte
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CALIFORNIA

play
Located at the very center of Redwood
National and State Parks, Trees of Mystery’s
Redwood Canopy Trail is the attraction’s newest
addition — with viewing platforms as high as
100 feet. Glide through the forest on the SkyTrail
gondola ride or walk beside the trees on one of the
many trails.
Looking for a group adventure on the water?
Redwood Rides Adventure Outfitters offers
whitewater rafting and kayaking excursions along
California’s Wild Rivers Coast. Choose from one- to
two-hour adventures to full-day trips.

PHOTO: LYNNETTE BRAILLARD/VISIT DEL NORTE COUNTY

“

learn

With an incredible
diversity of ecosystems,
including the rugged and
majestic Pacific Coast,
ancient redwood forest
and a cherished river that
exemplifies the Pacific
Northwest, Del Norte
County has something
for everyone. Options are
clutch when planning for
groups.

Del Norte County Historical Society’s
main museum houses two stories of displays,
artifacts and exhibits bringing to life the history
of the region. On tour, see a collection of Native
American artifacts, photos of the aftermath of the
1964 tsunami and a blacksmith shop — among
others.
Also managed by the Del Norte County
Historical Society, Battery Point Lighthouse is an
active lighthouse that is home to a museum. Open
for tours, groups will get a look at the furniture and
other artifacts left behind since the 1850s. Tours
include a climb to the light tower.

”

—Adam Spencer, co-owner,
Redwood Rides Adventure
Outfitters, Del Norte County

go
Offering guided tours, Ocean World
Aquarium begins each tour with the Touch and
Feel Tide Pool, providing the chance to physically
interact with several creatures.

PHOTO: NATE WYETH/VISIT DEL NORTE COUNTY

ask
Visit Del Norte County
707-464-3174
visitdelnortecounty.com
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pierre

SOUTH DAKOTA

go
An amazing example of neoclassical
architecture, the South Dakota State
Capitol boasts features like a copper
dome, Corinthian columns, granite and
Bedford limestone walls, and an overall
ornate interior. Hourlong guided tours
are available for groups. Christmas
at the Capitol, an internationally
recognized festive display, brings
the Capitol to life with tree displays,
entertainment and more during the
Christmas season.
Dive into the state’s history at the
South Dakota Cultural Heritage
Center, housing the Museum of the
South Dakota State Historical Society.
Follow the state’s heritage through
three permanent galleries with stories
spanning from pre-statehood to the 21st
century.

learn
The South Dakota National
Guard Museum serves as an archive for
memorabilia and historical documents
pertaining to the South Dakota National
Guard. In addition to the interior
space, the museum’s exterior includes
a Sherman tank, anti-aircraft guns and
A-7-D Jet — to name a few.

explore
Witness the beauty of the Missouri
River with an excursion to LaFramboise
Island Nature Area — recorded in the
Lewis and Clark journals. The nature area
is equipped with group sheltered areas
with picnic tables; make time for a group
lunch while enjoying the surrounding
sights of trees, meadows and wildlife.

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF THE PIERRE AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

“

South Dakota’s state capital is nestled in
the heart of the state. Pierre is rich in history
and culture and offers endless opportunities
for outdoor adventures and recreation.
—Tia Kafka, director, Pierre CVB
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ask
Pierre Area
Chamber of Commerce
605-224-7361
pierre.org

PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY & MUSEUM

One of California’s most beautiful and unique destinations!
For information on our upcoming WWII exhibit
please visit ReaganLibrary.com

Tour Through Air Force One 27000

View a Full Scale Replica of the Oval Office

Touch an Authentic Piece of the Berlin Wall

The Reagan Library follows all CDC COVID health guidelines and cleaning procedures.

40 Presidential Drive • Simi Valley, CA 93065 • ReaganLibrary.com

west

Celebrate one of
America’s greatest figures
in Atchison, Kansas
A Victorian home that started as a Gothic
Revival cottage became the birthplace of
world-renowned female pilot Amelia Earhart.
The Amelia Earhart Birthplace Museum
in Atchison, Kansas, is beautifully located on
a bluff overlooking the Missouri River and a
bridge named in Earhart’s honor.
“The museum will paint a picture for you
through artifacts, pictures and words about
the early childhood and adult years of Amelia
Earhart,” said Heather Roesch, director of the
birthplace museum. “Amelia’s love of travel,
spirit of adventure and scholastic achievements
were reflected in her fashion designs; public
speaking on aviation and women’s rights; as
an author of prose, poetry and books; as well
as her most famous aviation records. She was
truly a woman ahead of her time.”
The museum can currently accommodate
groups of up to 30 and provides discounted
rates for groups of 10 or more.
While on a guided tour, groups will see a
number of family heirlooms on display, as well
as some of Earhart’s own personal belongings
— like clothes she designed herself.
“Amelia’s sister, Muriel, came to the house
when it was being renovated and restored it as
if it was still 1912 and how she remembered,
from wallpaper to its furnishings,” Roesch
said. “Visitors can step back into time and feel
as though they are meeting Amelia not only as
an aviator, but as a child.”
Also located in Atchison is the Amelia
Earhart Hangar Museum. The museum,
currently open by appointment only, features

PHOTOS: ARTHUR DRIESSEN
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Muriel — the last remaining 1935 Lockheed
Electra 10-E aircraft in the world. Earhart flew
this model of airplane on her fateful and final
flight around the world.
In 2022, the facility plans to debut 13 interactive exhibits and activations, virtual reality
flight simulator, a collection of Amelia Earhart
artifacts and much more.
The Amelia Earhart Hangar Museum is a
perfect addition to the famed American pilot’s
birthplace and childhood home.
“The Amelia Earhart Birthplace Museum
is more than a collection of artifacts,” Roesch
said. “It’s an era of time that we have preserved. It is eye opening to a time of Amelia’s
life that most people don’t know about. She
overcomes many challenges in her life even
from a young age.” n
Amelia Earhart Birthplace Museum
913-367-4217
ameliaearhartmuseum.org
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do
Explore Estes Park’s wide-open spaces
— home to Rocky Mountain National Park
— with Wildside 4x4 Tours. Wildside
specializes in photography tours and offers
excursions through the national park as
well as off-road tours for large groups.
Green Jeep Tours not only provides
nature tours of the surrounding area, but
hiking, tasting and historic tours — all
enjoyed with the use of Jeeps equipped
with removable tops and sides. Both
tour companies offer trips during all four
seasons.
Thirty-two challenges at 11 and 21
feet in the air await groups at Open Air
Adventure Park. Choose from leisurely
paths to more daring routes.

see
Open since 1955, Estes Park Aerial
Tramway is a historic staple to the region
that has carried more than 3 million people
to the summit of Prospect Mountain. With
special rates starting at groups of 20 or
more, groups will be treated to a bird’s-eye
view of beautiful Estes Park.

discover
Guided tours are available of the
historic Stanley Home Museum, built
in 1904 as a private “cottage” of F.O. and
Flora Stanley. Groups are picked up and
dropped off by a museum shuttle at the
Estes Park Visitor Center.
The MacGregor family was cardinal in
the growth of Estes Park, and the family’s
original homestead can be toured at the
MacGregor Ranch Museum. All tours
are docent-led, and groups of six or more
must contact the ranch in advance.
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“

Estes Park offers groups outdoor adventures,
quintessential mountain town attractions, tours,
great food, local craft beverages and more — set to the
backdrop of the stunning Rocky Mountains.

”

—Rebecca Pena, director of sales & stakeholder services, Visit Estes Park

PHOTO: VISIT ESTES PARK/JAMES FRANK

ask
Visit Estes Park
800-443-7837
visitestespark.com

west

this is how we

Discover the Flaming Gorge
National Recreation Area
Marvel at stunning rock formations,
an expansive lake and abundant wildlife on a
scenic drive through southwest Wyoming and
northern Utah. Please adventure responsibly.

Group Tour
Planning at
ExploreWY.com

Open 365

royalgorgebridge.com

grouptourmagazine.com
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Trail End State Historic Site highlights
Sheridan and Wyoming history
Built in the Flemish Revival style, Trail
End State Historic Site’s 13,748-square-foot
mansion invites groups to get a glimpse into
life in Sheridan, Wyoming, from 1913 to 1933
— primarily as seen through the eyes of John
B. Kendrick.
“John B. Kendrick is a classic rags-to-riches story,” said Sharie Shada, site superintendent at Trail End. “He first came to Wyoming
as a penniless orphaned cowboy on a cattle
drive, and ended up owning 10 ranches, was
governor of Wyoming and finally a three-term
United States Senator.”
Trail End was the first professionally landscaped private home in Wyoming and features
manicured outdoor spaces set against the vast
Sheridan backdrop.
Group tours receive an introduction to the
site upon arrival, and then are invited to take a
self-guided tour throughout the mansion.
“Staff is on hand to answer questions,” Shada said. “We find that most bus tour participants really prefer to take the self-guided tour
and go through at their own pace, but guided
tours can be arranged upon request with
advance notice of at least three weeks.”
Over 95% of the artifacts inside the mansion are original to the home and Kendrick
family, with all four floors of the mansion
open to explore.

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF TRAIL END STATE HISTORIC SITE
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“It’s almost as if the family just stepped out,
and visitors are stepping in,” Shada said.
In addition to permanent exhibits, Trail
End Historic Site installs temporary exhibits
throughout the year. Many of these exhibits look at global events through the lens
of small-town Americans — especially in
Wyoming — and how they responded to
them. These temporary exhibitions are part
of the Whole-House exhibit collection. Other
special, temporary exhibits might be featured
in certain rooms or odd areas, like the secondfloor Maid’s Closet or the third-floor Housekeeper’s Bedroom. Ballroom exhibits are
sometimes co-sponsored with the Wyoming
State Museum and Sheridan Junior High.
Shada suggests groups make time for a
group picnic lunch on Trail End’s grounds
— with no charge for casual group use. Also
located on the grounds is The Carriage House,
managed by Sheridan Civic Theater Guild. If
wanting to pursue a theatrical production for
a group, contact the guild directly. Trail End is
a popular birdwatching location, too.
With both permanent and temporary
exhibits, and special events and seasonal
festivities held every year, Trail End is an ideal
attraction to visit any time.
“From its authentically furnished rooms to
its finely manicured lawns, Trail End displays
an elegantly different aspect of Wyoming’s
rich and colorful history,” Shada said. “We are
Wyoming’s premier historic house museum,
and love having bus tours visit our site!” n
Trail End State Historic Site
307-674-4589
trailend.org

THIS IS BIGHORN MOUNTAIN COUNTRY
The world comes out west expecting to see cowboys driving horses through the streets of downtown; pronghorn butting
heads on windswept bluﬀs; clouds encircling the towering pinnacles of the Cloud Peak Wilderness; and endless expanses
of wild, open country. These are some of the ﬁbers that have been stitched together over time to create the patchwork
quilt of Sheridan County’s identity, each part and parcel to the Wyoming experience. Toss in a historic downtown district,
with western allure, hospitality and good graces to spare; a vibrant art scene; bombastic craft culture; a robust festival and
events calendar; and living history on every corner, and you have a Wyoming experience unlike anything you could have
ever imagined. Welcome to Sheridan County, in the heart of Bighorn Mountain Country.
So that we can adventure together safely, our team has put together a series of COVID-19 resources to keep you informed
of any travel restrictions, local and state health mandates, and other pandemic-related travel information, available on our
website. Catch our new streaming series, The Backyard, with new episodes each week.

sheridanwyoming.org

west
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History, archaeology and nature
come together at ancient
Southwestern site
At its peak of occupation, Salmon Ruins,
an 11th-century pueblo located in Bloomfield,
New Mexico, was home to around 250 to 300
people representing several Puebloan groups.
“The site exhibits the classic architecture
of the great houses found in Chaco Canyon
such as core veneer masonry walls, patterned
facings on the walls, multiple story construction and a great kiva (ceremonial structure)
in direct association with the building,” said
Larry L. Baker, executive director of Salmon
Ruins. “The massive masonry complex constructed of sandstone included 150 groundfloor rooms, 67 second-story rooms and a
third story that had completely collapsed and
is not well understood.”
Included at the site is the Archaeological
Research Center, or the Salmon Ruins Museum, featuring outdoor and indoor exhibits.
Head outdoors to Heritage Park and view
the replica habitations of prehistoric and
historic cultures of the Four Corners Region,
being the Salmon Homestead Complex — featuring a pioneer house, bunkhouse, root cellar
and carriage house — and Salmon Ruins.
“Indoor exhibits display artifacts from the
excavation of Salmon Pueblo set in appropriate context referencing regional archaeology,”
Baker said. “Temporary exhibits are rotated
for educational forums on history and pre-
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history of the area.”
Salmon Ruins is unique in that it offers a series of off-site tours of the surrounding region’s
historic and natural wonders. Entitled Journey
Into the Past, these are not sightseeing tours,
but archaeology and wilderness programs designed as educational adventures into remote
areas and led by Salmon’s professional staff.
“Currently, these tours include Chaco
Culture National Historical Park, Navajo
Defensive Sites in Largo and Gobernador canyon, Aztec Arches and Archaeology, and Bisti
Wilderness,” Baker said. “The Salmon remote
tours are limited to six persons; however, staff
can act as step-on guides for vans and buses.”
Groups should make sure to stop by the
museum’s gift shop, selling Native American arts
and crafts, as well as books of the Southwest.
“Feedback from visitors to Salmon Ruins
frequently indicate that the exhibitions and
tour program are extremely informative, well
done and professional,” Baker said. “We at
Salmon Ruins pride ourselves in bringing the
past to light to provide insights with regard
to archaeology, preservation and our national
heritage.” n
Salmon Ruins
505-632-2013
salmonruins.com
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1.

Learn about Texas’ oil history
Housing a re-creation of oil discovery and production in
the early 1930s, the East Texas Oil Museum features a fullscale town — dubbed Boomtown — of stores, people, animals
and machinery right inside the museum located in Kilgore.
Boomtown’s rutted streets, drugstore, barbershop and Pistol
Hill gas station will have groups feeling as if they stepped
back in time. 903-983-8295, easttexasoilmuseum.kilgore.edu

2.

Go back in time
at a 20,000-acre
historic ranch
George Ranch Historical Park in
Richmond is a living history museum
following four generations of one
family. On a three-hour tour led by a
trained guide, groups will immerse in
over 100 years of Texas history through
historic home tours, costumed
interpreters, hands-on activities,
cattleworking and blacksmithing
demonstrations. 281-343-0218, ext. 220;
georgeranch.org
PHOTO: VISIT SUGAR LAND

3. Meet dolphins along the Gulf Coast
Groups of all sizes will enjoy dolphin watch tours on The Original Dolphin Watch’s double-decker
boat on South Padre Island. Leaving daily from the Sea Ranch Marina, the boat tour allows guests to
meet bottlenose and spinner dolphins in the wild and up-close.
Also offered is the Eco-Tour, an add-on to the dolphin watch tour. The Port of
Brownsville Tour offers a look into how oil platforms and jack-up rigs are built
at the largest oil platform production yard in the nation. 956-761-4243,
theoriginaldolphinwatch.com
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4.

Discover the
history of funerals
Have you ever wondered about
the backstory of one of humankind’s
oldest cultural traditions? The National
Museum of Funeral History houses
the largest collection of authentic,
historical funeral service items.
Permanent exhibitions at this
Houston museum dive into the
history of cremation, the history of
embalming, Japanese funerals, Día de
los Muertos and presidential funerals
— among many other death- and
funeral-related topics. The museum’s
newest exhibit, “Jazz Funerals of New
Orleans,” focuses on this city’s unique,
musical funeral tradition rooted in
African American culture. Group rates
are available for groups of 25 or more.

PHOTO: AMANDA LYNN PHOTOGRAPHY

281-876-3063, nmfh.org

6.
5.

Walk among
contemporary
sculptures
At the heart of the Dallas Arts

Become an active voice
for human rights
The Dallas Holocaust and Human Rights Museum
commemorates the millions of lives lost in the Holocaust,
tells the story of the tragedy and displays the emergence of
human rights after WWII.
Permanent exhibits include the Holocaust/Shoah
wing, telling the 3,000-year history of the Jewish people

District lies the Nasher Sculpture

alongside the Nazi rise to power; the Human Rights wing,

Center, boasting one of the finest

revealing how the world progressed in the years following

collections of contemporary sculptures

the Holocaust; and the Pivot to America Wing, featuring

in the world. Groups will encounter

interactive kiosks, films, testimonies and more exploring

pieces by Calder, Rodin, de Kooning,

American ideals in relation to human rights.

Hepworth, Matisse, Picasso, Miró

Groups should make sure to visit the Dimensions in

and many others in both beautifully

Testimony Theater, included with museum admission.

designed and curated indoor and

Virtually ask survivors of the Holocaust questions about

outdoor settings. Guided tours are

their life and survival. 214-741-7500, dhhrm.org

available for groups. 214-242-5100,
nashersculpturecenter.org
grouptourmagazine.com
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grapevine
enjoy
Visit a handful of Grapevine’s several wineries on a tour with
Grapevine Wine Tours. Classic Tours feature three regional
wineries as well as local restaurants for lunch and dinner. Tour
pricing and itineraries can be customized for large or private
groups.
Texas barbecue, award-winning chili, chocolate confections
and much more await groups with a food tour guided by
Ambassador Food Tours. The company offers four different
food tours for groups in Grapevine, some of which include history
lessons, too.

see
A 90-minute murder mystery dinner theater performance set in
the 1880s of Texas’ wild west, Texas Star Dinner Theater offers
groups a night of intrigue, problem solving and a two-course meal.
Group packages and pricing are available.

go
Grapevine Vintage Railroad provides private charters for
groups. Choose from the Cotton Belt Route, Tahwahkarro Creek
Train Excursion or Trinity River Train Excursion, with ticket options
from first class to economy.

explore
Groups will see stingrays, sharks, jellyfish and other amazing
sea creatures at SEA LIFE Aquarium Grapevine. The aquarium
also features more than 10 interactive and informative displays.

PHOTOS: GRAPEVINE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU

“

Grapevine is the perfect destination when planning
a visit to the Dallas Fort Worth area. Groups can walk
along Historic Main Street and enjoy its collection of
charming boutiques, wine tasting rooms, art galleries,
dining options and vibrant night life. Don’t miss
the amazing 360-degree view of the surrounding
Grapevine area from the new Grapevine Observation
Tower, 150-feet above the ground.

”

—Heather Egan, director of leisure and international sales,
Grapevine Convention & Visitors Bureau

110

play
Nearly 8,000 acres, Lake Grapevine is a great location to
enjoy the region’s beautiful scenery, whether kayaking with a local
outfitter or enjoying from the shore on one of the many parks on
the lake.

ask
Grapevine Convention & Visitors Bureau
817-410-3561
grapevinetexasusa.com
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34124_G

WELCOME TO GRAPEVINE,
THE CHRISTMAS CAPITAL OF TEXAS.

…and only in the Christmas Capital of Texas® will you find a unique destination with a vintage Texas
experience and modern amenities. There are so many perfect places to create lasting memories.
Believe! Each event is like a little something extra in your stocking.
• 1,400 events in 40 days
• 20+ hotels with 6,000 rooms
• Great rates available
• Lone Star Christmas at Gaylord Texan Resort

• Live Entertainment at the Historic Palace Theatre
• Grapevine Urban Wine Trail
• Christmas Wine Trains
• Historic Christmas Attractions

And much more within 10 minutes of Dallas Fort Worth International Airport.

For additional information or assistance planning your future tour to Grapevine,
contact Heather Egan at 817.410.3561 or HEgan@GrapevineTexasUSA.com
GrapevineTexasUSA.com or call 817.410.3185.

34124_GCVB_Group_Tour_Holiday_Nov_2021_ad_v4.indd 1
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7.

9.

Dine on every
dish imaginable
with a food tour
Partnering with nearly 100
bars, breweries, restaurants
and food trucks since its
inception, Austin Eats Food
Tours highlights everything
from hidden gems to highly

BECKER VINEYARDS
PHOTO: TRAVEL TEXAS

sought-after eateries in Austin.
The tour company offers private
food tours for groups of 10 to
200 and curates itineraries
based on group preferences.
Trips are all-inclusive, featuring
transportation and a stocked
cooler on the bus. From
ice cream and baked
goods to barbecue and
craft cocktails, groups’
mouths will be watering
the minute they step
onto the bus. 512-963-4545,
austineatsfoodtours.com

Sip the day
away at a
Texas Hill
Country
winery
Take wine tasting to the
next level in Texas Hill Country
with 830 Elevated Wine Tours
in Fredericksburg. The touring
company will personalize
wine tours, as well as suggest
restaurants, nightlife activities,
local shopping, Fredericksburg
must-sees and much more.
Each van can hold up to 14
guests, and depending upon
availability, groups can reserve
up to five vans for one tasty
wine adventure through Texas’
wine country. 830-998-2295,
830elevatedwinetours.com

8. Book a glassblowing demonstration
Wimberley Glassworks in Austin offers live glassblowing demonstrations for groups
of 10 or more. In addition, group members can choose a glass vase, bowl or sculpture
from Wimberley’s collection and watch it being made right before their eyes.
Groups can also book a tour of Wimberley’s on-site art installations. See the studio’s
glass art installations like the ceiling-hung piece that’s illuminated by LED lights at
night, the 15-foot-wide photo-op picture wall and an outdoor glass garden exhibit.
512-393-3316, wgw.com
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10.

Spend time learning
about currency
See where billions of dollars are printed at the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP) in Fort
Worth. Currently suspended until further notice, tours
take groups through an enclosed walkway suspended
above the production floor where over half of the
nation’s currency is made. After the self-guided tour,
visitors watch an informative video and experience two
floors of interactive exhibits telling the story of currency
history and the art of currency manufacturing.
The BEP in Fort Worth is currently undergoing construction through 2023. Once finished, the expansion
will accommodate new currency production equipment. 866-865-1194, moneyfactory.gov

Bureau of Engraving and Printing
Fort Worth, Texas

Learn How Money is Made
www.moneyfactory.gov

Check our website for updates on when you can take a
tour, view exhibits and visit the gift shop.
For more educational information on
Federal Reserve notes, visit www.uscurrency.gov.
BEP public tours remain suspended as a contingency related to COVID-19.

Bureau of Engraving and Printing - 9000 Blue Mound Road - Fort Worth, Texas 76131
For more information, call 817-231-4000 or toll-free 866-865-1194
www.moneyfactory.gov
grouptourmagazine.com
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lubbock
go
The Museum of Texas Tech University’s
collections are made up of 8.8 million objects
that focus on subjects like anthropology,
textiles and paleontology. Nine galleries house
the museum’s permanent exhibits and seven
additional galleries often house travelling
exhibits.
Guided tours are offered for groups of six
or more at the American Windmill Museum.
Groups will see 100-plus windmills with
manufacturer history and usage included.

“

From its Western heritage and evolving culture to award-winning
wine and world-famous art, the ‘Hub City’ displays its pioneering spirit
best through its people who extend unmatched hospitality to all.
—Tory Mitchell, group tours sales manager, Visit Lubbock

”

explore
The Buddy Holly Center preserves and
interprets artifacts relating to Lubbock native,
Buddy Holly. In addition, the museum features
exhibits on contemporary visual arts and music.
Groups of 20 or more receive discounted rates
if scheduled at least two weeks in advance.

roam
Located in the Texas panhandle, Caprock
Canyons State Park includes 90 miles of trails
and sights of roaming bison. Some park tours
feature a ride in an open-air shuttle.

do
Immerse in Lubbock’s food, nightlife
and entertainment scene in the Depot
Entertainment District. Find live music,
theater, local restaurants, craft beverages,
retail shops and much more. Groups should
also make the most of Lubbock’s wineries — a
growing industry in the Lubbock region.

ask
PHOTOS: VISIT LUBBOCK
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Visit Lubbock
806-747-5232
visitlubbock.org

Experience the award-winning wine of the Texas High Plains AVA. With 90% of the
Lone Star State's wine grapes grown in the region, Lubbock is a vino lover's dream.

Explore Lubbock's top wineries and plan your trip today!
VISITLUBBOCK.ORG
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11.

Venture through
limestone caverns
Located at the halfway point between San Antonio
and Big Bend National Park lies the Caverns of Sonora in
Sonora. All tours of the caverns are guided by experts and
take groups through corridors 155 feet below the surface.
At a comfortable 72 degrees Fahrenheit, there is no need
for coats or jackets while awing at this internationally
recognized cave show.
If taking a small group, the special Crystal Tour takes
visitors through almost 2 miles of crystal-ladened cave
passages. Looking for something a little more thrilling?
The Discovery Challenge Tour includes a maze of off-trail
passageways and the chance to rappel 50 feet into the
Devil’s Pit. 325-387-3105, cavernsofsenora.com

12.

Witness the beauty
of the Chihuahuan Desert
The Centennial Museum and Chihuahuan Desert Gardens
features the oldest museum in El Paso, constructed in 1936,
and houses a garden with over 800 species of plants native
or adapted to the Chihuanhuan Desert. The museum’s
permanent collection includes exhibits highlighting the
natural and cultural history of the desert. 915-747-5411, utep.edu

PHOTO: GARY BERDEAUX

13.

Find solitude
in one of the
most remote
national parks
The Rio Grande borders Big Bend
National Park for 118 miles, making
the destination perfect for watercraft
adventures, hiking, scenic drives, bird
watching, horseback riding, stargazing
and much more.
From 500-million-year-old rocks
to modern-day sand dunes, Big Bend
is home to more types of birds, bats,
butterflies, ants, scorpions and cacti
than any other national park in the
nation. Learn more about the park’s
flora and fauna at one of its five visitor

PHOTO: TRAVEL TEXAS
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centers. 432-477-2251, nps.gov/bibe

texas

14.

Be a cowgirl or
cowboy for a day

PHOTO: COWGIRLS AND COWBOYS IN THE WEST

An ultimate Western adventure,
Cowgirls and Cowboys in the
West gives groups the chance to
explore the wild west on horseback
in the Amarillo area. With rides
ranging from one to three hours,
adventurers have a variety of ways

WHERE OLD

to discover the beauty and history of
the Palo Duro Canyon.
Cowgirls and Cowboys in the
West is more than just a horseback
riding service; the attraction
also boasts classic chuckwagon
meals — with both brunch and
dinner options available. While
enjoying their meal, groups will
be treated to guitarists, historians,
wranglers on horseback and an
all-around authentic Western ranch
atmosphere.
riders liking hiking, photography

MEETS NEW

Add-on activities for nonand ranch tours are always an
option. Experiences are offered
year-round. 806-672-9256,
cowgirlsandcowboysinthewest.com

grouptourmagazine.com
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15.

Ride the rails
through the
Piney Woods region

PHOTO: TEXAS STATE RAILROAD

The moment groups step onboard one
of Texas State Railroad’s vintage cars, they
will feel as though they are traveling back to
simpler times as they detach from modernday distractions.
Sweeping through the state’s Piney
Woods region, the railroad has two depots —
one located in Rusk and the other in Palestine.
Learn about the railroad at one of the depots,
then board the train for a four-hour, round

Awe at colorful butterflies
The National Butterfly Center is a 100-acre native plant

trip featuring comfortable seating and food

botanical garden and wildlife preserve located in Mission.

and drink options. Return to one of the depots

Groups of over 10 are eligible for special rates — with special

and visit the gift shop for memorabilia to take

programming and educational tours available.

home.
For every 20 paid seats, groups will receive

The center is home to over 200 species of butterflies, but
also plays host to several species of birds. Tours will touch on

one complimentary seat. Car options range

the butterfly life cycle, bird migration and the environmental

from the elaborate, adult-only Presidential

aspects of the Rio Grande Valley that make it perfect for these

car to the Open-Air Coach. Most excursions

species.

run on diesel engines, but during the regular

118

16.

The best time to visit the National Butterfly Center is

season the railroad will feature the steam

on sunny days with temps reaching above 70 degrees,

engine from time to time. 855-632-7729,

which occur throughout the year. 956-583-5400,

texasstaterailroad.net

nationalbutterflycenter.org
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17. Stop and smell the roses
Boasting over 32,000 rose bushes and more than 500 rose varieties, the Tyler Rose Garden
in Tyler is the largest public collection of roses in the nation. A project in the making since
the early 20th century, the garden is on the National Register of Historic Places. Learn about
the story of the garden and the Texas Rose Festival — held every October — at the Tyler Rose
Museum before strolling through the 14-acre, world-famous garden. 903-531-1212, cityoftyler.org

VT-Group Tour Ad Size: 2.25” x 7.25

next
stop,

Rose Capital
of America
PHOTO: VISIT TYLER

18.

See where desert meets forest
Guadalupe Mountains National Park in Salt Flat comprises
mountain and canyon landscapes as well as deserts and dunes.
Perfect for scenic drives or guided hikes anytime of the year,
Guadalupe Mountains is especially popular during the fall,
specifically mid-October through mid-November when the trees

VISITTYLER.COM

are at their peak colors. 915-828-3251, nps.gov/gumo

grouptourmagazine.com
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galveston
play

Take a stroll down the beach, hike
4 miles of trails and paddle through the
waters surrounding Galveston Island
State Park. The park offers various
ranger-led programs.
From dolphin tours and sunset
cruises to jet boat thrill rides, Galveston
Water Adventures introduces groups
to Galveston Harbor’s wildlife and
beautiful scenery. Customizable, private
experiences are available for groups.
Book a guided eco and art kayak tour of
Galveston Bay with Artist Boat.

“

Galveston’s appeal for group visitors begins with
32 miles of Gulf beaches and continues with abundant
history, arts and culture, cuisine, world-class special
events and attractions for all ages.
  

”

—Bryan Kunz, director of group sales, Galveston CVB

PHOTO: GALVESTON CVB

discover

The 1892 Bishop’s Palace is a National Historic Landmark and offers
a rare look into the Victorian home’s typically off-limit spaces with the
Basement to Attic Tours. Groups will get an exclusive third-floor view of
the Gulf.
Completed in 1895, 28,000-square-foot Moody Mansion tours
allow a look into 20 of the historic home’s rooms. Moody Mansion offers
discounts for groups and can arrange docent-led tours, as well.

savor

With tour options perfect for groups, Taste of the Strand food tours
highlights Galveston Island’s Historic Downtown Strand District’s many
eateries — from tapas and sweet confections to breweries and wine bars.
The Exclusive Private Group Tour is ideal for larger groups.

see

The Grand 1894 Opera House is one of the few remaining theaters
of its era in Texas and is the official opera house of the state. Groups will
see performances ranging from musicals to stand-up comedy while
enjoying the decorative and architectural splendor of the opera house.

ask
PHOTO: WYNN MYERS/GALVESTON CVB
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Galveston CVB
409-797-5157
visitgalveston.com

texas

19.

View artworks across
nearly nine centuries
From European and Latin American to modern and
contemporary art, the El Paso Museum of Art (EPMA) includes
pieces dating to the 13th century. Founded in 1959, the museum
was created due to the need to house a donation of European
Baroque and Renaissance works.
Today, EPMA — which began with works by artists like
Botticelli and Gentileschi — now houses over 7,000 works,
a grand lobby and an art school consisting of four studio
classrooms.
Guided tours feature docents who relay the history,
techniques and ideas behind the art. In addition to its vast
permanent collection, EPMA installs over 200 works of art on
loan from major institutions around the world. Tours must be
reserved at least two weeks in advance. 915-212-0300, epma.art
PHOTO: EL PASO MUSEUM OF ART

Groups GET OUT MORE
in the SUN CITY

OUR TEAM GOES THE EXTRA MILE TO TAKE YOUR EVENT TO NEW HEIGHTS, AND
OUR 300+ DAYS OF SUNSHINE MEAN THERE'S ALWAYS SOMETHING TO DO AFTER
YOUR EVENT. COME SEE HOW EL PASO HELPS YOU GET MORE OUT OF TEXAS.

• REDUCED F&B, HOTEL AND CONVENTION CENTER COSTS
• REVITALIZED, WALKABLE CITY CENTER
• NEW HOTELS DOUBLING OUR ROOMS DOWNTOWN

AZTEC CAVE TRAIL

CONTACT BROOKE UNDERWOOD: 915.534.0692
BUNDERWOOD@DESTINATIONELPASO.COM

grouptourmagazine.com
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Journey
through the
human body

Spend an evening
at the theater

Travel through a giant
ribcage in the Amazing

Both managed by The Joci Straus

Body Gallery at The Health

Performing Arts Center, the Majestic

Museum in Houston. Inside

Theatre and the Carline McCombs

this 22-foot-long backbone

Empire Theatre are San Antonio’s

with ribs descending from

locations for nationally touring

floor to ceiling are nearly

concerts, comedy, Broadway and many

30 interactive kiosks where

other live productions. The 2,264-seat

groups can ask questions

Majestic Theater was built in 1929 and

regarding anatomy and

designed in a Spanish Mediterranean

health. The museum hosts

style. In turn, the Charline McCombs

several travelling and

Empire Theatre was designed in the

special exhibits throughout

style of a European palazzo and built in

the year. 713-521-1515,

1913. Both theaters are National Historic

thehealthmuseum.org

PHOTO: VISIT HOUSTON

Landmarks.
Groups booking a visit to either
theater receive several benefits,
including discounted tickets to
select events, personal one-on-one
service, advance reservations prior to
public sales and more. 210-226-5967,
majesticempire.com

22.

Explore the River Walk
A 15-mile urban waterway, the San Antonio River
Walk continues to be one of Texas’ top destinations.
The largest urban ecosystem in the country, River
Walk allows visitors to explore by foot along the
pathways or by water — with options to board a river
barge for a guided tour.
Groups will find something to satisfy all tastes,
from unique shops and local restaurants to historic
landmarks and amusement parks. Stop by La
Villita Historic Arts Village or learn about the city’s
ghosts and folklore with Sisters Grimm Ghost Tours.
Casual and fine dining options are right around
the corner, as are several museums. 210-227-4262,
PHOTO: VISIT SAN ANTONIO/AL RENDON
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thesanantonioriverwalk.com

SHOPPING

2022

FRENCH LICK CASINO
FRENCH LICK, INDIANA

TANGER OUTLETS

SEVIERVILLE, TENNESSEE

GAMING

shopping
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Outlets at Tejon
is a must-shop-stop
for any itinerary
Tejon Ranch, California

When sending your clients to Southern California, the
Outlets at Tejon is your best selection for style and savings and
is conveniently located approximately an hour north of Los
Angeles on I-5. You will find your favorite American brands with
savings up to 65% at more than 40 upscale fashion, home goods
and accessories stores. Set against the beautiful mountains of
Tejon Ranch, this is a Must-Shop-Stop for any itinerary.
Your clients will love it when you add the Outlets at Tejon
to their itinerary with all the group and FIT incentives we offer,
such as:
• FREE VIP coupon booklet with discounts up to 65% in 		
addition to our already discounted outlet prices.
• Special VIP Gift Tote Bag.
• Convenient and free bus parking for large groups and tours.
• For group Meet and Greets, please give us a 48-hour notice
in writing to bbland@tejonoutlets.com.
Also, at the Outlets at Tejon, we love our tour operators,
tour guides and bus drivers! Book five trips, and you can earn a
$50 Outlets at Tejon gift card. That’s on top of the $15 gift card
for the driver and two group leaders of a group of 15+. Please
give us a 48-hour notice in writing to
bbland@tejonoutlets.com.
The Outlets at Tejon is excited to
offer a number of wonderful features to the already stellar shopping
destination.
Beat the heat! Our attractive new
canopies offer shade and large fans to
keep shoppers cool while on the hunt
for the best deals and steals.
An 80-room Hampton Inn is now
open adjacent to the Outlets. Featuring an indoor pool and fitness center,
the hotel is ready to host travelers
after a day of fun-filled shopping, dining and more!
Bath and Body Works has joined
the Outlets at Tejon!
Pottery Barn has also expanded
with Pottery Barn Kids and Pottery
Barn Teens.
Download the Outlets at Tejon
app for the latest deals and news
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from your favorite brands. Access from home or at the Outlets at
Tejon to learn about events, new stores, center hours and more.
You can even win exclusive prizes instantly!
A great stop for excellent
social distancing shopping!
Spend some time in the open air and shop the great stores
and favorite brands such as Michael Kors, Nike, Polo Ralph Lauren, Coach, Levis, Le Creuset and more! We’ve got something for
everyone!
Please let us know if you or your clients would like to review
our COVID-19 protocols. We are
happy to send them to you.
Whether traveling with friends
and family or colleagues and associates, and wherever your California
adventures take you, the Outlets at
Tejon welcomes groups of all sizes as
well as FIT travelers. Right on your
route between Los Angeles and San
Francisco, we are ready to treat you
to that perfect mid-trip shopping and
dining break.
We’d love to be part of the itineraries and programs you offer visitors
(both Groups and FITs) to Southern
California. Please let us know what
you need from us by writing to Becca
Bland at bbland@tejonoutlets.com
or Carolyn J. Feimster at carolyn@
cjfmarketinginternational.com. n
Outlets at Tejon
tejonoutlets.com

grouptourmagazine.com
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Visit Lehman’s
for a slice of
the simple life
Kidron, Ohio

SPONSORED CONTENT

Take the next step on your journey to a
simple life with Lehman’s. We offer creative
solutions for cooking, gardening, heating
with wood, non-electric lighting and more.
Why live a simpler life? You’ll feel
the satisfaction and fulfillment it brings
as you slow down and savor life’s simple
pleasures. Simpler products with honest
ingredients are easier to understand.

VOTED

BEST

DESTINATION
IN AMISH COUNTRY

IF YOU HAVEN’ T BEEN TO

LATELY,

Quality tools bring pleasure to your
creative work. Simpler values are sustainable, so you are prepared for challenges.
And it’s all upheld by strong relationships
with companions, community and kin.
Whether you want to live off grid,
prepare for a power outage, start a garden
or simply learn a new skill, Lehman’s has
everything you need to take the next step
on your journey to a simpler life. Our
rambling retail store offers family fun entertainment and shopping that inspires every
generation. With events and workshops
and thousands of products for the serious
homesteader, the simple baker, the unique
décor enthusiast, or the children looking for
unplugged fun, Lehman’s has it all.
New assortments include an expanded camping section, a year-round
Christmas store and brand-new apparel.
Of course, you can still find our serious products that we are known for:
wood-burning stoves, oil lamps, gardening tools, food preservation and more.

you simply haven’t been!

Invite your guests to our rambling retail store. Shop thousands
of new products including our year ‘round Christmas
room and tour the aspirational Tiny House on a Tiny
Homestead only at Lehman’s - FOR A SIMPLER LIFE.
Visit Lehmans.com/bus-tours for all the group tour offerings and
information. Please allow at least two hours for your visit.

SHOP ANYTIME AT LEHMANS.COM
800.438.5346
On the Square in Kidron, OH | Open every day except Sunday
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Tour Lehman’s Tiny House on a tiny
homestead. It is 200 square feet of practicality and adorability. We promise the
tour won’t take long.
Enjoy a sweet treat, breakfast or one
of over 300 different kinds of sodas when
you take a break in our Cast Iron Café.
Coming on a weekend? Make sure to
seek out the hands-on demonstrations
or family-fun events. From cloggers to
fermenting homesteaders, Lehman’s has
something for everyone to enjoy.
Take your next step on the journey to
a simpler life when you visit Lehman’s on
the Square in Kidron, Ohio. n
Lehman’s
800-438-5346
lehmans.com
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Sevierville, Tennessee,
is the Shopping Capital
of the Smokies
Sevierville, Tennessee, is known for a
variety of stores that just can’t be found anywhere else. From great deals on high-end
designer merchandise to cutlery, fine foods
and even historic artifacts, this Smoky
Mountain town really delivers the goods.
Here are three tips to help your group make
the most of shopping in Sevierville.
Outlet shopping fun. With over 100
high-end stores at Tanger Outlets Sevierville, the whole group should expect to
find good deals on really nice things. But
planning ahead is the key to maximizing
your groups’ shopping trip. Spend a little
prep time researching the stores available in
Sevierville and reach out to mall management prior to your visit to receive special
services including complimentary coupon

books. tangeroutlet.com/sevierville
Is it a museum … or a mega
store? One thing’s certain — shopping
is an attraction in Sevierville. Nowhere
is that more accurate than at Smoky
Mountain Knife Works where more than
108,000 square feet of retail space is filled
with museum-quality displays, practically
every type of knife and cutlery in the
world, kitchen gadgets, survival gear, historic artifacts, clothing and more. Have
your picture made on a replica of Game
of Thrones iron throne and see a huge
Excalibur sword water feature. smkw.com
An apple a day. Pick a time to
visit the Apple Barn Cider Mill village.
Surrounded by a working orchard with
more than 4,000 trees, the shops at the

Apple Barn make the most delicious
souvenirs you’ll ever taste. Savor homemade candies from the Apple Barn
Candy Shop, pick up a fresh fried apple
pie, sample hard cider and wine at the
Apple Barn Cider House, and get fresh
churned ice cream from The Creamery
all before — or after — a hearty meal at
the Applewood Farmhouse Restaurant or
Applewood Farmhouse Grill. applebarncidermill.com n
Sevierville CVB
865-453-6411
visitsevierville.com

grouptourmagazine.com
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Shoppers rejoice in historic
Saint Charles, Missouri
Just west of St. Louis, you’ll find Saint
Charles, Missouri, a river city with a
unique historical perspective, beautiful
sites, friendly people and a pace just a little
slower than that of the big city. Founded
as Les Petite Cotes — the Little Hills — by
French Canadian fur trader Louis Blanchette, Saint Charles grew into a thriving
riverfront trading center for young
America. The people of Saint Charles have
labored lovingly to preserve and share our
treasured river heritage. Saint Charles is a
destination whose history and hospitality
make it the perfect destination.
Saint Charles is also famous for
being the starting point for Lewis &
Clark’s great expedition. The fact is, this
was the starting place for thousands of
Americans on their journey westward.
A downtown walking tour will give you
an overview of life as it was in the early
days of Saint Charles, when the Boone
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family, Lewis and Clark and hundreds of
pioneers walked the very same streets.
You’ll uncover some of Saint Charles’
colorful past and visit lovingly restored
buildings along the 18 stops of the tour.
The 200-year-old Historic Main
Street is Missouri’s first and largest historic district. It lies closest to the Missouri
River and Saint Charles’ frontier history.
The brick-paved street leads to more than
125 one-of-a-kind shops. Dress up your
home with framed art, antiques, clocks,
collectibles, stained glass, garden flags,
quilts, silk florals and decorating accents
from every period. Or dress up yourself
with original clothing designs, shoes,
monogrammed items, leather goods,
handbags, and fine and costume jewelry.
Specialty food options abound in
the Historic District. Help hone your
culinary skills with spices, seasonings,
mixes, hot sauces, extra virgin olive oils

and balsamic vinegars. Indulge your taste
buds with handmade chocolates, fudge,
toffee, homemade cookies, ice cream and
gooey butter milkshakes!
The Historic Frenchtown District
offers a haven for antique lovers, where a
half dozen unique stores dot the beautiful
neighborhood. Whether the period is
Americana, Victorian, 1904 World’s Fair,
the Depression era or mid-20th century,
you’ll find authentic furniture, glassware,
linens and antiques. Frenchtown also boasts
an eclectic mix of other shops including
bridal boutiques, salons and florists. With
the largest concentration of French Colonial style architecture in the Midwest, the
district was placed on the National Register
of Historic Places in 1991. n
Greater Saint Charles CVB
800-366-2427
discoverstcharles.com
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The Fox Cities — Your stop for
an original shopping adventure
Wisconsin

Comprised of 19 communities in east
central Wisconsin, the Fox Cities region
is proudly home to some of the best
shopping the state has to offer. Combined
with fantastic dining options and over
35 hotel properties, you and your group
will leave the Fox Cities with full bellies,
stuffed suitcases and lasting memories.
Begin your shopping journey with
a stop at the Fox River Mall. With over
130 globally-renowned retailers under its
roof, the Fox River Mall offers anything
from high-end clothing to home, houseware and cosmetics stores. Looking for a
little more local flare? Make your way to
the bustling Fox Cities downtowns filled
with eclectic independent shops and
locally-owned eateries. For furniture and

home décor enthusiasts, Urban Evolutions is a must-stop with its beautiful
collection of custom, handmade furnishings and home décor pieces.
Shopping in the Fox Cities goes well
beyond just clothing and houseware and
a visit to Wisconsin can’t be complete
without purchasing a few dairy products.
Stop by Simon’s Specialty Cheese and
choose from over 100 different varieties
to please any palate. Don’t forget to grab a
bag of fresh, squeaky cheese curds! For a
bit of nostalgia, head to the Lamers Dairy
Country Store to purchase fresh off the
farm, glass bottled milk. Round out the
dairy shopping at Vande Walle’s Candies
by picking up award-winning caramels
made with cream from Lamers Dairy.

Leave with original treasures
and treasured memories
RED DOOR MERCANTILE
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From 100+ miles of outdoor trails
to Broadway shows at the Fox Cities
Performing Arts Center, there are endless
things to see and do on your group getaway to the Fox Cities. Visit foxcities.org
or request a copy of our Destination Guide
to learn more about our region. Need
additional inspiration or trip planning
assistance? Give us a call today and our
group sales managers are here to help. n
Fox Cities Convention
& Visitors Bureau
920-734-3358
foxcities.org

Learn more about the
Fox Cities at FoxCities.org
or contact Alison Hutchinson
at ahutchinson@foxcities.org
to plan your tour.
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Find ultimate escape at
Oaklawn Racing Casino Resort
Hot Springs, Arkansas

Experience a new level of excitement
at Oaklawn Racing Casino Resort. See live
championship Thoroughbred racing every
December through May. Plus, take in the
high energy of the casino, featuring slots,
table games, high limits and sports betting.
With denominations starting at 1 cent,
we have a wide selection of slots with over
1,500 machines on our property, including
video poker. We are sure to have the perfect
game for you, or if you prefer table games,
we currently have 32 tables on our floor.
Whether you’re a new player or an expert,
our casino floor has a wide variety of table
games, including Blackjack, Craps, Three
Card Poker and Roulette.
The luxury hotel features elegantly

appointed rooms and suites, the spacious
Astral Spa, an outdoor pool with cabanas,
a multipurpose event center with banquet
space and meeting rooms and several
dining options.
Our spa services are enhanced with
access to our full-service locker rooms
and lounges where you can find a peaceful
space to quiet your mind. Your visit to
Astral Spa will leave you with a profound
sense of relaxation and rejuvenation.
The 15,000-square-foot multi-purpose
event center accommodates up to 1,500.
With the ability to host groups of any size,
we offer layout options ranging from small
settings for discussions and presentations to
large areas for weddings and special events.
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With our advanced audiovisual technology
and on-site staff, we can assist with any AV
requirements you may have.
Our talented culinary team is here to
provide delectable food choices for breakfast, lunch and dinner and can be served
plated or buffet style.
Nestled in the heart of beautiful Hot
Springs National Park, Arkansas, Oaklawn
has all you need for the ultimate escape. n
Oaklawn Racing Casino Resort
1-800-OAKLAWN
oaklawn.com

ROOM FOR MORE

ARKANSAS’ ONLY
CASINO RESORT!

Gambling problem? Call 1-800-522-4700.

LIVE RACING DECEMBER–MAY

HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS

CASINO • HOTEL • SPA • EVENT CENTER

OAKLAWN.COM
grouptourmagazine.com
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Play time has been elevated in French Lick
French Lick, Indiana

Welcome to gaming reimagined!
Come play at French Lick and feel the
buzz of excitement on our 24/7 casino
floor. From classic reel slots, to new interactive slots filled with bonus features,
to our table games and sportsbook, there
are endless ways to play.
Once you’ve treated yourself to our
resort-style gaming experience, French
Lick will be your favorite place to get
away and play. From golf and spas to a
host of dining options and special events,
there are plenty more thrills in store
beyond the casino floor. An added bonus:
our clean, safe and friendly environment
is second to none, making French Lick
a place you can always feel good about
visiting.
We’ve got your casino and hotel experience covered, too. The spacious new
Valley Tower and Valley Bar are just steps
away from the gaming floor. Or, stay in
comfort and luxury nearby at French
Lick or West Baden Springs Hotels.
A taste of what you’ll find
at French Lick Casino:
• 700+ slots — play everything from
classic reel games to the hottest new interactive video slots! You’ll also find progressive jackpots, video poker and video
keno of all denominations and themes.
• 25+ live-dealer table games featuring
blackjack, craps, roulette, 3-card poker,
mini-baccarat and more.
• Sportsbook with self-serve betting
kiosks and a cozy TV lounge.
• Indiana’s only fully non-smoking casino! We’ve got you covered for a smokefree gaming experience. For those who
wish to smoke, an outdoor smoking patio
with a covered shelter and seating areas is
located right outside the casino.
• A spacious, comfortable layout to
provide you a little more elbow room as
you play and walk the casino floor. Here,
you’ll find plenty of space between gam-
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ing devices and abundant seating areas.
• An exclusive high-limits section
with tables and slots up to $100, and
relaxing VIP lounge areas.
• Need to refuel? Convenient sit-down
and quick-serve dining is available at Casino Park Grill, just off the casino floor.
Sign up for your card at Player Services in the casino, the front desk at any
resort hotel, or other resort-owned retail
outlets. Have questions about the rewards
program? Call 812-936-5828 and ask one
of our Player Services representatives.
You must be 21 to enter the casino. If
you or someone you know has a gambling problem, we, in collaboration with
the Indiana Council on Problem Gambling, highly encourage you to call the
Indiana Problem Gambling Help Line at
1-800-9-WITH-IT.
The Midwest’s premier
resort destination
Nestled among the hills of the
Hoosier National Forest resides a classic
American destination: French Lick Resort. Home to two AAA Four-Diamond
nationally historic hotels, three challenging golf courses, two rejuvenating

spas, impressive meeting venues and a
Vegas-style casino (rated No. 4 Best Casino outside of Las Vegas by Yahoo Travel,
2016), the resort is sure to exceed your
expectations. Experience the ultimate in
golf at The Pete Dye Course at French
Lick, voted No. 1 course in Indiana on
Golfweek’s Best You Can Play for 12
years in a row. The Donald Ross Course
at French Lick has been named Indiana’s
No. 2 Course in Golfweek’s Best You Can
Play rankings every year since 2011.
Voted Best Hotel in Indiana by Travel &
Leisure Magazine, French Lick Resort
is family-friendly, business-competent
and perfect for a planned or impromptu
getaway. Come experience Old World
opulence amid modern comforts served
with Midwestern charm — close to
home. We’re an easy drive from Louisville, Indianapolis and Cincinnati. n
French Lick Resort
888-936-9360
frenchlick.com
Visit French Lick West Baden
812-936-3418
vflwb.com

Creating Legendary Memories
One Destination At A Time

#MyFrenchLick

Visit vflwb.com or call 812-936-3418
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Find a total resort experience in Michigan’s
northwoods at Island Resort and Casino
Harris, Michigan

It’s Your Total Experience … but
soon to be so much more! The Island
Resort and Casino, located 15 minutes
west of Escanaba in Michigan’s scenic
Upper Peninsula, has long been one of
the Midwest’s largest golf, casino and
entertainment resort destinations. Time
and again, it’s garnered high acclaim for
its award-winning service and popular
amenities from readers of Casino Player
Magazine, Midwest Gaming Magazine,
Golfweek and Golf Digest and other
high-end publications in the tourism and
entertainment industries.
The growing popularity of golf and
gaming at Island Resort has driven the
demand for a $30 million expansion that
will be completed in 2021. More than 100
new hotel rooms will be added, for a total
of 454. A high-end dining venue and
convention space are also planned for the
top floor, as well as a pool with waterpark
features.
These amenities are added to the
resort’s already substantial 400,000
square feet of casino with 1,200 slots, a
poker room, gaming tables and a bingo
hall. In 2019, the Island partnered with

TwinSpires to add sports betting for
patrons. The Island also proudly boasts
two award-winning championship golf
courses; the luxurious Drift Spa; an RV
Park; a headline entertainment showroom; a customizable, expansive convention space; and enough dining choices to
please every palate.
With so much to offer, Group Tour
operators and leisure travelers alike agree,
the Island Resort and Casino is Your
Total Resort Experience!
Nothing compares
The Island Resort & Casino’s Group
Tour Program offers tour operators access to one of the most competitive group
tour packages around. Enrollment in the
Island’s Group Tour Program provides an
endless array of valuable benefits not only
for the tour operator but for their guests
as well.
Tour operators benefit from the
knowledge and expertise of the Island’s
CTIS Certified - Group Sales Staff that
will assist in the planning of every
aspect of the trip ensuring that all the
details are handled to perfection!

Customize your stay
The Island’s Group Tour program
allows tour operators to customize their
travel itinerary to meet the specific needs
of their individual groups. For example,
customizing the length of stay (four
hours, one night, two nights, three nights
or longer), arrival and departure times
and guest wake-up calls.
Current promotion
Groups can receive up to $260 per day
in promo cash and a meal voucher is also
included.
Incentive may be available for
new operators. n
Island Resort and Casino
800-682-6040 #2121
islandresortandcasino.com

“

The Island Resort and Casino in Harris,
Michigan, is a No. 1 destination for our
tour groups. Customer feedback is always
positive! The resort is inviting, exceptionally
clean and the staff is friendly and helpful.
There’s a wide variety of gaming,
exceptional food — from casual to more
formal dining, and even a relaxing spa
experience.
Many of my customers like to golf on the
Island’s two beautiful golf courses and rave
about the experience!
The most impressive part is the wonderful
Group Tour Program they offer to us and
our customers! It is by far the best package
offered compared to other casino resorts
we visit! And believe me, I visit many casino
resorts all over the USA!
—Debra Niemann,

”

Deb’s Casino Getaways Tours — Franklin, Wisconsin
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For Group Tour Informatiom Call: 800.682.6040
islandresortandcasino.com • Harris, MI

18+. Michigan only.
For help with problem gambling,
call 800-522-4700.
In Michigan, call 800-270-7117.
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It’s a new day at Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan

As you can probably guess, one of
the hardest things about any group trip is
making sure everybody has a good time.
That’s why it makes sense to go to a place
where they can do it all.
At Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort,
your guests can experience it all — whatever their idea of fun is. Everything from
an action-packed gambling casino to
awesome restaurants to a full-service
salon and spa, planning the perfect group
trip has never been easier.
Named 2020’s Best “Up North” Casino by Detroit Metro Times, Soaring Eagle
Casino & Resort is the ultimate place
to have a winning time; and with good
reason, as it is home to Michigan’s largest
gaming floor! Whether they love playing
for triple sevens or putting on a mean
poker face, all guests can really win big
with one of the largest collections of (and
biggest variety of) slot machines and table games in the whole State of Michigan.
In addition, your guests can continue
their hot streak over at the bingo hall. So,
no matter how they like to play, a full day
of winning and excitement awaits them.
Then, when a day spent winning
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leaves your guests feeling like they need
to recharge, they can always relax and
rewind at Soaring Eagle Resort’s Salon &
Spa. An array of body treatments, facials,
signature massages and more welcome
them to an experience of relaxation
they’ve always dreamed of. Guests can
unwind from a week’s worth of muscle
aches and pains thanks to deep-tissue
massages. Or maybe their idea of stress
relief is a nice manicure and pedicure.
Rest assured after a day spent in absolute
pampering, your group guests will be
looking good and feeling good for the big
night ahead.
Getting hungry? Soaring Eagle Casino
& Resort presents a variety of top-notch,
award-winning dining options that’ll
suit anyone’s fancy. Whether they’d like
to dig in to a thick, juicy steak, enjoy an
All-American burger and milkshake, or
prefer a quick slice or a deli sandwich
piled high, your guests will experience
the kind of dining they’re looking for —
no matter their taste palate. Plus, they can
catch all the latest sports action at Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort’s new Sports
Bar & Night Club, Ascend – and watch

for the new sportsbook coming soon.
And what’s dinner without a show?
When it comes to entertainment, Soaring
Eagle Casino & Resort has been voted
the “Best Outdoor Concert venue in
Michigan,” and has won countless awards
for bringing in top-tiered talent to the
middle of the state. In 2021, for instance,
Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort planned
some of the biggest acts in the state: Ice
Cube, Goo Goo Dolls, and Dustin Lynch
— just to name a few. Be sure to check
online at soaringeaglecasino.com to confirm details and dates. With our Entertainment Event packages, you can easily
purchase tickets plus a discounted hotel
rate especially created for your guests.
Yes, it’s a NEW day. And it makes
perfect sense to go to a place where your
guests can do it all. That place? Of course,
it’s Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort. Plan
your next getaway today. n
Soaring Eagle Properties
888-732-4537, ext. 55444
soaringeaglecasino.com

FIND YOUR EVERYTHING
Discover your place to getaway. To indulge and enjoy it all your way. This is your day of
adventure. Your day to win. So come and go all-in. There’s delicious dining, king-size luxury,
big-time winning and so much more at Michigan’s most exciting destination. It’s a New Day

soaringeaglecasino.com

Mt. Pleasant, MI | 1.888.7.EAGLE.7
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Experience winning culture
at Coeur d’Alene Casino
Worley, Idaho

Come revel in the beauty of the land
that the Coeur d’Alene Tribe has called
home for thousands of years. Coeur
d’Alene Casino offers Cultural Tours
where guests can learn about the tribal traditions of the land’s native people. During
the tour, you’ll experience the tribe’s rich
history, stories and customs. We offer both
small and large group tours.
Coeur d’Alene Casino also hosts a wide
variety of cultural activities throughout
the year. Visit the first tribal Eagle Aviary
in the Northwest and learn about the
tribe’s conservation role with the Majestic
Encounters: Eagle Aviary Tour. Participate
in our Lifeways Workshops and learn how
to make authentic Native American arts
and crafts. Or learn more about the tribe’s

history with our Tribal Homelands Indian
Cliffs Hiking Tour and The Last Battle Tour.
After your cultural tour or event, head
to Coeur d’Alene Casino to experience the
very best in tribal hospitality. Our premier
casino resort features over 300 affordably
elegant hotel rooms and over 60,000 square
feet of gaming. We offer nearly 1,200 of
the hottest video gaming machines, bingo,
exciting promotions, and best of all, million-dollar jackpots. With more than four
times the number of linked progressives
compared to other area casinos, why would
you play anywhere else?
Make your stay even more rewarding
by becoming a Coeur Rewards member.
Members earn points every time they
play that can be used for hotel stays, spa

services, Circling Raven tee times, at our
acclaimed restaurants and more. Joining is
free and easy. Plus, new members get $10
Extra Play Cash just for signing up.
Plan your trip to Coeur d’Alene Casino
today and get ready to experience the
beauty, culture and excitement of our
premier resort. n
Coeur d’Alene Casino
800-523-2464, ext. 7415
cdacasino.com

Experience our Winning Culture.
Revel in the beauty and excitement of Coeur d’Alene Casino.
Learn about the culture, traditions and history of the Coeur d’Alene Tribe by booking a Cultural Tour.
After, head to our 60,000-square-foot casino floor to play the hottest games and win big.
For more information, visit cdacasino.com
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Thank you to our Advertising Partners
ADVERTISER.................................. PG.

ADVERTISER.................................. PG.

ADVERTISER.................................. PG.

Alamance County Visitors Bureau............................................................ 81
www.visitalamance.com

Harrison County CVB....................................................................................31
thisisindiana.org

Sheridan Travel & Tourism....................................................................... 105
sheridanwyoming.org

Amarillo CVB................................................................................................117
visitamarillo.com

Haywood County TDA, dba Visit NC Smokies.........................................77
visitncsmokies.com

So IN Tourism (Clark-Floyd Counties CTB)................................................31
gosoin.com

Arizona Renaissance Festival....................................................................95
renfestinfo.com

History Museum of Mobile.........................................................................57
historymuseumofmobile.com

Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort...........................................................26, 137
soaringeaglecasino.com

Berea Tourism.............................................................................................. 69
visitberea.com

Holmes County Chamber/CVB (Ohio’s Amish Country)........................35
holmescountychamber.com

St. Joseph CVB...............................................................................................74
stjomo.com

Billy Graham Library...................................................................................79
BillyGrahamlibrary.org

International UFO Museum........................................................................95
roswellufomuseum.org

Suffolk Division of Tourism........................................................................59
VisitSuffolkVa.com

Black Hills, Badlands and Lakes Association............................................3
blackhillsbadlands.com

Island Resort & Casino...............................................................................135
islandresortandcasino.com

Sweetwater Travel & Tourism.................................................................. 103
tourwyoming.com

Brilliant Edventures.....................................................................................25
brilliantedventures.com

Lake of the Woods Tourism........................................................................33
lakeofthewoodsmn.com

Tamarack..................................................................................................... 69
tamarackwv.com

Bureau of Engraving and Printing........................................................... 113
moneyfactory.gov/fortworthtxtours.html

Lehman’s................................................................................................33, 126
lehmans.com

The National Museum of the United States Army..................................59
armyhistory.org

Carbon County Visitors Council................................................................ 101
wyomingcarboncounty.com

Louisville Slugger Museum........................................................................57
SluggerMuseum.com

The Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation & Library...................... 99
reaganfoundation.org

Circle Michigan, Inc......................................................................................25
circlemichigan.com

Mackinac Island Tourism............................................................................27
mackinacisland.org

Tour Kansas..................................................................................................93
tourkansas.org

Cleveland County Visitors Center..............................................................83
tourclevelandcounty.com

Marion County CVB - OH.............................................................................33
visitmarionohio.com

Town of Lexington........................................................................................45
lexingtonma.gov

Coeur d’Alene Casino Resort Hotel.......................................................... 138
cdacasino.com

Maryland Office of Tourism........................................................................50
visitmaryland.org/groups

Traverse City Tourism..................................................................................28
traversecity.com

Colonial Williamsburg Foundation..........................................................63
ColonialWilliamsburg.com

Massanutten Resort................................................................................... 69
massresort.com

Tuscarawas County CVB.............................................................................37
traveltusc.com

Columbia Gorge Interpretive Center Museum........................................95
columbiagorge.org

Miami County VCB.......................................................................................35
Homegrowngreat.com

Virginia Beach CVB...................................................................................... 61
visitvirginiabeach.com

Crawford County CVB.................................................................................93
visitcrawfordcounty.com

Mississippi Museum of Art.........................................................................67
msmuseumart.org

Visit Cheyenne............................................................................................ 103
cheyenne.org

Discover Austin MN CVB.............................................................................35
austinmn.com

Muhammad Ali Center.................................................................................71
AliCenter.org

Visit Fairfax...................................................................................................57
fxva.com

Discover DeKalb...........................................................................................67
discoverdekalb.com

Myrtle Beach Area CVB...............................................................................65
VisitMyrtleBeach.com

Visit French Lick West Baden.....................................................................133
vflwb.com

Douglasville CVB............................................................................................2
visitdouglasville.com

North Dakota Tourism Division...............................................................140
ndtourism.com

Visit Hagerstown - Washington County CVB......................................... 49
visithagerstown.com

Eagan CVB......................................................................................................31
eaganmn.com

Oaklawn Racing Casino Resort................................................................ 131
oaklawn.com

Visit Kenosha................................................................................................37
visitkenosha.com

El Paso CVB...................................................................................................121
visitelpaso.com

Ocean City CVB..............................................................................................51
ococean.com

Visit Lubbock............................................................................................... 115
visitlubbock.org

Experience Prince George’s..........................................................................51
visitprincegeorges.com

Oldham County Tourism Commission......................................................71
touroldham.com

Visit Montgomery - MD................................................................................51
visitmontgomery.com

Fairfield Conference & Visitors Bureau (Visit Fairfield).........................97
fairfield4fun.com

Outlets at Tejon Ranch...............................................................................125
tejonoutlets.com

Visit Sacramento..........................................................................................95
VisitSacramento.com/GroupTravel

Fox Cities CVB............................................................................................. 130
foxcities.org

Pike County Tourism Commission.............................................................73
TourPikeCounty.com

Visit Springfield............................................................................................35
VisitSpringfieldIllinois.com

Franklin Park Conservatory.......................................................................35
fpconservatory.org

Rivers of Steel National Heritage Area.....................................................43
riversofsteel.com

Visit Tyler...................................................................................................... 119
visittyler.com

Frederik Meijer Gardens & Sculpture Park...............................................25
meijergardens.org

Royal Gorge Bridge & Park....................................................................... 103
royalgorgebridge.com

Visit Winston-Salem....................................................................................87
visitwinstonsalem.com

Grapevine CVB.............................................................................................. 111
grapevinetexasusa.com

Sevierville CVB.............................................................................................127
visitsevierville.com

Wicomico County, Maryland.......................................................................51
wicomicotourism.org

Greater St. Charles CVB - MO....................................................................129
discoverstcharles.com

Shaw Festival Theatre................................................................................ 49
shawfest.com

Youngstown - Mahoning County CVB......................................................33
youngstownlive.com

grouptourmagazine.com
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Be Inspired.
Follow your curiosity to Theodore Roosevelt National Park where
bison and wild horses roam through Badlands vistas. Access the north
unit from Watford City and the south unit from the old west town
of Medora, with its acclaimed Medora Musical and Roosevelt’s cabin
from when he ranched here. Visit us online to plan your group tour.
NDtourism.com/grouptravel

